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Abstract
The advent of the Internet of Things, sensor and social networks, to mention just a
few examples, all contribute towards the solid establishment of the Big Data era. High
Performance Computing (HPC) becomes necessary for the efficient processing of the
massive amounts of data our society generates, and cloud computing is a critical component
to deliver this processing power to a broader audience that cannot afford to acquire and
maintain such complex computing systems themselves. However, HPC specific technology
and performance is not yet apt to be delivered efficiently over highly flexible and dynamic
environments, as typically are the virtualized cloud infrastructures.
In this thesis, we address challenges that arise in high performance dynamic cloud
environments, that are equipped with HPC specific technology, in the context of networking
and virtualization. We use InfiniBand, a high performance lossless interconnection network
as the basis of our research, and first show that lossless networks pose prime challenges when
the nature of the infrastructure is very dynamic, i.e. exhibits continuous changes. Then we
propose a network I/O virtualization architecture, the InfiniBand vSwitch architecture, that
can make lossless network technologies more favorable in the cloud. Moreover, we propose
different network reconfiguration methods to enable performance-driven reconfigurations in
very large network topologies that are commonly found in data centers. Performance-driven
reconfigurations are frequently needed to adapt to unpredictable workload changes resulting
from the shared and on-demand nature of a cloud platform, or when cloud providers employ
live migration of virtual machines to optimize the resource usage of their infrastructure.
Last but not least, we propose a new Quality-of-Service metric, called delay, to capture the
directly observable service degradation in consolidated cloud environments. We suggest that
the delay can be used as a direct service level agreement metric between cloud providers
and cloud tenants.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis aims to address challenges that arise in high performance cloud computing
environments in different layers of a cloud stack. A core component for delivering high
performance in the cloud is the interconnection network. High performance lossless networks
typically provide lower latency and higher bandwidth when compared to lossy networks.
When cloud environments are combined with lossless interconnection network technologies,
like InfiniBand (IB) [1], scalability issues with respect to managing the network come into
sight. Lossless networks have been traditionally used in static environments, such as High
Performance Computing (HPC) clusters, and the dynamic nature of the cloud challenges
such network fabrics.
In this work, we first undertake network oriented challenges in the context of virtualization1 .
Then, we move further up in the cloud stack and study an evidently perceptible Quality of
Service (QoS) metric, the delay of workloads, for cloud consolidation.

1.1

Motivation

New, tiny devices with increased computing power and embedded sensors are being deployed
ubiquitously every day. Sensor networks and the Internet of Things (IoT) are more palpable
than ever before and many smart connected products such as phones, fridges, lamps,
watches and other wearables, just to name a few, have already hit the market. The
number of connected devices is projected to expand from the roughly 20 billion that exist
today, to 30 billion by 2020 and 80 billion by 2025, as presented by a recent International
Data Corporation (IDC) report [3]. These devices as well as the rise of social media like
Facebook2 and YouTube3 produce enormous amount of data, contributing towards the Big
Data era we are going through.
1

Virtualization is one of the core technologies powering up Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [2] clouds.
Facebook generated four new Petabytes of data per day as of 2014 [4] and had 1.86 billion active users by
the end of 2016 [5].
3
YouTube users upload more than 400 hours of video per minute [6].
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Big Data is a term commonly used to describe the polynomial growth of data generation
we have seen in recent years. In 2005 the amount of data created and copied was 130
Exabytes [7]. In 2015 that number had grown to approximately 10 Zettabytes, and it
is estimated that by 2025 we will be producing 180 Zettabytes (180 trillion Gigabytes)
annually [3]. Notwithstanding the great amounts of data we produce, our ability to analyze
those data is poor. Only half percent (0.5%) of the generated data is ever analyzed [7].
The three main Big Data characteristics are widely known as the 3V’s; Volume, Variety and
Velocity [8]. The 3V’s bring several research challenges along the way loosely summarized
as: how to process the huge V olume (Exabytes, Zettabytes) of V arying data (video, text,
structured, unstructured) with high V elocity (real time generating and processing interval
requirements) efficiently? How to turn more than half percent of the generated data into
value by extracting accurately what is needed in a timely manner?
It becomes noticeable that performance is critical to address the Big Data challenges,
and for this reason HPC clusters are typically used for efficient Big Data analytics [9].
On the other hand, HPC clusters have a very high deployment and maintenance cost
that individuals or small organizations cannot afford. However, with the emergence of
cloud computing, the Computer Science (CS) society tends to agree that there will be a
convergence of HPC, Big Data and the Cloud, with the Cloud performing as the vehicle for
delivering the associated services to a broader audience [10, 11].
Cloud computing, or simply cloud, is a paradigm shift in the Information Technology
(IT) sector. Cloud computing refers to the usage of computing resources delivered as
services over a network in a server-centric model. The infrastructure is usually4 not
owned or maintained by the cloud clients5 , but rented on demand. The cloud brings
some attractive features such as: a) resource elasticity and consolidation that provide
both monetary benefits for the cloud tenants and environmentally friendlier (greener)
computing, b) infrastructure management as a service that can be controlled and automated
with software, c) the opportunity for cloud users to cost-effectively try out new ideas
that would otherwise require a large upfront investment in hardware6 , and d) lifting the
infrastructure maintenance burden from the end user since the cloud provider is taking
care of the infrastructure. Due to the valuable advantages the cloud can offer, it is no
coincidence that Cisco predicts the total global data center traffic to reach 15.3 Zettabytes
annually by 2020, and 92% of all workloads to be processed in the cloud by then [15].
Server or hardware virtualization7 is arguably one of the core cloud components [2].
Virtualization breaks the one-to-one relationship between the Operating System (OS)
4

Unless the cloud is private or hybrid [12].
The cloud clients can also be referred to as cloud tenants.
6
Dropbox Inc. is a shinny example of a company that grew on the shoulders of a big cloud provider.
Dropbox started small without investing in its own hardware, as that would require a major upfront
investment to provide a reliable, robust and highly durable service for storing files. Since its inception,
Dropbox was storing files in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) [13] cloud platform and only when Dropbox
became big enough did Dropbox invest on its own data centers [14].
7
There are several types of virtualization. Some examples include the network virtualization [16], service
virtualization [17] and server/hardware virtualization [18]. When we plainly refer to virtualization in the
rest of this work we are referring to server/hardware virtualization.
5
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Fig. 1.1: Different layers and research objectives of interest for the corresponding layer of a
self-adaptive cloud.
and the hardware by means of logical abstraction of the hardware that is exposed to the
virtualized Operating Systems (OSs) in the form of Virtual Machines (VMs) [18]. As a
result more OSs can run simultaneously, but at the same time independently in isolated
VMs, on top of the same physical hardware. At a glance the outcome of the hardware
abstraction is increased server consolidation, but more importantly, the computing resources
can be treated as virtual entities that remove the hard physical boundaries of the physical
systems. The removal of the physical boundaries opens up a whole new world of ways to
handle computing infrastructure since the hardware can be treated similarly to software.
Most of the cloud benefits that were mentioned in the previous paragraph can be directly
attributed to virtualization. Further details about the cloud concepts and virtualization
features will be given in Chapter 2.
Along with the benefits of the cloud and virtualization, there also come challenges. The
several layers of abstraction in consideration of achieving a fully self-adaptive software
defined architecture, as shown in Fig. 1.1, are desired in order to allow for dynamic
optimization of resources [19, 20], but add to the complexity of the cloud components,
opening up new frontiers in several research areas. Moreover, the added overhead due to
the additional layer of virtualization between the OS and the hardware has a performance
impact. As a consequence, the performance of a fully virtualized cloud is not on par with
that of physical, non-virtualized systems. The performance gaps are even larger in the HPC
domain where HPC specific technologies such as lossless interconnection networks are
common, but not yet ready to be fully virtualized without sacrificing cloud flexibility [21].
Correspondingly, cloud providers have not adopted true HPC clouds yet that can perform
on par with traditional HPC systems [22, 23], a necessary move in order to accommodate
high performance workloads efficiently in the cloud, and therefore bring HPC and efficient
Big Data analytics access to an extended audience.
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Cloud Layers
A fully virtualized environment with several layers of abstraction is needed to accomplish a
software defined architecture that uncouples services from location. This uncoupling is
necessary for the realization of self-adaptive clouds that are able to monitor their state,
analyze, and eventually optimize the offered services by rearranging/reallocating resources.
Fig. 1.1 liberally presents the layers of a typical cloud infrastructure with the rectangles on
the left of the figure, and corresponding research objectives for each layer8 in the context
of the monitor-analyze-optimize loop9 on the right side of the figure. Starting from the
bottom layer and working up we meet the Networking layer. The network is an integral
part of any cloud infrastructure, as by definition all the cloud resources are served to the
clients through the network. However, this work focuses in intra-cloud challenges related
to the virtualized network resources that are allocated to cloud tenants, thus, with the
term Networking we refer to that aspect of the interconnection network itself, and not the
networking resources that are used for the management of the cloud data center. One layer
above the network we have the Storage/Servers layer. This is the layer where the physical
hardware that delivers the computing resources to the cloud users is located. On the
third layer we have the layer of Virtualization that is responsible for the decoupling of the
services from the underlying physical infrastructure, i.e. servers and storage etc. Then
comes the Orchestration layer where the operational intelligence is implemented. The
responsibility of the orchestration layer is to enforce security and usage policies for the
cloud tenants, ensure Service Level Agreement (SLA) compliance between the tenants and
the cloud provider, tracking of resource utilization and billing. Above the orchestration
layer sit the OS and Applications that are being deployed on demand to the cloud by the
tenants via the orchestration layer.
Each of these layers have different objectives in the monitor-analyze-optimize loop. For
example, in the monitoring phase the orchestration layer is responsible to monitor the SLA
compliance and pass the necessary metrics to the next phase for analysis. In the Analysis
phase the client profiles should be checked and potential SLA violations must be identified.
The optimization phase should try to reallocate resources if needed based on the input of
the analysis with the ultimate goal to improve the service performance. Note that in
most situations coordination is needed between different layers in order to improve overall
performance.
Plenty of research has been done in the different objectives for each of the cloud layers in
the effort to materialize self-adaptive cloud infrastructures [26, 27, 28], but not in the
context of clouds with HPC specific technologies such as lossless HPC interconnection
networks. To be more distinct, modern virtualized clouds that offer high performance based
8

Note that the different cloud layers and corresponding research objectives in Fig. 1.1 are presented as a
high-level overview of cloud architectures. We do not address issues in all of the cloud layers in this thesis.
Details about the focus of the thesis are to be found in Section 1.2.
9
For the sake of simplicity, the monitor-analyze-optimize loop that is used in Fig. 1.1 is a relaxed
presentation of the widely recognized Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute (MAPE) [24] classification for
autonomic computing, where the Plan/Execute phases are presented as the Optimize phase. The MAPE
classification is common in self-adaptive cloud environments [25].
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Fig. 1.2: Highlighting research objectives that this thesis is focusing on. We target the
networking and virtualization layers from the perspective of a lossless network when virtual
machines are migrating in the optimization phase, as well as the virtualization layer with respect
to resource overcommitment in the analysis phase.
on lossless networks have been demonstrated in scientific papers [29, 30, 31, 32], but not
much effort has been put in the dynamic nature and self-adaptation of a cloud when a cloud
is based on such network technologies as explained in more detail in Section 1.2.

1.2

Research Challenges Addressed in this Thesis

This thesis targets a subset of the research objectives of the monitor-analyze-optimize loop
in self-adaptive clouds. As highlighted in Fig. 1.2 we concentrate in the networking and
virtualization (from the perspective of the network) layers of the optimization phase, as well
as the virtualization layer with respect to resource overcommitment in the analysis phase.
In particular, we first address challenges related to high performance lossless interconnection
network technologies in the context of dynamic virtualized cloud environments. Once we
have demonstrated techniques that would allow for efficient live migration of VMs that use
a lossless network, as well as network performance optimization techniques that are needed
due to the constant workload or infrastructure changes in a cloud environment, then we
look at the problem of consolidation from the orchestration perspective. We use IB as the
network interconnect of choice10 for demonstrating our prototype implementations, but the
concepts and challenges presented in this thesis are related to the nature of lossless high
performance interconnection networks, thus, even similar competing technologies could
benefit from our results [34, 35]. As long as something is purely IB specific it will be clearly
10

IB is a popular lossless interconnection network technology holding a significant 35.4% market share in
the list of the top 500 supercomputers [33] as of June 2017.
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mentioned throughout the text in this document.
Although the operating principles of lossless networks in general improve performance, the
fact that packets are stored in a sender node and are neither dropped nor forwarded until
there is available buffer space in the receiver node, introduces the potential for deadlock
situations if routing cycles (loops) exist11 [36]. Ultimately, the network may come to a halt
until the deadlock is resolved. To prevent deadlocks from happening lossless networks
typically engage a management authority, also known as Subnet Manager (SM). The SM is
responsible for the overall arbitration of the network: discover, configure the nodes with
layer-two Local Identifier (LID)12 addresses, calculate deadlock-free routing paths based on
the LID assigned to each node, provide path resolutions and once the network is running,
continuously monitor the health of the network.
In large subnets the SM can become a bottleneck that prevents scalable management of
the subnet. For two peers to communicate, they need to know key characteristics of the
communication path, such as which is the maximum supported Maximum Transmission Unit
(MTU) or speed rate. A path resolution performed by the SM provides this information to
the peers. As we demonstrate in Paper I13 one scalability issue can emerge from the path
resolutions that increase polynomially as the size of a subnet increases. Cloud environments
are very dynamic with constant workload changes and need for re-optimizations when
VMs live migrate. Especially for the case where a Virtual Machine (VM) live migrates,
the LID address of the VM will change as the LID is shared with the physical host in
current generation Host Channel Adapters (HCAs)14 [38, 39]. This layer-two address
change will force the peers communicating with the migrated VM to ask for the new path
characteristics to reconnect, a behavior that leads us to the first Research Question (RQ) of
this thesis:
RQ 1: In dynamic cloud environments VMs can live migrate to optimize resource
usage and performance. With the readily available technology in the IB architecture
the VMs do not get a dedicated LID address, i.e. when a VM migrates, its LID
address will change. What are the implications on the subnet management scalability?
RQ 1 is addressed in Paper I where we show that the SM performance can get a serious
hit when VMs migrate and their LID addresses change. We show that it is possible to
remediate the scalability issues if we introduce a client-side cache for paths that have
already been resolved. A necessary condition for the cache to work is that the VMs should
have dedicated LID addresses. But then again, with dedicated LID addresses in the
VMs the SM would have to reconfigure the network and reroute the traffic after each live
migration. Reconfiguring the network while running –an operation known as dynamic
reconfiguration– is a costly and challenging task. When a lossless network is reconfigured,
11

The necessary background about the operating principles of lossless networks is located in section 2.3.
The terminology that is used throughout this thesis (SM, LID, etc.) is based on IB. However, most of
the terms are similar or identical even in competing technologies that are based on the same lossless
principles [1, 37].
13
The six research papers written as part of the PhD work leading to this thesis are all attached in the last
chapter of this thesis.
14
A Host Channel Adapter (HCA) is the term the IB specification uses to refer to a network card.

12
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deadlock-free routes have to be recalculated and distributed to all switches. This task can
take several minutes depending on the network size and topology [40, 41]. Normally, HPC
clusters are static environments and once deployed the SM rarely intervenes to reconfigure
the network unless critical faults are detected. In a cloud environment reconfigurations are
common. Therefore, the next two research questions are:
RQ 2: What would the implications be of having a network architecture that would
allow VMs to be assigned with their own layer-two addresses and what should one take
into account when designing such an architecture?
RQ 3: If an architecture that allows VMs to be assigned with their own layer-two
addresses exist, a reconfiguration of the network would be needed after each VM
live migration to redirect the traffic to the new destination of the VM. How would
it be feasible to have continuous cloud optimizations with VM live migrations in
large subnets if one takes into account that each reconfiguration may impose a large
overhead in the network and take minutes to complete?
In Paper II we present a vSwitch network Input/Output Virtualization (IOV) architecture
that takes into account different scalability aspects of the network. Firstly, the vSwitch
architecture allows VMs to get a dedicated layer-two address, thus, whenever a migration of
a VM happens the scalability issues that have been presented in Paper I can be resolved.
The first part of Paper II provides answers to RQ 2. Then, in the same paper, we present
analytically a topology-agnostic reconfiguration technique that would allow for very quick
reconfigurations even in very large subnets. In Paper V we complement our proposed
vSwitch architecture by providing an even more efficient topology-aware reconfiguration
technique, and we discuss routing considerations for vSwitch-based subnets. The latter part
of Paper II as well as Paper V provide insights for RQ 3.
When VMs migrate or cloud tenants spawn new VMs the traffic patterns of the network
change. This diverse and continuously changing workloads are the norm and not the
exception in cloud environments. In several situations the performance can be improved
with a dynamic network reconfiguration. Nonetheless, reconfiguring a large subnet is
burdensome. As previously mentioned a reconfiguration can take several minutes depending
on the network size and topology. The research question for this challenge is:
RQ 4: Reconfiguration of the network can take several minutes in large subnets. Due
to the dynamic nature of cloud environments performance-driven reconfigurations are
more relevant than ever before. How could one reduce the reconfiguration overhead to
allow up to several performance-driven reconfigurations per minute if needed?
One solution for RQ 4 is presented in Paper III. A topology-aware method that allows
for fast reconfiguration of the network in order to keep up with constant changes is
demonstrated. The method identifies the switches and nodes that are located in a sub-part
of the network that could benefit from a reconfiguration, and reconfigures only that sub-part
by orders of magnitude faster when compared to a full subnet reconfiguration. Moreover,
different routing algorithms can be used as fit in different sub-parts of the network. In
Paper IV another solution is presented where a meta-database with alternative paths –that
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can be used during a reconfiguration– is generated during the initial configuration phase.
When a reconfiguration is needed the network can be reconfigured quicker by selecting
paths from the alternative pre-calculated options available in the meta-database.
Up until now we added building blocks in different levels of the interconnection network
layer (architectural level, network management) for dynamic environments. Now we move
further up in the cloud hierarchy and look at the problem of performance fluctuation in the
cloud which is mostly a result of running unpredictable workloads and overcommitting
resources [42, 43]. It is known that HPC workloads can have tight deadlines [44, 43], and
after all, what the user typically experiences when the performance fluctuates is the varying
delay of the workload execution. This problem leads us to the last research question for this
thesis:
RQ 5: Cloud workloads can be time constrained. A metric that users directly perceive
when executing a well known workload, is how much time did the computation need to
complete and if the execution has been delayed. How can cloud providers increase
consolidation in cloud environments without compromising the performance expected
by the customers?
In Paper VI we introduce the concept of delay as a QoS metric in our quest to address RQ 5.
The delay of a workload is an evidently perceptible metric from both the cloud provider and
the cloud tenants, thus, the delay could serve as a fair SLA metric for consolidated cloud
environments. This work provides preliminary insight about how the delay of workloads
could be formulated, and demonstrates a simple bin packing method for consolidation of
VMs based on the delay.
For a quick reference, Fig. 1.3 maps the different RQs and Papers to the corresponding
layers of a self-adaptive cloud.

1.3

Research Methods

Generally, there are two methodological approaches in Computer Science: Theoretical and
Experimental [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. In theoretical CS, conceptual and formal modeling,
and mathematical proofs of propositions are commonly used. In experimental CS the
research is mainly comparative and is based on methods such as benchmarking, prototyping,
simulating, and analyzing the results. According to need, this thesis uses several research
methods that mostly belong to the experimental CS class. In particular, Lab-based
Experiments, Concept Implementation or Prototyping, Simulation, Data Analysis and
Conceptual Analysis/Mathematical (CA/M) have been used.
The purpose of the Lab-based Experiments can be twofold. First, lab-based experiments are
controlled and can be carefully designed to collect data and study the real-life behavior of a
particular element of interest in complex systems. Second, lab-based experiments can be
used to compare the performance of a newly-proposed system with existing systems. For
example, in Paper I we designed and used a lab-based experiment to benchmark and
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Fig. 1.3: A flattened version of Fig. 1.2, that maps the different RQs and Papers to the
corresponding layers of a self-adaptive cloud.
study the scalability and behavior of the IB SM for the particular case where too many
path resolution queries need to be served. In the same work we set up experiments to
compare our proposed prototype solution, that introduces a client-side path resolution
cache to reduce the load imposed to the SM, with the behavior of the unmodified system.
Experimentation is a valuable research method that is commonly used to verify or refute
the claims of a hypothesis [49]. Lab-based experiments have been thoroughly used in all of
the papers in this thesis.
Concept Implementation or Prototyping is used to provide proof of concepts, and this
research method has been used in all of the proposed concepts in this thesis. Most
theoretical approaches involve some level of modeling abstraction. Modern computing
systems are very complex and it is not possible to model every aspect of each studied
system in detail. As such, something that is proved theoretically feasible may not be
practical to implement due to unexpected behavior of system parts that have been left out
in the abstract model. A prototype can reduce the gap between theory and what is actually
possible in a real-life scenario. Prototyping can also reveal potential mis-modeling in the
theoretical part. Depending on the level of modeling abstraction of a research idea, a
prototype can be hard to implement. If a radical concept needs several other pieces that
do not yet exist, a concept implementation may not be feasible at all. The operational
level of the prototypes presented in this thesis differs with the nature of each research
idea. For example, in Paper II a non-existing hardware architecture is proposed. The
implemented prototype that accompanies this work tests the practicality and performance
of the proposed reconfiguration method for the proposed architecture by emulating the
proposed IB vSwitches with real switches, and the VMs that would be connected to the
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vSwitches with real nodes connected to the switches. One the other hand, in Paper III
the presented prototype is a more straight-forward implementation since the proposed
solution can be applied and fully demonstrated with readily available hardware. It is
noteworthy that although prototyping is a valuable research method, only a demonstration
of a prototype cannot stand alone as a scientific research method when not accompanied by
detailed experiments and analysis of the results [50].
Simulations can reproduce the behavior of a system in study by using a model. Accurate
modeling of complex real-life systems is almost impossible, thus, a simulation model is
usually abstract and captures only the variables of the system that are required for the
study. Therefore, the results of a simulation cannot offer a real-life certainty, but depending
on how accurately the system variables have been captured and modeled, the results can be
very close to reality. Although simulations require lots of computing resources and can be
very slow, the insights provided by a simulation may be impossible or cost ineffective to
acquire otherwise. Simulations are typically used when one wants to study system variables
that cannot be easily observed by other means (e.g. the necessary tools to observe or
measure a phenomenon do not yet exist), for feasibility studies when the system one wants
to look at does not exist and wants to find out if it even makes sense to try to build it
(e.g. before building a prototype aircraft with a radical new design), or when concepts
that would otherwise require big upfront investments need to be studied (e.g. ideas need
to be evaluated in an expensive system that one cannot get hold of). This thesis uses
simulations in the latter context, i.e. evaluating how our prototype concepts would perform
in large-scale systems that we cannot afford to get access to15 . The Oblivious Routing
Congestion Simulator (ORCS) [51] has been used for testing the routing quality of our
proposed routing/reconfiguration algorithms in Paper III, Paper IV and Paper V. As part
of Paper III we made significant contributions back to the ORCS project. The Infiniband
Fabric Simulator (ibsim)16 has also been used to test the algorithm execution performance
of different routing/reconfiguration methods in Paper II, Paper III and Paper V. To
fulfill the evaluation requirements for Paper V, we also created a new simulator, the
vSwitchMigrationSim simulator, that was used to simulate live migration of VMs and
reconfigure the network as our proposed algorithms would do in a network powered by our
proposed vSwitch architecture.
The goal of Data analysis is to inspect a series of collected data and try to extract useful
information that will provide new insight. During the analysis phase different statistical
tools, such as standard deviation, mean, probability distribution fitting, quantiles of the
data etc., are commonly used to identify patterns. In the evaluation sections of all of the
papers in this work we analyzed the data from our results, that are based on simulations
and prototypes. Particularly in Paper VI, we had to deal with and analyze a very large
15

Such large-scale systems are in general very expensive and precious production-systems where it is
extremely hard to get access to experimenting with the infrastructure/system itself.
16
Ibsim is distributed as part of the OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution (OFED™) [52] software. Strictly
speaking, ibsim is not a simulator but an emulator. In contrary to simulation where all parts of the
simulated system are modeled, in emulation some functional part of the model is carried out by a part of
the real system [53]. Thus, an emulation can provide results that reflect reality with greater certainty. In
the ibsim case, the part of the real system that participates in the emulation is the SM.
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Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Lab-based
Experiments
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Prototyping

Simulation

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Data
Analysis
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Conceptual Analysis
/Mathematical
✓

✓

Table 1.1: Summary of which research methods have been used in each research paper.
dataset of real-life performance data (Central Processing Unit (CPU)/Memory utilization)
collected from more than 1500 Linux-based systems. After the dataset was cleaned up
from erroneous values, we applied our proposed concept algorithms, that are presented in
the same paper, on the real-life dataset in order to base our final results on a genuine
input.
Conceptual Analysis/Mathematical is a method that falls under the theoretical CS. In
Conceptual Analysis (CA) one tries to break a problem into smaller well understood
components. Then the necessary and sufficient conditions for the relation between the
components are defined [54]. The CA/M is defined by Ramesh et al. [46] as an extension
of the CA research method where mathematics are used to show the connection of the
components. We have used the CA/M method to formally describe the overhead of our
proposed vSwitch architecture in Paper II. Moreover, the same method was used to define
the concept of delay that we proposed in Paper VI.
Table 1.1 provides a short summary about which research methods have been used in each
research paper.

1.4

Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part contains the Introduction (this chapter),
Background, Summary of Research Papers and Closing Remarks in chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4,
respectively. In the introduction the topic is motivated before we unfold the research
objectives, research questions and research methods that have been used. In the background
chapter we provide insight to related technologies and concepts that concern this work. In
the research paper summary chapter, an extended abstract for each of the research papers
is presented before we provide the closing remarks where the future research directions are
included. The second part contains a collection of the six research papers that have been
published or submitted as part of this doctoral dissertation. These six papers reflect the
actual research that has been conducted and contain details about the devised algorithms,
designs, prototypes and evaluation of our results. Note that the six papers that form the
second part of this thesis are the same ones that have been summarized in Chapter 3, and
referred to with the “Paper I – VI” notation throughout this thesis.

Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter we introduce background technology, prior work and tools related or used in
this thesis. First we discuss virtualization, as virtualization is one of the main technologies
powering up cloud infrastructures. We focus in the overhead of virtualization, Input/Output
Virtualization (IOV), and the feature of live migration of VMs that enables much of the
dynamicity in the clouds. Then we discuss cloud environments, before we move into the
operating principles of lossless interconnection networks and IB, where we put everything
together. We conclude this chapter with a description of each one of the simulators that
have been used in this thesis.

2.1

Virtualization

The term virtualization in computing refers to emulation of hardware, software, or services
to allow abstraction and isolation from the underlying hardware, operating systems, or
lower level functionalities. Server or Hardware virtualization is arguably one of the best
known applications of virtualization technology and usually when the term virtualization is
used directly, people mostly refer to hardware virtualization.
The roots of hardware virtualization and VMs can be traced back to the 60s, when IBM
introduced the concept for their mainframe systems [55, 56]. The goal for IBM was to offer
the means for isolated hardware sharing between different clients and software portability
between different IBM systems. However, it was not before the end of the 90s, that
hardware virtualization gained mainstream adoption and evolved to become one of the
primary technologies that today powers modern data centers and cloud infrastructures.
In particular, VMware introduced software that provided virtualization capabilities to
commodity hardware based on the widely adopted x86 architecture [57].
Hardware virtualization breaks the one-to-one relationship between the OS and the hardware
by means of logical abstraction of the hardware that is exposed to the virtualized OSs in
the form of VMs [18]. As a result more OSs can run simultaneously, but at the same
time independently in isolated VMs, on top of the same physical hardware. The software
13
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component which is responsible to control and allocate the hardware resources needed to
create and run VMs is called Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor [58], while
each VM can also be called a guest.
One of the often highlighted benefits provided by virtualization is the increased server
consolidation. Server consolidation promotes greener and cheaper computing as multiple
VMs can share the same physical hardware. That is, less, but more efficiently utilized
servers (servers that have less idling time) can be used to serve the same workload. Server
underutilization is a well known problem [59]. Yet, the new tools and features provided
by virtualization, that enable novel ways for infrastructure management, are of equal
importance. One such feature is the ability of VMs to live migrate to different physical
locations (servers) with service downtimes in the order of milliseconds [60].

2.1.1

Live Migration

Migration of VMs to different physical hosts is one of the most prominent features of
virtualization. Live or hot migration offers the ability to migrate while the VM is operational
and enables a new range of infrastructure management possibilities. Live migrations are
typically used for workload optimization and server consolidation [61], maintenance [60]
and disaster recovery [62]. Live migration is a key feature to enable resource efficient,
dynamically reconfigurable data centers [63, 64]. There are two well known live migration
methods: Pre-copy and Post-copy [65].
In the pre-copy method the source hypervisor starts with the warm-up phase by sending
memory pages of the VM-in-migration to the destination hypervisor. The VM is still in
operation during this phase so some of the transferred memory pages will become dirty
(change) during this process. The warm-up phase is iterative, i.e. tries to resend memory
pages that have been dirtied, and typically lasts until some condition is met. For instance,
the remaining dirty memory pages will not take more than x seconds to be transferred
to the destination hypervisor based on the estimated transferring speed from previous
memory page copying iterations. When the condition is met, the stop-and-copy phase is
following where the VM is suspended in the source hypervisor, the remaining dirty memory
pages are being transferred, and the operation is resumed at the destination. During the
stop-and-copy phase the VM experiences downtime. An issue of the pre-copy scheme is that
if during the warm-up phase the memory pages become dirty with a rate that is faster than
the network speed, it may not be possible to meet the required condition to transition to
the stop-and-copy phase.
The post-copy method follows a slightly different approach to overcome the issue of the
pre-copy method, at the cost of imposing a performance penalty to the VM during the
migration. The VM is transferred immediately and resumed to the destination hypervisor1
and the memory page copying is following. When the VM requests to access a memory
page that hasn’t been transferred to the destination yet, a (remote) page fault fetches the
page from the source.
1

In practice there may still exist a warm-up phase but it is not necessary.
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2.1.2

Virtualization Overhead

There exist two types of hypervisors as shown in Fig. 2.1. The Type 1 hypervisors, also
known as bare metal, are dedicated hypervisors that sit directly on top of the hardware and
the sole purpose of a system that runs a type 1 hypervisor is to deploy VMs. The Type 2
hypervisors on the other hand run as an application on top of an existing OS. No matter
which of the two types of hypervisor one is using, virtualization adds performance overhead
as the OS and applications that run inside a VM access the hardware through an additional
software layer, the hypervisor [66, 67].
Over the years, the situation has improved considerably as CPU overhead has been
practically removed through hardware virtualization support [68, 69]; storage overhead
reduced by the use of fast Storage Area Network (SAN) storages or distributed networked
file systems; and network I/O overhead reduced by the use of device passthrough techniques
like Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) [70]. Although these different techniques
improve performance by reducing the virtualization overhead, not all of them come without
drawbacks as we will see in the next section for the particular case of network IOV.

2.1.3

Input/Output Virtualization

The purpose of IOV is to provide multiple VMs with shared and protected access to I/O
resources. Typically, IOV decouples the logical device which is exposed to a VM from its
physical implementation [58, 71] and there are two common approaches:
a) Software emulation, which is a decoupled front-end/back-end software architecture.
The front-end software is a device driver placed in the VM that is able to communicate
with the back-end implemented by the hypervisor.
b) Direct device assignment, which involves either decoupling at the hardware level
or coupling of a device and no sharing between multiple VMs.
Both of the approaches have advantages and disadvantages. A brief discussion of the four
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most commonly used network IOV techniques and their characteristics follows:
• Emulated real devices fall under the software emulation approach. Emulating
real devices (such as an existing Intel network interface card for example) is the
dominating technique when it comes to guest OS support, sharing ratio and supported
virtualization features. VMs can run by using unmodified drivers of the emulated
device, and the guest OS behaves as if it was running on real hardware. Live migration
is possible with minimum network downtime in the order of milliseconds. Note that
since the hardware that the VM sees is virtual, the VM hardware state is stored in
memory as well in the software emulated techniques. Thus, live migration can migrate
a VM efficiently without the need for checkpointing individual software/hardware
components that are running in the VM. However, emulating real devices suffer from
poor performance and adds overhead to the hypervisor since CPU cycles have to be
dedicated for emulating some non existing hardware.
• Paravirtualization is a different software emulation approach. Paravirtualization
improves performance compared to the emulated devices by exposing some optimized
virtual hardware to the guest OS, rather than emulating a real device. Sharing ratio
and supported virtualization features are on par –or even better due to the reduced
overhead– when compared to emulated devices. The disadvantage is that special
drivers need to be installed in the guest OS for the virtual hardware to be enabled.
• Device pass-through is a direct device assignment method that provides near to
native non-virtualized performance and minimum overhead. A Peripheral Component
Interconnect (PCI) device is directly attached to the VM and bypasses the hypervisor.
The VMs can run by using unmodified drivers. The downside of this approach is the
limited scalability as there is no sharing. One physical network card is coupled with
one VM. Furthermore, currently there is no simple way to live migrate VMs without
having a long network downtime in the order of several seconds.
• Single-Root IOV (SR-IOV) is a form of device pass-through that introduces the
notion of a PCI-Express Physical Function (PF) and multiple Virtual Functions
(VFs). The VFs are light-weight instances that are identical to the PF, but are
not allowed to reconfigure the PCI device. The VFs are assigned to VMs. As a
direct device assignment method, SR-IOV is supported by non-modified drivers and
provides near to native performance while solving the problem of scalability of the
full device pass-through method. The cons of direct device assignment regarding
live-migration are unfortunately inherited as well [72].

2.2

Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is a term that is used ubiquitously to refer to the usage of computing
resources delivered as services over a network in a server-centric model. The users of a
cloud service do not own the computing infrastructure, but rent resources on demand in a
pay-as-you-go model. This computing model provides numerous benefits both for the users
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and the cloud providers. The users do not need to worry about maintenance or hardware
upgrades to fulfill their computing needs, because the provider of the cloud service takes
care of these details. Moreover, when users need more resources (e.g. storage space or
CPU power) they can pay more and get access to the additional resources instantly for as
long as needed. For the providers, a major benefit is that they have full control of the
infrastructure which makes it easier to maintain, consolidate and effectively drive down
costs while offering a service which is of higher quality. Consider the example where a
database company sells databases to clients on premises versus renting the databases that
are hosted by the database company itself. In the case where the database is installed on
customer premises, different customers may use different database versions on different
hardware with different configurations. In case of a fault there are multiple parameters that
may be responsible and all these parameters may be different for each customer. When the
databases are hosted by the database company and rented out to customers, the database
company can keep a better control of all the different parameters that can affect the quality
of the offered services.
Cloud services can be different in nature and are commonly referred to with the XaaS
notation. XaaS stands for X -as-a-S ervice, where X is substituted with the service
type that is being served by the cloud. The three most common cloud offerings are:
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) [73, 74].
• SaaS refers to different kinds of software running over the network, usually served as a
web application to the client. All the processing is done centrally in a server, and the
results are sent to the client. Minimum, or no configuration is needed by the client.
Example SaaS services: Hosted e-mail, hosted storage (e.g. Dropbox), web sites.
• PaaS serves different kinds of platforms that other applications can be built upon.
The clients get lower level access in the cloud stack and by using PaaS, one could
deliver SaaS applications.
Example PaaS services: Amazon Elastic Beanstalk, Google App Engine.
• IaaS delivers infrastructure on demand and is the type of cloud service that concerns
this thesis. Clients get access to hardware and have similar access rights as if the
hardware was hosted locally. The most common way that the infrastructure is
delivered is in the form of VMs. IaaS provides OS level access to the clients. By
using IaaS one could serve PaaS and SaaS applications, or do any other kind of
computations that an ordinary computer would do.
Example IaaS services: Amazon EC2, Google Compute Engine.

2.2.1

Infrastructure as a Service and Resource Consolidation

Cloud platforms become possible by the combination of numerous underlying technologies.
Arguably, virtualization is the core technology that drives IaaS cloud platforms and provides
many of the desired cloud features [2]. Some well known characteristics of cloud platforms
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that would not be possible without virtualization are the elasticity and consolidation. The
ability of a cloud to scale up or down its resources when needed is called elasticity. Efficient
elasticity can provide better resource utilization and improve service performance while
reducing energy consumption and costs both for the cloud tenants and the cloud providers.
Consider a case where the tax authorities in a country have a few servers to host the
government’s online tax portal. The tax portal is mostly underutilized throughout the year
since most people do not connect to the web site very frequently. Nonetheless, the costs are
running as the servers consume energy resources and fixed floor space. There is a single day
every year when the tax return due date is announced and people rush to file their tax
return forms. This specific day the otherwise underutilized servers are not enough to meet
the service demand and the portal crashes. So the tax office suffers from the downsides of
both worlds: Overpaying for resources it doesn’t need for most of the year, and when the
critical time comes that the site must be up and running, the tax portal crashes. It turns
out that this story is not fictional, but this is what repeatedly happens with the Norwegian
online tax portal [75, 76]. If such a service was hosted in an elastic cloud service it would
be possible to use less resources throughout the year (reduce the major costs), scale up the
service a few hours before the tax return due is announced to be ready for the high demand,
and scale down as needed when the demand decreases. Typically, the scaling is automated
by specifying performance metric triggers [77].
The clouds are very dynamic in nature and the workload can be very unpredictable for the
cloud providers. The cloud tenants are given the freedom to start and stop VMs at their own
convenience so there are no guarantees about the expected next-minute utilization. Features
such as the elasticity contribute to even greater unpredictability, as unexpected events may
cause existing services to occupy more or less resources. This dynamicity leads to resource
fragmentation [78], thus, cloud providers need to reconfigure their infrastructure in order to
optimize resources and reduce costs and energy consumption. The most common way to
achieve resource optimization is by using VM live migrations to consolidate fragmented
resources. However, consolidation, especially when resources are overcommitted [79], needs
to respect the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between the cloud tenants and the provider.
RQ 5 can be directly related to this issue: how could cloud providers increase infrastructure
consolidation without violating the SLA? We provide a consolidation metric, the delay of
workloads, as an answer to RQ 5 in Paper VI, and we perform bin packing of VMs based on
the delay. The delay can be used as a directly observable metric in cloud environments
where time-constrained applications are running.
Lots of research has revolved around mapping the problem of VM consolidation to the bin
packing problem where Physical Machines (PMs) are assimilated to bins and VMs are
assimilated to items. Generally, the aim is to reduce the number of PMs needed to pack
different VMs across various resources such as CPU, memory, network I/O etc. Bin packing
is known to be an NP hard problem, therefore, several heuristics have been applied when it
comes to VM consolidation, including the well established First Fit Decreasing (FFD),
Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) or variants of these algorithms [61, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. Other
researchers have resorted to novel bio-inspired solutions, and perform the bin packing with
algorithms such as the Ant Colony Optimization [85, 86].
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The complexity of the consolidation increases exponentially as more dimensions are taken
into account, hence, some studies reduce the problem to one dimensional bin packing by
only considering the bottleneck resource. Similarly, Wood et al. [80] devised Sandpiper, a
consolidation system that uses a simple formula to combine dimensions associated to
different resources (CPU, memory and network) in one metric, called volume, in order to
quantify the load of VMs and PMs and deploy a classic one dimensional FFD bin packing
algorithm. The higher the utilization of a resource, the greater the volume. Sandpiper
aspires to eliminate hotspots via pro-active VM migrations, where profiling is used to
anticipate the occurrence of the overload. The consolidation is dynamic, i.e. whenever
a hotspot is detected, VMs are migrating from the most overloaded PMs to the least
loaded.
An example of another dynamic consolidation approach is presented in [87] where Beloglazov
et al. propose to detect host overload using Markov chain modeling. The authors show
that a necessary condition to improve the quality of VM consolidation is to maximize the
mean time between migrations, and provide heuristics that trigger VM migrations while
respecting this condition. They define the quality of VM consolidation to be inversely
proportional to the mean number of active hosts over n time steps.
In [88], the authors present iPOEM, a consolidation system that tries to reduce energy
consumption without violating SLA constraints. iPOEM tries to optimize two key
parameters in a data center, the max CPU usage (CPUhigh ) a PM should tolerate before
triggering a VM migration and the min CPU usage (CPUlow ) for turning off a machine.
The authors provide two theoretical results that are the core of the iPOEM algorithm:
SLA violations can be reduced by reducing CPUhigh , while the energy consumption can
be decreased if CPUlow is increased. Based on these two intuitive observations, iPOEM
performs a guided binary search to achieve two conflicting objectives, namely, reducing
power consumption while operating within the SLA constraints.
Although most of the consolidation approaches use variants of deterministic bin packing
algorithms, others use its stochastic counter part [89]. In the stochastic bin packing problem
a list of items is given, where each item is a random variable. Moreover, an overflow
probability p is provided. The goal is to pack the items into a minimum number of unit-bins
of a given capacity such that the probability that the total size of the items in each bin
exceeding 1 is at most p.
In order to take into account the dynamic nature of the resource consumption while still
benefiting from the power of bin packing heuristics, some attempts in the literature have
devised consolidation approaches that combine both ideas. For example, in [61], the authors
used time series prediction techniques to predict the load, and then provided a probabilistic
guarantee of satisfying the SLA constraints. Based on the forecast, the first-fit bin packing
heuristic is used with a modified version where capacity is not a criteria, but the probability
of exceeding the physical machine’s capacity is.
Other interesting consolidation techniques are based on deep inspection of different workload
characteristics. For example, in [90, 91], the authors attempt to characterize the workload
and consolidate VMs with complementary resource usage over time. In [92], Wood et al.
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inspect memory pages and collocate VMs with high memory sharing potential in order to
take advantage of the memory page sharing features of hypervisors and increase memory
density [93]. In [84], the authors include the network communication in their decision
making process, and consolidate VMs to minimize inter-host traffic.

2.3

Lossless Interconnection Networks

A network can be lossy or lossless with regards to the delivery guarantees offered by the
communication medium in the data link layer. In a lossy network there is no guarantee that
an injected packet will arrive at its destination. Packets are forwarded even if switch
buffers have been filled up due to congestion. In a case where a forwarded packet reaches a
switch without available buffer space, the packet is simply dropped. The dropped packets
have to be retransmitted. Conventional Ethernet is lossy2 . In order to establish reliable
communication streams over Ethernet the well known transport layer Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) is widely used. When TCP packets get dropped and no acknowledgments
are received back to the sender after a specified timeout, the protocol interprets the packet
loss as an indicator that congestion occurs and throttles down the packet injection rate [95].
In high performance systems this behavior is considered very costly. Packet retransmissions
contribute both to increased communication latency, and unnecessary added overhead in
the network as the retransmitted packets have to traverse the communication medium more
than once. Typically, HPC environments employ lossless network technologies that prevent
packets from being dropped, unless bit errors occur, by implementing link level flow control.
When a network uses link level flow control, packets are not forwarded unless the sender
knows that there is available buffer space in the receiver to store the packet in case of
congestion. Inherently, all upper layer protocols run on top of a reliable link.

2.3.1

Deadlocks

The fact that packets are stored in a sender node and are not dropped or forwarded until
there is available buffer space in the receiver node, introduces the potential for deadlocks if
routing cycles (loops) exist [36], due to the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) nature of the buffers,
as already pointed out in section 1.2. Deadlock is a state in which each member of a group
of transactions is waiting for some other member to release a lock as defined by Coulouris
et al. [96]. From a network point of view the lock that needs to be released is the equivalent
to making buffer space available in the switches if there is none. A deadlock prevents
packets from progressing towards their destination in the network, as all the switch buffers
along the way have been filled and buffer space cannot be freed because some packets are
mutually waiting for each other to proceed first.
As illustrated with an example in Fig. 2.2, four nodes, 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 , that are connected
2

The recently approved IEEE 802.1Qbb standard [94] defines lossless Priority-based Flow Control (PFC)
for Ethernet on data center environments.
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Fig. 2.2: A deadlocked network where the traffic is halted (no packet can proceed) as a result
of a routing loop that led to all of the input FIFO switch buffers being filled.
to the switches I, II, III and IV respectively, simultaneously inject packets in the network
destined towards the node that is located diagonally from each corresponding node in the
figure: 1 → 3 , 2 → 4 , 3 → 1 , 4 → 2 . The switches are equipped with FIFO buffers
in the input ports (marked as Pin X) and when a packet arrives it is stored in a buffer and
is only allowed to be forwarded through the output port (marked as Po ) when there is
available buffer space in the next switch along the path that the packet has to follow3 . In
the case demonstrated by Fig. 2.2 all the switch buffers have been filled by packets that
were sent by the node with the corresponding color, and the traffic is halted because no
buffer can be freed to allow packets to progress towards their destination as indicated by
the arrows. The routing algorithm is responsible to guarantee the deadlock freedom in a
network. We discuss routing in section 2.3.3.

2.3.2

Network Topologies

The network topology defines how the network components, such as the switches and nodes,
are arranged in the network. In general, the network topologies can be categorized into
direct or indirect and regular or irregular. In direct topologies, end nodes are connected
directly to each other, and depending on the topology the end nodes may be acting as
forwarders of the traffic for other end nodes. In indirect topologies, switches are used to
connect end nodes. A regular topology has a well defined structure for node and switch
connections, while an irregular topology does not. Typically, the topologies are regular but
note that a regular topology may become irregular if a node, switch, or link fails, or if
different regular topologies get combined in a non-defined way. The network topology can
affect the cost and performance of the network significantly.
In an ideal world, one would probably want to have a fully connected mesh topology where
3

The path is determined by the routing function as we will see in section 2.3.3.
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Fig. 2.3: Fully Connected Mesh, Ring and Star topologies
each end node is directly connected to each other with a dedicated point-to-point link. No
switches are involved. The diameter4 of a fully connected mesh is 1. With such a network,
the system is able to achieve maximum performance as there is no switching that adds extra
latency, nor traffic contention as each node has dedicated resources to communicate with
the others. This topology is known as a fully connected mesh. Nonetheless, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.3(a) and Fig. 2.3(b), as the number of nodes scale up, the cost and complexity of the
topology increases polynomially. When three nodes are fully connected only three links5 are
needed, while for nine nodes 36 links are needed. To generalize, the number of links needed
in a fully connected mesh topology is num links = num nodes · (num nodes − 1)/2. For
a 40,000 nodes system, which is not uncommon to spot in the top 500 supercomputers
list [33], one would need 799,980,000 links and twice as many network ports6 . On the
other hand, the ring and star topologies that are shown in Fig. 2.3(c) and Fig. 2.3(d)
respectively, can be very cost effective, but again not scalable for different reasons. In the
ring topology, where each node is connected only with two other nodes in a circular way
that forms a ring, the nodes act as traffic forwarders for other nodes and the traffic flows in
one direction. That gives a network diameter of num nodes − 1 to the ring topology and
as the number of nodes increases, the network become slow. The star topology has a fixed
network diameter of 2, but it is not feasible to build large port-count non-blocking switches7
in order to scale to a high number of nodes, due to switch cost, size, and engineering
complexity. Both the ring and star topologies also have a single point of failure; if any one
node in the rings fails, the network will be disconnected, while if the switch in the star
topology fails, the network will be disconnected as well.
The topologies in Fig. 2.3 are the simplest topologies that can be used to convey the
potential issues and trade-offs, such as cost, performance and engineering or deployment
complexity, that one has to take into account when designing or choosing to use a network
4

The diameter of a network reveals the longest shortest-path between any two nodes in the network. Thus,
when the diameter is short, the packets have to traverse fewer links and intermediate switches/nodes on
average, before reaching to the destination.
5
Assuming we talk about wired networks, each link translates into a wire in the physical world.
6
Each link will always connect to two ports.
7
A non-blocking switch is a switch that allows any input port to be connected to any free output port
without affecting any of the existing connections [97].
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Fig. 2.4: An XGFT(3; 4,4,4; 1,4 4) Fat-Tree topology with 20 8-port switches and 32 nodes.
topology. In real life, more sophisticated topologies that balance the cost and performance
while meeting the desired level of scalability are used. Some well known network topologies
that are used in HPC clusters are the Fat-Tree [98], Dragonfly [99], X−Dimension Mesh
and X−Dimension Torus [100] topologies.

The Fat-Tree Topology
In this thesis, and specifically in Paper III, Paper IV and Paper V, we have devised methods
and algorithms that target particularly the Fat-Tree topology. The Fat-Tree is a scalable
hierarchical network topology [98, 101], that is easy to build using commodity switches
placed on different levels of the hierarchy [102]. The main idea behind the Fat-Trees is to
employ fatter links between nodes, with more available bandwidth, towards the roots of
the topology. The fatter links help to avoid congestion in the upper-level switches of the
topology, and the bisection bandwidth is maintained8 . Different variations of Fat-Trees are
presented in the literature, including k -ary-n-trees [101], Extended Generalized Fat-Trees
(XGFTs) [98], Parallel Ports Generalized Fat-Trees (PGFTs) and Real Life Fat-Trees
(RLFTs) [104].
A k -ary-n-tree [101] is an n level Fat-Tree with k n end nodes and n · k n−1 switches, each
with 2 · k ports. Each switch has an equal number of up and down connections in the
tree, except for the root switches that have only down connections. The XGFT Fat-Tree
extends the k -ary-n-trees by allowing both different number of up and down connections
for the switches, and different number of connections at each level in the tree. The
PGFT definition further broadens the XGFT topologies and permits multiple connections
between switches. A large variety of topologies can be defined using XGFTs and PGFTs.
However, for practical purposes, RLFTs, a restricted version of PGFTs, are introduced to
define Fat-Trees commonly found in today’s HPC clusters [105]. An RLFT uses the same
port-count switches at all levels in the Fat-Tree.
8

The bisection bandwidth of a network topology indicates the worst-case maximum bandwidth that can be
achieved when the network is bisected (divided into two equally sized sets of nodes), and each node from
the first set communicates only with one other node from the second set [103].
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An XGFT that offers a theoretical full bisection bandwidth is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. A
theoretical full bisection bandwidth indicates that there are enough links in the topology so
that if the network is divided into two any equal sets of nodes, and each node from the
first set communicates only with one other node from the second set, there should be no
bandwidth degradation, i.e. there is no link sharing between all different flows. However,
the effective bisection bandwidth will usually be less due to the effects of static routing as
shown by Hoefler et. al in [103].

2.3.3

Routing

A routing algorithm defines the paths that packets have to follow to reach from any source
to any destination in the network. Routing algorithms can be classified into deterministic,
oblivious and adaptive. A deterministic algorithm will always choose the same path through
the network for a packet with a given source and destination address without considering
any other information such as the current network traffic. A deterministic routing algorithm
guarantees ordered packet delivery in lossless networks. An oblivious routing algorithm
may choose different paths for a given source and destination address, but similar to the
deterministic routing, the chosen path is not dependent on the current status of the network.
A decision can be made based on a scheme such as random or round-robin port selection.
Note that deterministic routing is oblivious, but the opposite does not hold true. The
adaptive algorithms take into account the current network status, and choose different
paths for a given source and destination with the intention to avoid congested routes or
faults. Note, however, that an adaptive routing algorithm may end up worsening congestion
if there are no possible routes around a hot spot [106]. Adaptive and non-deterministic
oblivious routing may introduce out-of-order packet delivery that might not be acceptable
by some applications.
Furthermore, depending on where the routing decision is taking place, routing can be
classified into source routing and distributed routing [97]. In source routing, the source
node chooses the path that a packet will follow through the network and embeds the
routing information in the packet header. In distributed (or destination-based) routing the
packet header only carries the source and destination addresses. Each intermediate node
(switch/router) decides where to forward each packet by looking up the destination address
of the packet from a lookup table that is distributed to all of the switches/routers.
No matter if it is deterministic, oblivious, or adaptive, source or distributed, the routing
algorithm is responsible to ensure the deadlock freedom in a network as briefly mentioned
in section 2.3.1. Routing algorithms can be topology-aware [104, 105], that are optimized
and target a specific network topology; or topology-agnostic [41, 107], that can route traffic
even in irregular topologies or regular topologies that have been impacted by faults. A
topology-aware routing algorithm will ordinarily be able to calculate the routing tables
faster, and deliver higher performance for the given network topology, but on the contrary,
the topology-agnostic routing algorithms can be fully fault tolerant and work for any given
topology.
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Fig. 2.5: k-ary-n-tree switch tuples assignment, where k = 2, n = 4. The nodes that are
located at level 4 are omitted from this figure.
Fat-Tree Routing
The Fat-Tree routing algorithm (FTree) is a topology-aware routing algorithm for Fat-Tree
topologies [104, 105, 108]. We have modified the Fat-Tree routing algorithm for the needs
of Paper III, Paper IV and Paper V. In this section we are going to explain how the
basic routing algorithm has been implemented in OpenSM9 ; FTree first discovers the
network topology and each switch is marked with a tuple that identifies its location in the
topology. Each tuple is a vector of values in the form of (l, ah , ..., a1 ), where l represents the
level where the switch is located. The ah represents the switch index within the top-most
sub-tree, and recursively the digits ah−1 until a1 represent the index of the sub-tree within
that first sub-tree and so on. For a Fat-Tree with n levels, the root-level (topmost or core)
switches are located in level l = 0, whereas the leaf switches (where nodes are connected
to), are located in level l = n − 1. The tuple assignment for an example 2 -ary-4 -tree
is shown in Fig. 2.5. Note that the implementation differs slightly from the theoretical
definitions of different types of Fat-Trees where the root-level switches are located in level
l = n, whereas the leaf switches are located in level l = 1 as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
Once the tuples have been assigned, FTree iterates through each leaf-switch in an ascending
tuple order, and for each downward switch port where nodes are connected in an ascending
port-order the algorithm routes the selected nodes based on their LID. In Fig. 2.6 we show
different phases of how routes towards node a are found. Switches in Fig. 2.6 are marked
with numbers from 1 − 12. FTree keeps port-usage counters for balancing the routes and
starts by traversing the fabric upwards from the least loaded port while choosing the routes
downwards, as shown in Fig. 2.6(a) with the red and green arrows respectively. In the first
iteration all port counters are zero, so the first available upward port is chosen. For each
level up, the newly reached switch (switch 5 in Fig. 2.6(a)) is selected as the switch to route
all the traffic downwards towards the selected node (node a), from the incoming port which
9

OpenSM is the SM software that is distributed with the OFED™ suite [52]. More information about
subnet management is provided in section 2.4.2.
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Fig. 2.6: Fat-Tree (FTree) Routing Phases
through the switch was reached. Then the algorithm traverses the fabric downwards and
assigns routes upwards towards that switch in a similar way as shown in Fig. 2.6(b). The
same recursive operation continues until route entries for the selected node have been added
to all of the necessary switches in the fabric, as depicted in Fig. 2.6(c) and 2.6(d). Next
the algorithm will continue with the second node, node b in our case, as shown in 2.6(e),
and so on until all nodes have been routed.
With the resulting routing in Fig. 2.6(e), if node f sends a packet towards a, path P 1
through switches 3 → 7 → 9 → 5 → 1 → a will be used, while path P 2 through switches
3 → 8 → 10 → 6 → 1 → b will be used if f sends a packet to b. Note that in Fig. 2.6(d)
the routing towards node a has been completed, but there are some blank switches without
routes towards node a; the switches 6, 8, 10, 11, 12. In reality, FTree add routes in these
blank switches as well. If a packet towards a arrives for example in switch 12, this switch
knows that it has to forward the received packet down towards switch 6, while switch
6 knows that the received packet from 12 has to be forwarded to switch 1 to reach its
destination a. However, the switches in the lower levels will never forward traffic towards
node a to switch 12 because the routes upward will always push the packets towards switch
9. Note that the use of a single root switch per destination node counters the growth of
wide congestion trees [106].

2.3.4

Network Reconfiguration

When faults occur in lossless networks the network has to be reconfigured to reroute the
traffic that is affected by the fault. Another valid reason to trigger a network reconfiguration
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is in the case where a routing algorithm is traffic-aware, i.e. the routing algorithm is taking
into account the current traffic characteristics to improve performance [109]. If the traffic
pattern changes, it is desired to reconfigure the network. Essentially, the outcome of a
network reconfiguration is rerouting of the traffic in the network. Nevertheless, rerouting in
lossless networks is not a trivial task due to the potential of introducing deadlocks. Traffic
cannot be just redirected through another link because redirected traffic may introduce
routing loops even if the initial routing was deadlock-free. To make things harder, even the
coexistence of two deadlock-free routing functions, Rold and Rnew , during the transition
phase from the old to the new one, might not be deadlock free [110].
The types of reconfiguration can be categorized in static and dynamic. In static reconfiguration the traffic is halted and packets are drained from the network. Then the network is
reconfigured with a new routing function Rnew , before the traffic is resumed. Naturally, a
static reconfiguration imposes system downtime, as during the reconfiguration process
no traffic is flowing. However, static reconfiguration ensures deadlock freedom as there
is no moment that two different routing functions, the Rold and Rnew , coexist. As the
time it takes to reconfigure the network can range in the order of minutes, especially in
large subnets as we and others show in Paper V and [40, 41], dynamic reconfiguration is
generally preferred over the static. In dynamic reconfiguration the traffic keeps flowing
while the network gets reconfigured, but the reconfiguration must be done carefully in order
to ensure the deadlock freedom of the network during the transition from Rold to Rnew
when the new routes are distributed to all switches.
Plenty of research exists in the domain of dynamic reconfiguration of lossless networks.
Zafar et al. [111] discuss the tools and applicable methods on the IB architecture, that
would allow the implementation of the Double Scheme [112] reconfiguration method.
Double Scheme is using Virtual Layers (VLs)10 to separate the new and the old routing
functions. Lysne et al. [113] use a token that is propagated through the network to mark a
reconfiguration event. Before the token arrives at a switch, traffic is routed with the old
routing algorithm. After the token has arrived and been forwarded through the output
ports of the switch, the traffic is flowing with the new routing algorithm. The Skyline
by Lysne et al. [114], speeds up the reconfiguration process by providing a method for
identifying the minimum part of the network that needs to be reconfigured. Sem-Jacobsen
et al. [115] use the channel dependency graph to create a channel list that is rearranged
when traffic needs to be rerouted. The rearranging is happening in such a way, that no
deadlocks can occur. Robles-Gómez et al. [116] use close up*/down* graphs to compute a
new routing algorithm which is close to the old one, and guarantees that the combination of
old and new routing during transition does not allow deadlocks to be introduced. Bermúdez
et al. [117] are concerned with the long time it takes to compute optimal routing tables in
10

VLs provide the means to support independent data streams on the same physical link by using
independent buffers in the switches. VLs are typically used for QoS, as well as by routing algorithms to
resolve routing loops, that may lead to deadlocks, and improve performance, by reducing the Head-of-Line
Blocking (HoLB) [41, 107]. HoLB is a common phenomenon that appears when the network is congested,
and packets that could otherwise proceed towards their destination have to wait in the switch buffer
queues behind packets that cannot proceed due to their contribution in the congestion. For more
information regarding HoLB one can consult Gran’s doctoral dissertation on congestion management [106].
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large networks and the corresponding delay in the subnet becoming operational. They use
some quickly calculated, but not optimal, provisional routes, and calculate the optimal
routes offline. Since the provisional and the optimal routes are calculated based on the
same acyclic graph, deadlock freedom is guaranteed. Guay, in his doctoral dissertation,
provided insight into different aspects where dynamic reconfigurations are necessary [118];
First he looked into reconfiguration in then context of fault-tolerant environments, then into
dynamic reconfiguration in the context of improving performance by reducing HoLB, and
last, in the context of virtualization and VM live migration.
Part of this thesis is concerned with dynamic reconfiguration in the context of dynamic cloud
environments. In cloud environments VMs can live migrate, thus a network reconfiguration
is necessary. Moreover, the network traffic patterns continuously change as a result of
either VMs migrating, or cloud tenants starting and stopping workloads that the cloud
provider has no prior indication about. Hence performance-driven reconfigurations are
desirable.

2.4

InfiniBand

IB is an industry standard, switched point-to-point lossless interconnect architecture
developed by the InfiniBand™ Trade Association (IBTA). As of June 2017, IB is one of
the most popular interconnects of choice in the list of top 500 supercomputers and has
been used in 35.4% of the installations. IB is the interconnection network technology
that has been used throughout this thesis to demonstrate our devised algorithms and
prototypes that answer the research questions we asked in section 1.2. The primary issues
we target in the work we present in Papers I, II, III, IV and V are centered on lossless
networks in dynamic environments and in this section we provide background for core
lossless network design characteristics, such as the addressing schemes, subnet management,
high performance IOV, and how these components are related.

2.4.1

InfiniBand Addressing Schemes

IB is using three different types of addresses [1]. First is the LID which is a 16 bits long,
layer two address. At least one unique LID is assigned to each end port or switch by the
SM. As end ports, we refer to the terminal ports of the network, usually located on a
network adapter. In IB a network adapter is called an HCA. The Local Identifiers (LIDs)
are used to route traffic only within one subnet and are the base addresses that are used by
the routing algorithm to calculate deadlock-free routes. Since the LID is 16 bits long, 65536
unique address combinations can be made, of which only 49151 (0x0001-0xBFFF) can be
used as unicast addresses assigned to end ports or switches, while the remaining LIDs
are reserved for multicast addresses. Consequently, the number of the available unicast
addresses defines the maximum size of an IB subnet.
Second is the Global Unique Identifier (GUID) which is a 64 bits identifier assigned by the
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manufacturer to each device (HCAs, switches, routers etc) and each end port. The SM may
assign additional GUID addresses to an end port or a router port, which is particularly
useful when SR-IOV VFs are enabled. Similar to the LID, the GUID must be unique in a
subnet.
Third is the Global Identifier (GID). The GID is a 128 bits valid IPv6 unicast layer three
address, and at least one is assigned to the end ports or multicast groups. The first GID is
formed by combining a globally unique 64 bits subnet prefix that is assigned by the SM,
and the GUID address of each end port. The GID provides a globally unique address for
inter-subnet routing.

2.4.2

Subnet Management

An SM entity is running in one of the nodes in an IB fabric, and is responsible for the
discovery and administration of the subnet [1]. The SM assigns LID addresses to the HCA
ports and switches, calculates deadlock-free routes between all possible communicating
pairs, and distributes the corresponding Linear Forwarding Tables (LFTs) to each switch in
the fabric. IB employs destination-based routing, so the information distributed in the
LFTs is a mapping of destination LIDs to corresponding output ports used for forwarding
at the switches. Once the LFTs have been distributed the network is operational, while the
SM periodically sweeps the fabric for faults/changes and serves as a path-characteristics
resolution service (e.g. to resolve the supported MTU and speed that two communicating
peers can use). A reconfiguration can be triggered when a fault or change is detected by a
sweep. OpenFabrics’ OpenSM is the most popular SM used on IB subnets, and the one
that has been used throughout this work.
When the size of the fabric grows, the number of possible communication pairs increase
polynomially. Consequently, the path computation in the SM increases polynomially as well,
and depending on the topology and routing algorithm, the path computation can be in the
order of several minutes. This is one of the scalability issues that becomes exceptionally
important in dynamic cloud environments where reconfigurations may need to be triggered
often. This issue is in particular addressed in Paper III for the Fat-Tree topology.
Note that even lossless network technologies that compete with IB still operate on the
same principles and much of the terminology is similar or identical to what we present in
this thesis. As an example, in Intel Omni-Path Architecture, a direct IB competitor, the
equivalent of an IB HCA is called Host Fabric Interface (HFI) and the SM is called Fabric
Manager (FM). However, the different layer-two/layer-three addresses, such as the LID,
GUID, GID and other terms, are identically named [1, 37].

2.4.3

InfiniBand, SR-IOV, and Live Migrations in the Cloud

Performance is the major factor on HPC clusters. Providing elastic HPC on demand
to customers over a cloud service is a challenging task due to the added overhead of
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virtualization. When it comes to the interconnect network, none of the software emulation
approaches discussed in section 2.1.3 are suitable for a virtual HPC environment. High
performance interconnect network solutions delegate much of the workload into the hardware.
In order to efficiently reduce latency and increase performance, the protocol stacks and
the kernel of an OS are bypassed [119]. With the kernel bypassing in mind, the only
suitable options to provide high performance networking in VMs are the direct device
assignment techniques. For the aforementioned reasons, we, and other works related to IB
and virtualization [30, 29, 38] chose to use SR-IOV for our experiments.
However, direct device assignment techniques pose a barrier for cloud providers if they want
to use transparent live migrations that are notably useful for data center optimization.
The essence of live migration is that the memory contents of the virtual machine are
copied over to the remote hypervisor. Then the virtual machine is paused at the source
hypervisor, and its operation is resumed at the destination as explained more thoroughly in
section 2.1.1. When using software emulated IOV methods, the network interfaces are
virtual so their internal state is stored into the memory and gets copied as well, thus, the
downtime is in the order of a few milliseconds [60]. In the case of direct device assignment
and SR-IOV VFs, the internal state of the network interface cannot be copied because it is
stored into the hardware that is not able to move [31, 120]. The SR-IOV Virtual Function
(VF) assigned to the VM will first need to be detached, the live migration will run, and a
new VF will be attached at the destination. The described process will introduce some
inescapable downtime which is in the order of several seconds.
In the case of a virtualized environment that is using SR-IOV InfiniBand VFs, the downtime
of Live migrations will be even greater as we show in Paper I. When a VM that is using an
SR-IOV IB VF is live migrated, the downtime will last from the moment that the VF is
detached from the VM at the source hypervisor, until the moment a new VF is reattached
at the destination. Moreover, some additional downtime and a measurable impact on the
underlying network fabric and the SM will be introduced. The additional downtime and
added overhead to the SM is due to the change of all three addresses of the IB SR-IOV
VF [38]. The LID will change because the VM will be moved to a different physical host
that is using a different LID and in current generation HCAs the LID of VMs is shared with
the host LID [39]. The virtual GUID (vGUID) that is assigned by the SM to the source VF
will change as well, because a different VF will be attached at the destination. Subsequently,
since the vGUID is used to form the primary GID and the vGUID has changed, the GID
will change too. The running applications and OS in the VM will suddenly be exposed to a
new set of addresses at the destination, and all of the peer VMs will start sending path
record queries to the SM while trying to reestablish the lost connectivity. These queries are
causing supplementary downtime, and more significantly, extra overhead to the SM. If many
migrations take place within a rather short time frame in a large data center, or if migrated
nodes are communicating with many other nodes in the network, the SM can become a
bottleneck since it will not be able to respond in a timely manner.
Other works in the context of virtualized HPC clouds with lossless interconnects are
mostly limited to pointing out existing issues and demonstrating that the technology
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has matured enough and virtualization overheads have sufficiently been reduced to make
such clouds feasible [29, 30, 31, 32]. Others have focused on cloud tenant isolation at the
link level [121, 122] while Ranadive, in his doctoral dissertation dedicated his efforts on
virtualized resource management with lossless networks [123]. In particular, because the
hypervisor is usually bypassed with high performance network technologies and SR-IOV as
we explained in the first paragraph of this section, it is not as simple to monitor the resource
usage and performance of the VMs. Moreover, HPC applications are latency sensitive.
Ranadive considered those aspects, and developed tools and methods for monitoring
and latency-aware scheduling of the VMs. Nonetheless, the closest related work to ours,
that focuses in scalability and reconfiguration of lossless networks while live migrations
are part of a cloud data center, is that of Guay [38, 120]. In [38], Guay et al. present a
signaling mechanism that takes into account that all three IB addresses change when a
VM is migrating, and notify the peers of the migrated VM to update their cached path
information. In our work, and specifically in Paper I, we first show that alternatively if one
has the possibility to migrate all three IB addresses, no signaling is needed. Then, in
Paper II and Paper V we propose the IB SR-IOV vSwitch architecture that allows a VM to
be migrated while carrying to the destination all of its associated addresses. In [120], Guay
et al. also present a prototype that would allow VMs with IB SR-IOV VFs to migrate
transparently11 . This work is concentrating to IB internals, and the presented prototype
migrates together with the VM the necessary hardware state of an IB VF so that the
migration can happen in an application transparent way.

2.5

Simulators Used in this Thesis

In this section we clarify the scope of the three different simulators that have been used in
this work. Ibsim, ORCS and vSwitchMigrationSim.

2.5.1

Infiniband Fabric Simulator

The Infiniband Fabric Simulator, or ibsim, is distributed as part of the OFED™ [52] software
and could be best described as being an emulator. As specified in the readme file that is
deployed with the tool, ibsim emulates the fabric behavior by using MAD12 communication
with the SM/SA13 and the PerfMgr. This simple tool is ideally suitable for various research,
11

Currently, because an SR-IOV VF has to be detached from the VM at the source hypervisor and
reattached at the destination, all communications will be interrupted. Unless the application can handle
such an interruption or an upper level protocol is used to ensure smooth communication resuming, like
the Reliable Datagram Socket (RDS) protocol [124] that we also use in Paper I, the application will be
disturbed.
12
The Management Datagram (MAD) is a type of packet that IB uses, as the name implies, for managing
the network.
13
The Subnet Administration (SA) is a database that is built by the SM to store and serve different
information that is needed for the operation of the subnet. As an example, when a host asks the SM for
the path characteristics before communicating with another host, this information is served by the SM
after an “SA Path Record” query has been received.
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development, debug and testing tasks where IB subnet management is involved.
Ibsim works by reading a valid IB topology file, that can either be extracted from a real IB
topology with the ibnetdiscover [125] command or generated in the same format, and
emulates the behavior of the loaded subnet. Ibsim is an invaluable tool for testing new
routing algorithms and study the behavior of the SM with different topologies easily,
without one having to get access to a real system. An important detail to note is that by
using ibsim, the performance of the SM will reflect reality if one is testing only internal
elements of the SM. That is due to the fact that once the SM discovers the network (which
can either be real or emulated by ibsim) and builds the SA database, many SM tasks are
taking place internally and do not need any more network interaction. For example, once
the subnet has been discovered, the routing algorithm runs locally. This means that the
time it takes to route the network with a given routing algorithm is only affected by the
local hardware that the SM is running on, even if the subnet is emulated by ibsim.

2.5.2

Oblivious Routing Congestion Simulator

The Oblivious Routing Congestion Simulator (ORCS) [51] is capable of simulating a variety
of communication patterns on statically routed networks with the intent to study the effect
of congestion. The simulator loads a network topology and the routing tables for all switches
in the topology, and for each simulation the simulator runs a communication pattern in
turns that in the simulator’s language are called levels. Each level defines which nodes
communicate with each other, and the results for each level are isolated from each other, i.e.
one level has to finish before the next level is executed. In the end of the simulation, ORCS
provides different metrics. For example, the hist max cong metric examines every single
route used by any sender/receiver pair in a pattern and saves the maximal congestion
along every route in a histogram, regardless of the level where the maximal congestion for
each flow occurred in. Another example is the hist acc band metric. The hist acc band
metric treats all connections in all levels equally, determines the congestion factor (a
number between zero and one) for each flow and computes the fraction of peak bandwidth
experienced by all the connections in one simulation run. Every simulation run results in
one number, the fraction of peak bandwidth for this particular run. These results are stored
in a histogram when multiple simulations are executed, and reported at the end.
If we have a network topology as shown in Fig. 2.7 with a pattern where node 1 sends
traffic to node 3 and node 2 sends traffic to node 4 , then the hist max cong metric would
report 0 for the case depicted in Fig. 2.7(a) while the hist acc band metric would report 1.0
since there is no link sharing for the two flows. If the same network was routed differently
as illustrated in Fig. 2.7(b), hist max cong would report 2 while the hist acc band would
report 0.5 since the two flows share at least one link (in this case all switch to switch links
are shared, but one shared link would be enough to provide these results).
In this thesis we used the ORCS simulator in Paper III, Paper IV and Paper V to evaluate
our devised routing algorithms and reconfiguration methods. In all of these works we first
used ibsim and OpenSM to generate and extract the routing tables from large emulated
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1 2

3 4

(a) No congestion. Each flow is using dedicated
links all the way for the communication. 100% of
peak performance per flow.
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1 2

3 4

(b) The two flows share at least one link. The
first link where the flows meet from the source to
the destination is the link that is highlighted with
the oval shape. 50% of peak performance per flow.

Fig. 2.7: Two flows (1 → 3 and 2 → 4) that are routed differently in the same topology.
topologies, and then we fed this information in ORCS to execute the simulations. As part
of Paper III we also made significant contributions back to the ORCS project. In particular,
we fixed several bugs that led to crashes or limited the generation of more complex traffic
patterns, improved the support for parallel Message Passing Interface (MPI) execution of
the simulator, and most significantly we overhauled the framework that is provided by
the simulator to allow users to create new dynamic complex traffic patterns that can be
tuned with command line arguments. All the git commits in the ORCS repository between
456e4b9c and d8b01f77 have been contributed by the author of this thesis14 .

2.5.3

Virtual Switch Migration Simulator

The Virtual Switch Migration Simulator (vSwitchMigrationSim) is a simulator that we
created for the needs of the evaluation in Paper V. The purpose of vSwitchMigrationSim
is to simulate an IB subnet with the SR-IOV vSwitch architecture that we proposed
in Paper II, where VMs live migrate and their LID addresses are changing positions in
the subnet. The ultimate goal for us was to use vSwitchMigrationSim to perform VM
migrations and study the performance impact, to the routing quality, of our vSwitch
reconfiguration methods that we presented in Paper II and Paper V. Then compare the
results with the performance of an optimally routed subnet that has been routed with the
vSwitchFatTree routing algorithm that we presented in Paper V as well. In the context of
the vSwitch architecture, a quick, but not necessarily optimal, network reconfiguration that
will result in minimal network disturbance must be triggered each time a VM migrates, to
reroute the traffic heading to the migrated VM towards the destination hypervisor.
The vSwitchMigrationSim initially loads a network topology file and the corresponding
14

https://github.com/cyberang3l/ORCS/compare/456e4b9c...d8b01f77
https://github.com/tim0s/ORCS/compare/456e4b9c...d8b01f77
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routing tables that are extracted from the SM. Ibsim is used for the first step. vSwitchMigrationSim then performs LID migrations (that imitate a live migration in a real life
scenario where vSwitches would have been deployed) based on a chosen migration pattern,
reconfigures the network as necessary based on our reconfiguration algorithms, and extracts
the updated topology, routing tables as well as additional information such as how many
switches were reconfigured after each migration. The extracted topology and routing
tables are then loaded in the ORCS simulator to study the impact of the reconfiguration
algorithms on the routing quality.
Four migration patterns have been implemented: random, consolidate, grouping, and
to-uniform. In the random migration pattern, the user chooses how many random migrations
must be performed. In a random migration a VM is selected randomly in the topology,
and is migrated to a different randomly chosen hypervisor with available SR-IOV VFs.
The consolidate migration pattern will initiate as many migrations as needed to pack all
the VMs to the leftmost side of the Fat-Tree with the intent to use the least number of
hypervisors possible that can accommodate the number of booted VMs. The VMs are
migrated in a decreasing order, starting from the VM that is connected to the rightmost
part of the Fat-Tree topology. Each VM is migrated to the leftmost part of the Fat-Tree
where there is an available SR-IOV VF for the VM to connect to. In the grouping pattern,
the user chooses a number of groups (a group can be seen as a cloud tenant) that the
VMs will be grouped to. The VMs are chosen randomly to be equally distributed in the
groups, and the pattern consolidates and isolates from other groups the VMs that belong to
the same group, i.e. a hypervisor is not allowed to host VMs that belong to different
groups. Last, the to-uniform migration pattern achieves a uniform VM distribution on the
vSwitches in the network i.e. spreads out the VMs equally to all hypervisors. Note that the
migration patterns in vSwitchMigrationSim are only trying to reflect potential scenarios
that a cloud provider would be interested in. The implemented patterns are not designed to
be optimal (do not intend to minimize the number of migrations), as what we care to study
with this simulator is not the bin packing methods for different scenarios, but the resulting
routing after a set of migrations have taken place.

Chapter 3
Summary of Research Papers
In this chapter we present an extended abstract for each of the papers that have been
produced as part of this thesis, and we bind each paper to the research questions that have
been presented in section 1.2. For a quick visual overview of the “RQ ↔ Paper ” mapping,
the reader can consult Fig. 1.3. A short section also discusses the patents that have been
produced as part of this work.

3.1

Papers

Paper I: A Novel Query Caching Scheme for Dynamic InfiniBand Subnets
Paper I addresses RQ 1. In large IB subnets the centralized SM is a potential bottleneck.
When an IB subnet grows in size, the number of paths between hosts increases polynomially
and the SM may not be able to serve the network in a timely manner when many concurrent
path resolution requests are received. This scalability challenge is further amplified in
dynamic virtualized cloud environments. When a VM with IB interconnect live migrates,
the VM addresses change with the current shared port SR-IOV implementation [39]. These
address changes result in additional load to the SM, as communicating peers send SA path
record queries to the SM to resolve new path characteristics.
In this paper we first benchmark OpenSM to empirically demonstrate the SM scalability
problems. Although the SM scalability is a known issue to the HPC community and
the primary reason behind the work presented in this paper as well as the community’s
initiative to start a Scalable SA project [126], to the best of our knowledge there is no prior
work that points out the issue with evidence. Then, after the benchmarking, we show that it
is possible to significantly reduce the load towards the SM by introducing a novel SA Path
Record Query caching scheme. In particular, we show that only a single initial SA path
query is needed per communicating peer, independent of any subsequent (re)connection
attempts. For the distinct case of VM migration, a prerequisite to make the cache work is
that the migrated VMs should be able to carry their associated addresses to the destination
hypervisor. Since live migration of VMs with IB SR-IOV VFs is not a production-ready
35
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feature yet and a migration will break the communication of upper level applications1 , we
used the RDS protocol to implement our prototype in this paper. The RDS protocol has
built-in reconnection functionality in the case when the communication is interrupted, thus,
the reconnection is transparent to the upper level application that is using RDS.

Paper II: Towards the InfiniBand SR-IOV Architecture
Paper II addresses RQ 2 and RQ 3 and builds on top of the results and observations of
Paper I. In Paper I we showed that if a VM migrates with its associated IB addresses, the
scalability of the SM can be greatly increased. Yet, when designing an SR-IOV architecture
that would allow VMs to migrate together with their associated addresses, the network
should be reconfigured after each migration. Network reconfiguration is another costly and
complex task for the SM, and a new SR-IOV architecture that is designed to solve one
scalability issue should take into account to not introduce a new one. Moreover, due to each
VM having a dedicated layer-two address (recall that the LID is limited to 16 bits in IB)
scalability issues in the space-domain of the subnet should be considered.
In this paper, we propose and analyze an SR-IOV virtual switch (vSwitch) architecture for
IB, that takes into consideration the different scalability aspects we pointed out in the
previous paragraph. Furthermore, as network reconfiguration time is critical to make
live-migration a practical option, we accompany our proposed architecture with a scalable
and topology agnostic dynamic reconfiguration method. A prototype for the reconfiguration
method has been implemented and tested using OpenSM. Our results show that we are
able to significantly reduce the reconfiguration time as route recalculations are no longer
needed2 , and even in large IB subnets, for certain scenarios, the number of reconfiguration
Subnet Management Packets (SMPs) sent by the SM to update the LFTs of the switches
can be reduced from several hundred thousand that would be needed by a traditional full
reconfiguration, down to a single one.

Paper III: Fast Hybrid Network Reconfiguration for Large-Scale Lossless Interconnection Networks
RQ 4 is mainly addressed by Paper III. Reconfiguration of high performance lossless
interconnection networks is a cumbersome and time-consuming task. For that reason
reconfiguration in large networks are typically limited to situations where it is absolutely
necessary, for instance when severe faults occur. On the other hand, due to the shared and
dynamic nature of modern cloud infrastructures, performance-driven reconfigurations are
necessary to ensure efficient utilization and reduced fragmentation of resources.
In this work we present a scheme that allows for fast reconfigurations, by limiting the task
to sub-parts of the network that can benefit from a local reconfiguration. Moreover, the
1

To the best of our knowledge, live migration of VMs with IB SR-IOV VFs has only been demonstrated by
Guay et al. in [120] so far.
2
The recalculation of routes is the most costly task in a reconfiguration scenario.
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presented scheme is able to use different routing algorithms for different sub-parts within
the same subnet. Hardware experiments and large scale simulation results show that we are
able to significantly reduce reconfiguration time from 50% to as much as 98.7% for very
large topologies, while improving performance. The proposed scheme can take advantage of
the fact that large HPC systems and clouds are shared by multiple tenants running isolated
tasks. In such scenarios tenant inter-communication is not allowed, thus the workload
deployment and placement scheduler should try to avoid fragmentation to ensure efficient
resource utilization. That is, the majority of the traffic per tenant can be contained within
consolidated subparts of the network, subparts we can reconfigure in order to improve
the overall performance. We also present a Fat-Tree routing algorithm that reconfigures
a network given a user-provided node ordering. Having the ability to route a network
with a given node order can be very effective, and one strategy we use to obtain better
performance is to route nodes in the order of the amount of traffic each node receives. A
simple way to determine the receiving traffic per node is to read the network port counters.
In such a way the administrator doesn’t even have to know details about the jobs executed
by tenants (applications are treated as black-boxes), making this type of routing attractive
for dynamic environments.

Paper IV: Compact Network Reconfiguration in Fat-Trees
In general, current routing algorithms do not consider the existing routes in a network when
calculating new ones. Such configuration-oblivious routing might result in substantial
modifications to the existing paths, and the reconfiguration becomes costly as it potentially
involves a large number of source-destination pairs.
In this paper, we propose a novel routing algorithm for fat-tree topologies, SlimUpdate.
SlimUpdate employs path preservation techniques to achieve a decrease of up to 80% in
the number of total path modifications, as compared to the OpenSM’s fat-tree routing
algorithm. However, SlimUpdate can be slow due to its recursive programming nature, and
it is impractical to use it as often as needed by cloud infrastructures. Thus, in Paper IV we
also present a faster metabase-aided rerouting method for Fat-Trees, based on destination
leaf-switch multipathing that addresses RQ 4 differently than the method we presented in
Paper III. The metabase routing scheme will first calculate the different possible spanning
trees for each destination leaf-switch, and store that information in an in-memory database.
Then the compute nodes are routed based on the pre-calculated paths. Naturally, the
initial routing calculation will be slower than usual as these two phases are involved.
Nonetheless, when a subsequent reconfiguration is needed alternative paths that already
exist in the database will be selected, instead of being calculated again, resulting in a
quicker reconfiguration. Note that the logic of allocating calculated paths to the actual
compute node destinations is up to the routing algorithm, and not a part of our proposed
metabase-aided routing mechanism. As our results show, the metabase-aided routing saves
up to 85% of the total routing time over a traditional rerouting scheme where routing paths
have to be calculated when the reconfiguration is triggered.
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Paper V: Efficient Routing and Reconfiguration in Virtualized HPC Environments with vSwitch-enabled Lossless Networks
In this paper, we build on our already proposed vSwitch SR-IOV architecture for IB.
We first discuss in detail the space-domain scalability issues related to the layer-two
LID addresses, and suggest potential solutions based on the IB specification. Then we
discuss routing strategies for virtualized environments using vSwitches, and present an
efficient routing algorithm for Fat-Trees, followed by a dynamic reconfiguration method
that is designed to minimize imposed overhead on Fat-Tree topologies. Our results show
significant reduction in the reconfiguration time when compared to a traditional full
reconfiguration, as route recalculations can be eliminated, and for certain scenarios, the
number of reconfiguration SMPs sent to switches is reduced from several hundred thousand
down to a single one without degrading the routing quality. Moreover, the Fat-Tree
topology-aware reconfiguration method presented in this paper reduces significantly the
number of reconfiguration SMPs that need to be sent to switches when compared with the
topology-agnostic method that we introduced together with the vSwitch architecture in
Paper II. We perform an extensive performance evaluation of our reconfiguration method,
and draw conclusions by deducing from empirical observations of real hardware behavior as
well as large-scale simulations.
The first part of Paper V that discusses vSwitch space-domain scalability issues is IB
specific. Other competing interconnects may suffer from similar issues if a vSwitch
architecture for lossless networks is implemented3 , while others currently may not4 .
Nonetheless, the rest of the challenges presented in this paper, although demonstrated on
IB, are issues related to the nature of vSwitch-powered lossless networks in the context of
dynamic cloud environments that are using VM live migrations, or are in need for frequent
performance-driven reconfigurations, and provide answers to RQ 3.

Paper VI: The Concept of Workload Delay as a Quality-of-Service Metric for
Consolidated Cloud Environments with Deadline Requirements
Paper VI provides one approach to answer RQ 5. VM consolidation in the cloud has
received significant research interest. A large body of approaches for VM consolidation in
data centers resort to variants of the bin packing problem which tries to minimize the
number of deployed physical machines while meeting the SLA constraints. The most
common strategy to bin-pack VMs is to satisfy a level of utilization of the physical machines.
However, it is not clear how the level of utilization is related to the performance of the VMs
and the user experience for users that use the VMs. After all, the way that the degraded
performance of long-running jobs (that are typical in cluster and Big Data deployments) is
3

The Bull eXascale Interconnect (BXI), which is another direct competitor technology to IB, scales up
to 64k nodes [35]. Although the architectural specifications of BXI are not publicly available, this is
an indication that the layer two addresses in BXI are 16 bits long as is in IB, thus, our space-domain
scalability suggestions may not be applied directly to other technologies, but are still relevant.
4
Intel Omni-Path Architecture utilizes 24 bits long LIDs [34], thus, one can have larger subnets than IB.
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manifested to the user, is in the form of a workload that took longer than expected to be
completed, i.e. the workload is delayed.
In this paper we introduce the concept of workload delay as a QoS metric that captures
directly the resulting degradation that a cloud user would experience in the case where
the SLA is violated. We show that the delay can be accumulated in a complex way,
and although different workloads may look identical in the long run, the delay can be
manifested and impact each workload very differently when there exist minor differences in
the short term. Our results, that are based on real-life trace-based simulations, show that
when VMs are consolidated based on the level of utilization there is little control over the
resulting delay. This is a particularly significant drawback when running jobs with deadline
requirements. On the other hand, we are able to control the delay much better if we take
into account our suggested metric of the delay.
Paper VI provides an initial approach to formulate and demonstrate the potential of
the concept of delay with an example based on a real-life performance dataset. The
consolidation results are not yet intended to demonstrate a competitive consolidation
solution. That is, we provide directions for future work, and point out different aspects that
should be considered in order to apply the concept of delay in real-life scenarios.

3.2

Patents

Five patent applications have been submitted directly from the results of this thesis.
Four have already been published (not granted yet) [127, 128, 129, 130], whereas one is
pending publication. The patents have been filed by Oracle Corporation, which was one of
the industrial partners of the Efficient and Robust Architecture for the big data Cloud
(ERAC) project [131], and the partner that we had the closest collaboration with. The
ERAC project was the umbrella project that mainly funded the work for this doctoral
dissertation.

Chapter 4
Closing Remarks
This thesis was mainly funded by the ERAC project, and the goal of the ERAC project was
to provide, as the name of the project implies, an efficient and robust architecture for the
emerging Big Data clouds. As such, we chose to address challenges in the context of high
performance virtualized clouds, that are needed to process efficiently, demanding Big Data
workloads. In the beginning of the project we started from the higher cloud levels, in the
cloud orchestration, with the intention to follow a top-down approach, and tried to deploy
an OpenStack1 cloud with the XEN2 hypervisor and IB. Soon we realized that none of the
open source enterprise cloud platforms are ready to accommodate high performance lossless
interconnects, and many of the features that are working out-of-the-box with Ethernet
technology, are not necessarily working with high performance lossless network technologies.
So instead, we followed a bottom-up approach as explained in the introductory chapter 1.
Our initial efforts did not have a direct scientific outcome in the cloud orchestration layer,
but still, we made community contributions back to the utilized projects by filing bug
reports and fixing bugs whenever encountered3 . Even a security vulnerability that got
assigned a Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) number was discovered and
reported during this learning and experimentation period4 . Additional contributions that
are part of this doctoral dissertation include a presented poster [132] and two contributed
talks in well established HPC community venues [133, 134].

Future Work
In this thesis we explored technologies and techniques that would allow cloud providers to
enable efficient high performance cloud environments. As we presented in Fig. 1.1, cloud
1

http://web.archive.org/web/20170516144646/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenStack
http://web.archive.org/web/20170516144751/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xen
3
http://web.archive.org/web/20170516144015/https://bugs.debian.org/cgibin/bugreport.cgi?bug=721345
http://web.archive.org/web/20170516144109/https://bugs.launchpad.net/nova/+bug/1201795
4
http://web.archive.org/web/20170516144204/https://bugs.launchpad.net/nova/+bug/1202266
http://web.archive.org/web/20161228085607/http://lists.openstack.org/pipermail/openstackannounce/2013-November/000161.html
2
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Migrating VM to node with
available slot for live migration
FDR InﬁniBand Link (56 Gbps)
EDR InﬁniBand Link (100 Gbps)
Node with VM slot available for
live migration

Legend
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4

Fig. 4.1: An non-homogeneous IB topology that mixes FDR and EDR generation IB.

platforms are very complex and composed of several components and corresponding research
objectives in different areas. In this work we spent most of our resources on improving
the cloud infrastructure from the perspective of the network, by using lossless network
technologies. The work was concerned with the dynamic nature of virtualized clouds
and the cases where VMs need to be live migrated in order to improve performance and
consolidation in the cloud. In this section we identify and present some future work.
In Paper I we presented an SA Path Record caching mechanism that would work in a
vSwitch powered lossless network, but currently, for the caching method to work, the
network must be homogeneous. Otherwise some migrations may break connectivity between
hosts and the hosts that lost connectivity will start requesting the new path characteristics
from the SM again. This behavior revives the problem we tried to solve in the first place by
introducing the cache. Consider the simple case presented in Fig. 4.1 where an organization
had a small cluster based on the FDR generation of IB. Recently they extended the cluster
to accommodate new nodes but the newly acquired equipment is based on EDR IB which is
newer and faster than FDR IB. In this scenario the network is not homogeneous anymore
since different network speeds and features are supported in parts of the network. As
such, if VM 1 migrates to the available slot pointed by the dashed arrow, the cache
will work as expected for all hosts. If on the other hand VM 3 migrates to the slot
pointed by the corresponding dashed arrow, then VM 4 will not be able to communicate
with VM 3 anymore. How would it be possible to allow location-oblivious migrations of
vSwitch-powered VMs in a non homogeneous network without introducing new scalability
issues in the SM?
For vSwitch migrations we did not study the deadlock possibilities when VMs are
migrated and switches are reconfigured. For the moment, we suggested a partially static
reconfiguration scheme to ensure deadlock freedom, a scheme that drops traffic only towards
the migrated VM until the reconfiguration is completed, but not the rest of the network.
Since at a certain point the VM is suspended and exhibits some downtime during the
migration, a partially static reconfiguration is enough if completed in less time than the
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downtime exhibited by the VM5 . As we show in Paper V based on empirical measurements,
the reconfiguration methods we presented are quicker than the migration downtime of
VMs that is typically reported in real-life scenarios. But as the networks grow in size and
live migration improvements lead to less VM downtime, in the future a partially static
reconfiguration may not be enough and might lead to unnecessary packet drop that could
be avoided if the reconfiguration was dynamic. A feasibility study of if, and how a dynamic
reconfiguration can ensure deadlock freedom in the context of VM migration, is a possible
future research direction for our proposed vSwitch architecture. Note that in existing work
that has studied the reconfiguration of lossless networks, for example in the case when
new nodes appear or faulty nodes disappear, nodes access the network with a unique
identifier (LID) always from the same network location. In the case where we have dynamic
subnets, the same node identifier may disappear from one part of the network, and reappear
somewhere else as a result of a VM migration.
In Paper III we provided a topology-aware hybrid reconfiguration scheme. As a future
direction our proposal would be to investigate how could one segment a topology agnostic
network in a similar way as the Fat-Tree network is naturally segmented with sub-trees?
How should a topology-agnostic routing algorithm route a segmented network to allow the
re-routing of different network segments, with different routing algorithms, without affecting
the performance or introducing deadlocks to the global routing? A next step would be to
study the possibility of having hierarchical distributed subnet management with different
SM workers being responsible for different network segments, and all workers reporting to a
master SM in the subnet.
As for the concept of the delay that we introduced in Paper VI, a more advanced
consolidation algorithm should be tested based on workload characterization and not just a
simple best fit decreasing bin packing. So far we only demonstrated the concept of delay
on time-shared CPU consumption data. The delay could also be used to capture the
performance of different metrics such as latency, and bandwidth, and can even be affected
by metrics that are not time-shared such as memory. For instance, if there is not enough
memory in a system and the swap memory is used, this can have serious implications on
the measured delay. Thus, additional performance parameters should be included in the
calculation of the delay as future work.

5

In any case, when the VM experiences downtime due to a migration, packets towards this VM will be
discarded. So it does not matter if the packets will be discarded because of a static reconfiguration or
because they reached the destination but the VM hasn’t yet resumed its operations.
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bottleneck when many concurrent requests for path resolution
are received. This scalability challenge is further amplified
in a dynamic virtualized cloud environment, when a Virtual
Machine (VM) with IB interconnect live migrates.
To ensure efficient virtualization, while maintaining high
bandwidth and low latency, modern IB Host Channel
Adapters (HCAs) support SR-IOV. However, it is challenging
to support transparent live migration of VMs assigned to
IB HCAs using SR-IOV [5], [6], [9]. Each IB connected
node has three different addresses (LID, GUID, GID), that
are further discussed in section II. When a live migration
happens, regardless of the downtime attributed to the detaching
of the passed through interface, that most of the existing works
are focusing on, one or more of the IB addresses changes.
Other nodes communicating with the VM-in-migration lose
connectivity and try to find the new address to reconnect to by
sending Subnet Administration (SA) path record1 queries to
the SM. The resulting futile communication in the underlying
network towards the SM can be significant. In a large network,
this message flooding towards the SM, caused by VMs
migrating, will increase the overall network latency as the
load on the SM increases.
In this paper, we first demonstrate the scalability challenges
of the SM as the amount of SA queries increases. Next, our
focus is to reduce the amount of SA queries in an IB subnet. We
use the particular case of VM live migration, because many SA
queries are generated by the peer nodes when a VM migrates
and the IB addresses change. We implement a prototype and
show that if we keep the same IB addresses after the migration,
connections can be reestablished by sending less SA queries.
Furthermore, we introduce a local SA path caching mechanism
at the end nodes and show that subsequent SA queries after
the initial connection is established, can be eliminated. The
caching scheme is generic and when enabled, can alleviate the
load of the SM with or without live migrations taking place.
Our testbed is based on the OpenStack cloud platform and
the caching scheme is implemented on the Reliable Datagram
Socket (RDS) protocol [10] (version 3.1).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives background information on I/O Virtualization (IOV) and
IB addressing schemes. In Section III we benchmark OpenSM
to show the potential scalability issues of an SM that motivates
our work further, while Section IV describes the design and

Abstract—In large InfiniBand subnets the Subnet Manager
(SM) is a potential bottleneck. When an InfiniBand subnet grows
in size, the number of paths between hosts increases polynomially
and the SM may not be able to serve the network in a timely
manner when many concurrent path resolution requests are received. This scalability challenge is further amplified in a dynamic
virtualized cloud environment. When a Virtual Machine (VM)
with InfiniBand interconnect live migrates, the VM addresses
change. These address changes result in additional load to the SM
as communicating peers send Subnet Administration (SA) path
record queries to the SM to resolve new path characteristics.
In this paper we benchmark OpenSM to empirically demonstrate the SM scalability problems. Then we show that our novel
SA Path Record Query caching scheme significantly reduces the
load towards the SM. In particular, we show by using the Reliable
Datagram Socket protocol that only a single initial SA path
query is needed per communicating peer, independent of any
subsequent (re)connection attempts.

I. I NTRODUCTION
There is a lot of work going on, both in academia and
the industry, to make cloud computing capable of offering
High Performance Computing (HPC). With HPC-as-a-Service,
traditional HPC users can save capital expenditure, while new
user groups that cannot afford to own a private HPC cluster,
can get on-demand access. However, the overhead imposed by
virtualization combined with the extreme performance demands
of HPC kept this idea immaterialized for a long time. During
the last ten years, the situation has improved considerably as
CPU overhead has been practically removed through hardware
virtualization support [1], [2]; memory overhead significantly
reduced by virtualizing the Memory Management Unit; storage
overhead reduced by the use of fast SAN storages or distributed
networked file systems; and network I/O overhead reduced by
the use of device passthrough techniques like Single Root I/O
Virtualization (SR-IOV) [3]. It is now possible for clouds
to accommodate virtual HPC (vHPC) clusters using high
performance interconnect solutions and deliver the necessary
performance [4], [5], [6].
InfiniBand (IB) [7], the underlying network technology we
focus on in this paper, is an HPC interconnection network
technology offering high bandwidth and low latency. IB
accelerates 224 HPC systems in the TOP500 supercomputers
list as of November 2014 [8], 44.8% of the list. Each IB subnet
requires a Subnet Manager (SM) which is responsible for the
network initialization, topology discovery, path computation,
and configuration of IB ports on switches and Host Channel
Adapters (HCAs). In large subnets, the available paths between
nodes grow polynomially and the SM becomes a potential
978-1-4799-8006-2/15 $31.00 © 2015 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/CCGrid.2015.10

† Oracle Corporation
bjorn-dag.johnsen@oracle.com

1 A path record contains path characteristics like service level, MTU, etc.
of a path between two communicating peers.
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implementation of the given solution. The experiments and
results are located in Section V, followed by the related work
in Section VI. We conclude and add some future work in
section VII.

there is currently no easy way to live-migrate VMs without
a network downtime in the order of seconds when using
direct device assignment [13].
B. The InfiniBand Addressing Schemes

II. BACKGROUND

InfiniBand uses three different types of addresses [7], [14],
[9]. First is the 16 bits Local Identifier (LID). At least one
unique LID is assigned to each HCA port and each switch by
the SM. The LIDs are used to route traffic within a subnet. Since
the LID is 16 bits long, 65536 unique address combinations can
be made, of which only 49151 (0x0001-0xBFFF) can be used
as unicast addresses. Consequently, the number of available
unicast addresses defines the maximum size of an IB subnet.
Second is the 64 bits Global Unique Identifier (GUID)
assigned by the manufacturer to each device (e.g. HCAs and
switches) and each HCA port. The SM may assign additional
subnet unique GUIDs to an HCA port, which is particularly
useful when SR-IOV VFs are enabled.
Third is the 128 bits Global Identifier (GID). The GID
is a valid IPv6 unicast address, and at least one is assigned
to each HCA port and each switch. The GID is formed by
combining a globally unique 64 bits prefix assigned by the
fabric administrator, and the GUID address of each HCA port.

In this section we describe different Input/Output (I/O)
Virtualization techniques with a particular focus on SR-IOV.
The IB addressing schemes are presented, and the challenges
leading to the increased amount of SA queries as a result of
live migrations are discussed.
A. Network I/O Virtualization
I/O Virtualization (IOV) is needed to share I/O resources
and provide protected access to them from the VMs. IOV
decouples the logical device, which is exposed to a VM, from
its physical implementation [11], [12]. Currently, there are two
widespread approaches to IOV, both having their advantages
and disadvantages:
a) Software emulation is a decoupled front-end/back-end
software architecture. The front-end is a device driver
placed in the VM, communicating with the back-end
implemented by the hypervisor to provide I/O access.
Two well known implementations of software emulation
IOV are 1) Emulation of real devices and 2) Paravirtualization. When emulating real devices, a VM can run
unmodified drivers of the emulated device, and the guest
OS behaves as if it was running on real hardware. However,
emulating real devices suffer from poor performance and
adds overhead to the hypervisor2 , because CPU cycles
have to be dedicated to emulate non-existing hardware.
Paravirtualization exposes a lightweight optimized virtual
hardware to the guest OS, that improves performance and
reduces the overhead compared to the emulation of real
devices method. The disadvantage is that special drivers
for the virtual hardware need to be installed in the guest
OS. With the software emulated techniques, the physical
device sharing ratio is high and live migration is possible
with just a few milliseconds of network downtime.
b) Direct device assignment involves a coupling of I/O
devices to VMs, with no device sharing between VMs.
Direct assignment or device passthrough provides near to
native performance with minimum overhead. The physical
device is directly attached to the VM, bypassing the
hypervisor, and the guest OS can use unmodified drivers.
The downside is limited scalability, as there is no sharing;
one physical network card is coupled with one VM. Single
Root IOV (SR-IOV) allows a physical device to appear
through hardware virtualization as multiple independent
lightweight instances of the same device. These instances
can be assigned to VMs as passthrough devices, and
accessed as Virtual Functions (VFs) [3]. SR-IOV eases the
scalability issue of pure direct assignment. Unfortunately,

C. SR-IOV, InfiniBand and Live Migrations
Providing HPC as an elastic and efficient cloud service is
challenging due to the added overhead of virtualization. When
it comes to the interconnection network, none of the software
emulation approaches from section II-A are suitable. HPC
interconnection networks rely heavily on hardware offloading
and bypassing of the protocol stack and the OS kernel to
efficiently reduce latency and increase performance [15]. Thus,
the only viable option to provide high performance networking
in VMs, is to use a direct device assignment technique. To still
be scalable, we, as others working with IB and virtualization [4],
[6], [9], chose to use SR-IOV for our experiments.
Unfortunately, direct device assignment techniques pose a
barrier for cloud providers if they want to use transparent live
migrations for data center optimization. The essence of live
migration is that the memory contents of a virtual machine are
copied over to a remote hypervisor. Then the virtual machine
is paused at the source hypervisor, and its operation resumed
at the destination. When using software emulation methods,
the network interfaces are virtual so their internal states are
stored into the memory and gets copied as well. Thus, the
downtime is in the order of a few milliseconds [16]. In the case
of direct device assignment like SR-IOV VFs, the complete
internal state of the network interface cannot be copied as it is
tied to the hardware [5]. The SR-IOV VFs assigned to a VM
will need to be detached, the live migration will run, and a
new VF will be attached at the destination. This process will
introduce downtime in the order of seconds.
In the case of InfiniBand and SR-IOV, the downtime
associated with live migrations has been discussed by Guay
et al [9], [17]. However, there is no related work discussing
the imposed scalability challenges faced by the SM. When a

2 The software component responsible for managing VMs, is called Virtual
Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor [11].
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VM using an IB VF is live migrated, a clear impact on the
underlying network fabric and the SM will be introduced, due
to a change of all the three addresses of the VM [9]; The LID
will change because the VM is moved to a different physical
host with a different LID. The virtual GUID (vGUID) that is
assigned by the SM to the source VF will change as well, as a
different VF will be attached at the destination. Subsequently,
since the vGUID is used to form the GID, the GID will change
too. As a result, the migrated VM will suddenly be associated
with a new set of addresses, and all communicating peers of the
VM will start sending concurrent SA path record query bursts
to the SM, trying to reestablish lost connections. These queries
are causing extra overhead to the SM, and supplementary
downtime as a side effect. If the migrated nodes communicate
with many other nodes in the network, the SM can become a
bottleneck and hamper overall network performance.

Qty
3x

2x

4x

2x

Hardware
SUN Fire X2270
6GB RAM
4 CPU Cores
HP ProLiant DL360p
32GB RAM
4 CPU Cores
Mellanox ConnectX®-3 VPI HCA
HP ProLiant DL360p
32GB RAM
2x4 (8) CPU Cores
Mellanox ConnectX®-3 VPI HCA
SUN DCS 36 QDR
InfiniBand switches

Usage
Openstack Controller,
Network, Storage.
OpenStack Compute.
One of the nodes is
running the SM and
LIDtracker in section IV.
OpenStack Compute
(Used independently for
the SM benchmarking
in section III).
InfiniBand interconnection.
Running the SM in
section III.

TABLE I
T ESTBED HARDWARE

Algorithm 1 Experiment Template
1: procedure E XPERIMENT T EMPLATE(m, n, k)
2:
Spawn SAF Instance On SIF
3:
Collect Data for 20 seconds
4:
for r = 2; r <= m; r++ do //f or each new round
5:
for x = 1; x <= n; x++ do //...and each M IF
6:
for i = 1; i <= k; i++ do //spawn f looders
7:
Spawn SAF Instance i On M IFx
8:
end for
9:
end for
10:
Collect Data for 20 seconds
11:
end for
12: end procedure

III. M OTIVATION
In large IB subnets the SM is in general a potential bottleneck
due to its centralized design [18]. A main concern is the amount
of SA queries the SM needs to handle, and particularly the
number of path record requests. The amount of SA queries
increases polynomially as the number of nodes in the network
increases. As the scalability issues of the SM are not very
well documented in the literature, we benchmark OpenSM to
empirically demonstrate how the SM is challenged even by a
relatively low amount of SA queries.
A. Testbed
Our testbed consists of 3 SUN Fire X2270 servers with 4
cores and 6 GB RAM each; 4 HP ProLiant DL360p Gen8
servers with 8 cores (two CPU sockets) and 32 GB RAM
each; 2 HP ProLiant DL360p Gen8 servers with 4 cores
and 32 GB RAM each; and 2 InfiniBand SUN DCS 36
QDR switches. The OpenStack Grizzly cloud environment
is deployed on Ubuntu 12.04, and a CentOS 6.4 image is
used for the virtual machines. The three SUN Fire servers
are used as the OpenStack Controller, Network and Storage
nodes. The HP machines that serve as OpenStack compute
nodes, are referred to as flooder nodes while benchmarking.
The OpenStack management network is based on Ethernet,
while IB is used for the VMs. All compute nodes are equipped
with the Mellanox ConnectX®-3 VPI adapters [19] and SRIOV enabled Mellanox OFED V2.0 drivers. The same version
of Mellanox OFED is also installed on the CentOS virtual
machines. A reference summary of the hardware can be found
in Table I.

one. For each query, the response time is logged. As the SM
becomes saturated, the response time is expected to increase,
and the amount of SA queries served reach an upper limit.
Because SAF is synchronous, we spawn multiple instances in
the flooder nodes to increase the concurrency.
Because multiple threads introduce local interference as they
compete for local resources, the response time logged by the
local instances might deviate from the actual response time
of the SM. To avoid unreliable measurements due to local
interference, in all of the experiments, one of the flooder hosts
is running only a single SAF instance at all times. This flooder
host, the Single Instance Flooder (SIF), is used to measure
response time and generate plots, while the remaining flooder
hosts, the Multiple Instance Flooders (MIFs), are used to push
the SM to its limits as an increasing number of SAF instances
are spawned on the MIFs.
We ran experiments using the template in Algorithm 1, and
varied the following parameters:
1) The number of MIFs (n): The number of MIF hosts
participating in a given experiment influences the amount of
SA queries we can potentially push towards the SM. n ∈
{0, 1, ..., 5}, as one out of six flooder nodes is always acting
as the SIF.
2) The instance spawn number (k): Each MIF in the
experiment will spawn k new SAF instances each round (see
below) to increase the load on the SM.

B. Benchmarking Procedure
Considering the size of our testbed, we run OpenSM
in one of the IB switches, using opensm-3.2.6 201308190.1 oracle patch 11.9 with SR-IOV support.
An application, SA Flooder (SAF), was written to flood
the SM with SA path record queries. The application sends
SA queries synchronously, meaning that for each query sent,
SAF waits for the reply, or a timeout, before sending the next
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Fig. 1. Experiment Setup

SAF
running on
physical node, 4 cores
physical node, 8 cores
virtual node, 4 cores
virtual node, 8 cores

Single thread
Max SA Queries/sec
∼250
∼250
∼440
∼440

Multiple threads
Max SA Queries/sec
∼1000
∼2100
∼1150
∼1100

SAF Node name
SIF
MIF1-MIF4
MIF5

TABLE II
SAF

Real host mapping
Running on VM on top of a
Physical machine with 4 cores
Running on Physical
machine with 8 cores
Running on VM on top of a
Physical machine with 4 cores

TABLE III
F LOODER HOST NAME MAPPINGS TO PHYSICAL HOSTS

PERFORMANCE ON SINGLE NODES

3) The number of rounds (m): Each round starts with an
initial phase where each of the n MIFs spawn k new SAF
instances. Subsequently, measurements are collected for 20
seconds to ensure proper statistical significance, before a new
round starts. Note that the SIF is always left untouched, and
in particular, that during the first round, only the SIF is active.
The m rounds define the length of an experiment.

only a single undisturbed SAF instance is running on a host.
The numbers in the third column show the max performance
a single host can achieve when multiple SAF instances run on
the host. We refer to as max performance, the max SA queries
generation capability of a flooder node. According to Table
II and the SIF/MIF concept we introduced in section III-B,
to maximize the number of total SA queries per second, the
flooder hosts were assigned the roles given in Table III. The
four physical machines with eight physical cores ran the SAF
natively. The two physical machines with four physical cores
ran the SAF in a VM, since the VMs with the SR-IOV VFs
deliver higher flooding rate in the four core machines. The SIF
host is running in one of the two VMs while the remaining
hosts are used as MIF hosts (MIF1-MIF5). Fig. 1 shows the
experiment setup and the type of hardware assigned on each
flooder node (SIF/MIFs) when all flooder nodes participate in
the experiment.

C. Node Roles in the Benchmark
As shown in section III-A, two flooder nodes are equipped
with a quad core CPU, while four nodes are equipped with two
quad core CPUs. The CPU model, as the rest of the hardware,
is identical. After preliminary experiments we observed that a
physical machine equipped with eight CPU cores has slightly
more than twice the capability of a four core machine to push
SA queries. Interestingly, when we pushed SA queries from a
four core VM with an IB VF attached, the VM outperformed
its physical counterpart, the host machine. However, when
comparing an eight core VM with its physical counterpart, the
dual-socket eight cores host, the VM performance drops even
below that of a four core VM. This performance reduction may
be attributed to the virtual-to-physical CPU affinities [20].
Table II shows the results of the preliminary experiments. The
numbers in the second column show the max performance when

D. Benchmarking Results
By combining Table II and Table III we can induce the max
SA queries per second generation capability for each of the
flooder hosts, as given in Table IV. Moreover, the expected
theoretical maximum when all of the SIF and MIF hosts send
SA queries simultaneously, should be the summation of all
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Average response time (SIF)
Median response time (SIF)
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A scalable SM should be able to handle all SA queries, and
the response time should be kept low, even as the number
of total SA queries/sec in the subnet increases. To observe
the behavior of the SM, we ran experiments while we slowly
increased the total amount of SA queries by increasing the
sending concurrency on each flooder host, and the number of
flooder hosts participating in the experiment. Then we observed
when the SM was saturated. In the first experiment only the
SIF host and one MIF host (n = 1) was participating, while
on each subsequent experiment, one more MIF host was added
to increase the total amount of SA queries towards the SM. In
the last experiment with one SIF and five MIF (n = 5) hosts
the SM should be able to serve around 10000 SA queries per
second according to equation 1.
We present the results after running each experiment for m =
25 rounds and k = 8 instances per round for n ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5}
MIFs. Recall that all of the n participating MIFs spawn k new
SAF instances at the beginning of each round. Note that in
all experiments, although n ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5}, n = 0 always and
only for round one (refer to Algorithm 1 and Fig. 1). In the
final round (25th) of the last experiment with n = 5 MIFs, 961
total instances are sending SA queries with these settings (high
concurrency). For the experiment that the SIF and all MIFs
(n = 5) are participating, we also ran a test when only one
SAF instance per round (k = 1) is spawned on each of the MIF
hosts to show the difference when the concurrency changes. In
this case, the final round (25th) has 121 total instances running
(reduced concurrency).
In Fig. 2 the results from three of the experiments showing
the SM performance trends on different rounds are illustrated,
and on Table V the numbers acquired and the expected
theoretical values are presented for all six of the experiments.
The average response time, the median response time and the
standard deviation recorded from the SIF host are plotted on
the left y axis of Fig. 2. The queries per second that the SIF
and MIF hosts send, as well as the sum of these values (that
gives the total serving capability of the SM), are plotted on
the right y axis. The noise-like dots on the plots are individual
SA query requests, which are the source of the calculation
for the rest of the statistics plotted. In all of the plots, at the
first round only the SIF host is running, and the first round
of instance spawning at the MIF hosts starts on round two.
The solid vertical lines separate the different rounds of the
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(b) SIF & MIF1-MIF5: n = 5, k = 8, m = 25
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flooder hosts’ SA queries per second generation capabilities,
as given by the equation 1.
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(c) SIF & MIF1-MIF5: n = 5, k = 1, m = 25
Fig. 2. OpenSM benchmarking results

SAF instance spawning. The short gaps between rounds of
SAF instance spawning, where no dots are plotted at all, is
the time that it takes to spawn all the SAF instances in all
of the participating hosts. This is the reason why the gap is
larger when more MIF hosts n with increased concurrency k
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Participating
flooder nodes
SIF & 1 MIFs
SIF & 2 MIFs
SIF & 3 MIFs (Fig. 2a)
SIF & 4 MIFs
SIF & 5 MIFs (Fig. 2b)
SIF & 5 MIFs (Fig. 2c)
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Q/s
396
405
398
406
417
397

1st round SIF results
Mean
Median
resp.time resp.time
0.45ms
0.22ms
0.47ms
0.22ms
0.48ms
0.22ms
0.48ms
0.22ms
0.45ms
0.22ms
0.49ms
0.22ms

Std.dev.

Q/s

1.20ms
1.70ms
1.36ms
1.47ms
1.24ms
1.41ms

435
174
161
98
92
167

25th (final) round SIF results
Mean
Median
Std.dev.
resp.time resp.time
0.50ms
0.22ms
2.20ms
1.65ms
0.24ms
5.76ms
4.27ms
2.89ms
9.03ms
8.04ms
4.10ms
10.60ms
8.80ms
4.79ms
11.40ms
3.99ms
0.53ms
8.87ms

25th round total SA Queries/s
Expected
Measured
theoretical max
∼2540
2605
∼4640
4555
∼6740
5900
∼8840
6285
∼9990
6561
∼9990
6017

TABLE V
OVERALL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

the switch are not so powerful (1.10GHz Z510 Intel Atom CPU
and 512 MB RAM), and consequently OpenSM’s performance
is affected. However, even in a large subnet with a powerful
SM node, when tenths of thousands of nodes are present, the
amount of SA queries will increase polynomially when nodes
try to communicate with each other. Moreover, in a large subnet
the SA path query responses take more time, because the paths
between hosts are longer with more intermediate hops and
links. The SM has to traverse the path between the two nodes
to get information such as the minimum supported MTU and
link speed for both the forward and reverse paths.
It is reasonable to anticipate that if we had more MIF nodes
or a large and busy subnet, the performance of the SIF would
drop even more in our experiments. If the SIF was a real
application with certain time-bounded Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements, the SM would pose a potential bottleneck for
the application. In the context of virtualization if a server with
thousands of connected peers is migrated, a burst of thousands
of SA Queries will be generated towards the SM on top of the
already existing load as explained in section II-C, and analyzed
with experiments in the rest of the paper.

participate on each experiment. It takes more time to deploy
the SAF instances in all of the hosts on each round. The gaps
are not included in the calculations, since they are interim, not
fully populated round states.
The test where n = 1, k = 8 and only the SIF and MIF1
hosts participate in the experiment is not plotted, but the SM
can easily handle 2605 SA queries per second as seen in
Table V. The performance of the SIF host is stable from the
beginning until the end of the experiment and the observed
value follows the theoretical max value as expected. Similarly,
when n = 2, k = 8 the MIF2 host is added in the experiment
as well, and the SM can handle 4555 SA queries per second.
The response times are still not changing much until the end of
the experiment, but the rate that the SIF host is served on final
round is already much lower, 174 Q/s, showing some first signs
of saturation. The observed value still follows the theoretical
max value. In Fig. 2a, n = 3, k = 8 and MIF3 host is added
in the list of flooder hosts that participate in the experiment.
This is the first time that the measured value for the total SA
queries served per second, 5900, does not follow the theoretical
value, 6740. Also the mean, median and standard deviation of
the response times are substantially increasing. Still, as seen
in Fig. 2a, on each subsequent round that the concurrency is
increased as more SAFs are spawned, the total number of SA
queries served is increased as well. When MIF4 and MIF5
(n = 5, k = 8) are added in the experiment as seen in Fig. 2b
(row five in Table V), the SM cannot keep up on serving more
SA queries and the median, average, and standard deviation
values are increasing while the SA queries pushed by the SIF
host are decreasing to 92 Q/s. The peak serving performance
of the SM is also fluctuating, showing signs of instability as
shown by the standard deviation. In Fig. 2c we demonstrate
what happens when there are less SAF instances in the system
since only one new instance is spawned on all 5 MIF hosts
per round (n = 5, k = 1). Less SAF instances means reduced
concurrency in the SA query requests. The SM is still saturated,
but the overall system is more stable and responds faster in
Fig. 2c even when compared with Fig. 2a. In particular, the
median response value, 0.53ms, is significantly lower.

IV. D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
In this section we discuss in detail our SA path record
caching mechanism. Furthermore, we describe the implemented
prototype that allows us to migrate VMs with their associated
IB addresses, in order to make use of our novel caching scheme
before and after the migration.
A. Prototype Design
The testbed used for our experiments is described in
section III-A. In our prototype, we use OpenStack to perform
VM live migrations of VMs with IB SR-IOV VFs attached. We
use Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) over the RDS
protocol to reestablish the communication after the migration.
For the prototype we changed OpenStack, OpenSM and the
RDS Linux kernel module. In addition, we created a program
that we called LIDtracker. LIDtracker keeps track of the
IB addresses associated with each VM and orchestrates the
migration process. The current prototype work flow is as
follows:
i) LIDtracker enables OpenSM’s option honor guid2lid file.
ii) The file guid2lid, generated by OpenSM, is then parsed
by LIDtracker and sorted by GUID in ascending order.

We conclude that the maximum capacity of OpenSM when
running on our IB switch is around 6000 SA queries per
second, and that its behavior can get highly unstable even
before reaching this saturation point if the concurrency of the
received requests is high. Of course, the CPU and memory of
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iii)

iv)

v)

vi)
vii)

LIDs are assigned to the GUIDs starting from one. We
call these LIDs base LIDs for the physical hosts.
All of the IB enabled OpenStack compute nodes are
scanned for running VMs. Each VM is assigned a LID in
decreasing order, starting from 49151 (the topmost unicast
LID). We call these VM LIDs floating LIDs.
The floating LIDs replace the base LIDs in the OpenStack
compute nodes where VMs are running. Because Mellanox
CX3 adapters use the SR-IOV Shared Port model [21],
the hypervisor shares the LID with the VMs. Due to this
limitation in the Shared Port model, we only support one
VM running per hypervisor in the current prototype, and
a VM can only be migrated to a hypervisor where no
other VM is currently running.
When a migration for V Mx is ordered from the OpenStack
API, the SR-IOV VF will be detached from the VM,
otherwise the migration cannot start. When the device
removal is completed and the migration is in progress,
OpenStack will notify LIDtracker that V Mx is moving
from Hypervisory to Hypervisorz . LIDtracker will then
change the LID of Hypervisory back to its Base LID
and Hypervisorz will get the floating LID associated
with V Mx . LIDtracker will also assign the vGUID
associated with V Mx to the next available SR-IOV VF
at Hypervisorz . During the migration, the VM has no
network connectivity.
LIDtracker will restart OpenSM to apply the changes.
When the migration is completed, OpenStack will add the
next available SR-IOV VF to V Mx on hypervisorz and
the VM will get back its network connectivity. The VM
is exposed to the same IB addresses (LID, vGUID and
GID) that it had before the move. From the perspective
of the VM, it appears like the IB adapter was detached
for the time needed to migrate and the same IB adapter
was reattached since the addresses did not change.


 
 

  









 
 














Fig. 3. RDS initializing connection

2) RDS Protocol Operation: Since our implementation is
using RDS to demonstrate our findings, it is necessary to
explain how the original RDS protocol establishes a connection
between two hosts. First, IP over IB (IPoIB) needs to be set up
in all of the communicating peers. At the beginning, RDS will
use the IPoIB IP address of a specific IB port to determine the
GID address of the port. After the GID address is resolved,
RDS has enough information to perform the necessary path
record lookups and establish the IB communication.
In Fig. 3, the client side of an upper layer application
runs in Node N1 and the server side of the application
runs in Node N2. The client side of the application creates
an RDS socket and tries to communicate with the server
(Fig 3. 1 ). RDS will send an SA Path Record request to
the SM from Node N1 (Fig 3. 2 ), get a response (Fig 3. 3 ),
and try to initiate a connection with Node N2 by sending a
connection request (Fig 3. 4 ). If the connection is successful,
RDS will establish a communication channel (Fig 3. 5 ) with
an RDMA CM EVENT ESTABLISHED event in both sides
and the upper layer application can communicate (Fig 3. 6 ). If
anything goes wrong at the time of the initial connection, RDS
on the client side (Node N1) will retry to establish a connection
with a random backoff mechanism. The server is not yet aware
of the intention of the client to communicate. If anything
goes wrong after the connection has been established, both of
the RDS sides (the client and the server from an application
perspective) will actively engage a reconnection with the peer.
The random backoff mechanism in the connection process is
useful to avoid race conditions when both sides are engaging
a connection, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4, there is an ongoing communication between
Node N1 and Node N2 (Fig. 4. 1 ) when the connection drops
(Fig. 4. 2 ). Both RDS ends realize that the connection is down
and wait for some random time (Fig. 4. 3 ) before they try
to reconnect by sending an SA path record request to the
SM (Fig. 4. 4 ). After the SA path record response is received
(Fig. 4. 5 ), a connection request will be sent (Fig. 4. 6 ).
In the illustrated case in Fig 4, the random backoff time
chosen by the two nodes in step 3 was almost the same. Thus,
even though Node N2 got the SA path record response slightly
faster than Node N1 and tried to initiate the connection first

B. SA Path Record Caching
The SA Path Record caching mechanism has been implemented in the RDS Linux kernel module and OpenSM.
1) OpenSM Modifications: OpenSM has been modified in
order to signal the clients if the SA path caching should be
enabled in the IB subnet or not. If caching is enabled the
SA path record requests will be greatly reduced in the IB
subnet. However, we have to make sure that when a live
migration happens the migrated VMs will get their IB addresses
migrated as well, so LIDtracker should be running in the
network. If LIDtracker is not running and caching is enabled,
after the live migration of a VM has finished, the peers will
not be able to reconnect because the migrated VM will get
a different set of addresses but the peers will still be trying
to reconnect to the old cached addresses. A boolean option
subnet supports sa path caching was introduced in OpenSM
to configure a subnet that supports address caching. When we
run OpenSM with the option subnet supports sa path caching,
the reserved field (with bit offset 353 [7]) in the SA Path Record
Response is used to raise the caching flag.
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Algorithm 2 SA Path Caching on RDS
1: private bool SA P athCachingEnabled
2: private list SA P athRecordCacheT able
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Fig. 4. RDS reestablishing connection

on step 6 , the connection request did not reach N1 before N1
sent a connection request itself. In this case, both of the RDS
ends have an outstanding connection request. Then, when they
receive the connection request from their peer, they reject
it, as seen in step 7 . In step 8 , the two nodes chose a
random delay time once more before they retry to reconnect.
This time the random backoff time chosen by Node N2, is
significantly larger than the one chosen by Node N1. N1 gets the
priority and repeats the connection establishment process; sends
an SA path record request (Fig. 4. 9 ), gets back a response
(Fig. 4. 10 ), sends a connection request (Fig. 4. 11 ), and the
connection request reaches Node N2 before N2 tries to initiate
a connection itself. N2 accepts the incoming connection as
shown in Fig. 4. 12 . The communication then resumes for the
upper layer application in steps 13 and 14 .
Note that RDS will not create a communication pair for each
upper layer application. Instead, it will create a communication
pair between any two nodes in a network that communicates,
and it will actively try to reconnect if the connection drops.
All upper layer RDS applications at a node communicating
with a given peer node, share the same communication pair.
3) RDS Protocol Modifications: Our novel SA Path Record
Caching mechanism is implemented in the RDS protocol and
the caching table is stored in the memory of each node. The
algorithm used for the caching is presented in Algorithm 2.
The first time a source host (SHost) tries to communicate with
a destination host (DHost), the SHost will send an SA Path
Record Request to the SM. If the response has the caching flag
raised (explained in section IV-B1), the SHost will use a local
caching table to store the path characteristics associated with
the given GID address of the DHost (DGID). Moreover, the
SHost now knows that caching is supported by the SM, so the
next time the SHost will try to (re)connect with any DHost, it
will lookup in the caching table first. If the path information
for the given DHost is found, there will be no SA query sent
to the SM, and SHost can instantly attempt to connect with
the DHost.

procedure RDSM ODULE I NITIALIZATION
// The Caching table is initialized
SA P athRecordCacheT able = empty
// We do not know yet if SA Path Caching is
// enabled by the SM, so we assume not.
SA P athCachingEnabled = F alse
end procedure
procedure (R E -)C ONNECTION E STABLISHMENT(DGID)
struct PathRecord DST P ath = N U LL
// Use the cache only if the SA Path Caching is
// enabled by the SM
if SA P athCachingEnabled then
if DGID in SA P athRecordCacheT able.
DGIDs then
DST P ath = Cached P athRecord
end if
end if
// If DST P ath is N U LL at this point, either the
// cache is disabled by the SM, or the path
// characteristics for the host with the given DGID
// have never been retrieved. In any case, we need to
// send a PathRecord Query to the SM.
if DST P ath == N U LL then
SendAnewSA P athRecordQueryT oT heSM
W aitF orT heReply
DST P ath = P athRecordResponse
// If caching is enabled by the SM the reply will
// have the reserved field in the PathRecord set
// to 1. If not, the reserved field is 0
if DST P ath → Reserved F ield != 0 then
SA P athCachingEnabled = T rue
// Insert the DST P ath in the caching table
SA P athRecordCacheT able.append(
DST P ath)
end if
end if
connect to(DST P ath)
end procedure

If compared with the original RDS protocol, the initial
connection attempt described in Fig. 3 is not changing. That
is, initially the path characteristics are not known, so one Path
Record query is unavoidable. However, with reference to the
interrupted connection in Fig. 4, no SA queries need to be sent
to the SM. In the case described in Fig. 4, the steps 4 , 5 , 9
and 10 are eliminated, thus, the connection re-establishment
is faster and the load towards the SM is lower.
The overhead of the caching scheme is small, as 568 bits3
(71 bytes —the size of the struct ib sa path rec—) are needed
3 The size of a PathRecord query response is 512 bits (and 51 bits are
reserved), but in the implementation some elements that are defined as e.g. 1
bit, are encoded in 8 or 32 bit long variables.
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for each cache entry on each node. In the worst case scenario
where a node in a fully populated IB subnet with 49151 nodes
is communicating with all other nodes (49150 nodes), 49150 ·
71bytes = 3489650 ≈ 3.33M iB of extra memory is needed
on this node.
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In this section we present and evaluate the experimental
results. We show the increased amount of SA queries as a result
of the IB addresses change when live migrating. By using our
prototype, we demonstrate the improvements achieved when
the addresses are kept and the cache is used after the migration.
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Fig. 5. Default behavior

A. Experiment Process
After the benchmark we performed in section III, it becomes
evident that in an IB subnet, increased interaction with the
SM can substantially decrease the performance of the network.
In a large subnet with thousands of nodes, even if only one
additional SA query is sent from each node, the SM will
end up being flooded with thousands of messages. When live
migrations take place in a dynamic IB-based cloud, many
excessive SA queries will be sent, as explained in section II-C.
The amount of SA queries per second per node that is sent
as a result of a live migration is an application and workload
specific parameter, and in our case we use RDS to demonstrate
how significant the issue can become in a large subnet.
In our experiments, first, we show the additional amount
of SA queries generated when a VM is migrated and the IB
addresses change at the destination. In this scenario, the peers
that communicate with the migrated VM need to send SA path
record queries to the SM to acquire the new addresses and
path characteristics in order to reestablish the communication.
Then, we apply our modifications that allows us to keep the
same IB address after the migration, and we perform the same
experiment. The cache is not enabled yet. We show that much
less SA queries need to be sent to the SM in the connection
reestablishment process. Last, we enable our novel caching
mechanism and we migrate a VM again to demonstrate that
peers can reestablish the connection without performing new
SA path record lookups, since we know that the IB addresses
will be the same after the migration.

experiment. We refer to the node that initiates the connection
as the client. Three cases were studied:
1) Migrate a VM and do not keep the IB addresses: In Fig. 5
the server is migrated and the IB addresses change as part
of the migration. The server was using LIDi and vGU IDk
when located at the source hypervisory , and got LIDj and
vGU IDm after moved to the destination hypervisorz . This
is the default behavior with the Shared Port SR-IOV model,
and the worst case scenario as it is expected that participating
nodes will send SA Path Record queries to the SM in order to
find the new addresses and path characteristics to reconnect.
There are four vertical lines in Fig. 5. The first vertical line
(orange) marks the moment the SR-IOV VF detach call was
issued by OpenStack, right before the migration started. A
device removal event is raised in the VM and the guest OS is
freeing the resources using the device. The second vertical line
(purple) marks the completion of the SR-IOV VF detachment.
At this moment the SR-IOV VF was removed from the VM
and the live migration started. The third vertical line (cyan)
indicates that the live migration has finished, and the SR-IOV
VF attachment procedure started at the destination hypervisor.
The fourth line (green) marks the moment that the SR-IOV
attachment has been completed from an OpenStack perspective.
The guest OS needs some more time to load the drivers and
reestablish communication. The solid measurement line shows
the bandwidth consumed by the RDS-stress utility as measured
at the client side. The thick dashed line and the thin dotted
line show the number of the accumulated SA queries sent by
the client and server sides respectively.
After four seconds, we see that both the client and the server
send ∼10 SA queries each, and two seconds later, the RDSstress utility starts sending data. RDS-stress is responsible for
this strange initial behavior, as RDS-stress first communicates
by using TCP/IP to exchange the stress test parameters, then
sleeps for two seconds, before both sides start sending traffic to
maximize the throughput. Due to the fixed two seconds initial
delay at both sides, both sides try to initiate a connection
with the remote side simultaneously. Then, the RDS protocol
experiences a race condition such as the one described in
section IV-B2, Fig. 4, and the random backoff mechanism is
used until the connection is established.

B. Results
The RDS protocol and the RDS-stress test utility were
used to demonstrate an application that communicates and
tries to reconnect when the connection drops. The reason
for the connection drop in our work is that one of the hosts
participating in the communication is migrated, and the SRIOV VF needs to be detached. RDS-stress has the notion of a
server/client application only at the beginning of a test. The
server is at the side waiting for the initial connection, while
the client is the one initiating the connection. However, after
the initial communication, there is no notion of server/client,
as both sides actively send data. For the rest of the results,
whenever server is mentioned, we refer to the node that waits
for an incoming RDS-stress connection at the beginning of each
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Around the 13th second, the SR-IOV VF detach is initiated
at the server side that is going to be migrated. We see that
at this moment, the client sends eight SA queries until the
SR-IOV VF is detached at the server. These SA queries are
sent by the client because the server is breaking the connection
in order to detach the IB interface, and the underlying RDS
protocol is trying to reconnect. However, until the IB interface
is detached at the server, rejection messages are sent back
to the client and the client retries. Then the migration starts
and the client has an outstanding connection request that has
not gotten a rejection back. At around the 39th second the
migration has finished, the interface has been reattached and the
drivers have been fully loaded at the server. Nevertheless, the
RDS protocol on the server sends SA queries while trying to
reconnect with the client, but all of the connection requests are
rejected by the client. It is not until the 111th second —almost
70 seconds after the migration has been completed— that the
connection is restored with a new connection establishment
request from the client side. This behavior is observed because
the client was trying to connect to the server at LIDi and
vGU IDk when the migration started. When the server came
up again at the destination hypervisorz with a different LIDj
and vGU IDm and tried to connect back to the client, the
client was rejecting the connection requests because the client
already had an outstanding connection request towards LIDi
and vGU IDk . At the 111th second, the client receives an
RDMA CM EVENT UNREACHABLE (timeout event) notification for its previous outstanding connection request and uses
IPoIB to find the new GID address which is then the basis for
the SA path record lookups. Eventually, RDS is using the GID
address to send an SA Path Record query, gets the new path
information and manages to establish the connection. Note that
IPoIB uses ARP requests (via IB multicasts) to determine IP
to GID mappings. If a re-ARP results in a new destination
GID, or an IPoIB IP address becomes unreachable, then there
is need for an additional SA path record lookup by the IPoIB
protocol residing at all peer nodes.
It takes nearly 98 seconds to raise an unreachable event on
an IB subnet with the default settings. The formula to calculate
the response timeout as specified by the IB specs [7] is:
RESP = 4.096µsec · (2 · 2P LT + 2RT V )
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Fig. 6. LIDtracker enabled

period of inactivity, and because the server was operational
at a much earlier stage before the actual connection was able
to be reestablished, there was 140 excessive SA queries sent
by the server while the server was trying to reconnect to the
client. If more clients were connected to this server this number
would be multiplied by the number of clients.
2) Migrate a VM and keep the IB addresses with LIDtracker:
In Fig. 6 the server is migrated together with the IB addresses
by using LIDtracker. From the perspective of the migrated
VM, the used addresses are LIDi and vGU IDk when located
at the source hypervisory and the same LIDi and vGU IDk
are used after having moved to the destination hypervisorz .
The initial RDS-stress behavior is as before (see V-B1). At
around the 20th second the client sends 14 SA queries until
the SR-IOV VF is detached at the server, but the situation is
noticeably improved after the migration has been completed.
In the previous case, when the LID and GUID changed at
the destination, the client who had an outstanding connection
establishment request waited for an unreachable event (∼98
seconds) before accepting the next connection request. This
behavior was inevitable because the client was trying to connect
to the old address where the server is no longer present. In
this case, where we keep the same destination address, the
client does not have to wait for an unreachable event, as it can
find the server even after the migration has been completed.
Furthermore, the server is not flooding the network with SA
queries; just a single one is needed to reestablish the connection.
3) Migrate a VM with LIDtracker and SA Path Record
caching enabled: Although we reduced the amount of SA
queries by keeping the IB addresses in section V-B2, there
are still quite a few SA queries sent when the interface is
detached, and at least one more is sent before the connection
is reestablished after the migration has been completed. One
additional observation is that the SA queries are sent in bursts
when a disconnection event happens. For example, at the
moment when the SR-IOV VF is detached from the VM that
is going to be migrated, the remote nodes communicating with
the VM-to-be-migrated will send a few SA queries each, in
their attempt to reconnect as quickly as possible (explained in
section V-B1). Consider the case that we migrate a VM that
acts as a server, and that 2000 client nodes are communicating

(2)

In equation 2, where P LT = Packet LifeTime and RT V =
Response Time Value. The subnet P LT value can be changed
by the SM and the default value in opensm.conf is 18. The
RT V value is hardcoded in the driver (cma.c source file) and its
value is 20. Consequently, the timeout value is ∼6.44 seconds
as shown in equation 3.
RESP = 4.096 · 10−6 sec · (2 · 218 + 220 ) = 6.44sec (3)
There is also a hardcoded Number of Retries (N oR) value that
is set to 15. The time needed before raising an unreachable
event is RESP · N oR = 6.44sec · 15 = 96.6sec. As we
can see, the observed time of 98 seconds that was needed
for the connection to be reestablished is ruled by the default
timeout values in the subnet. Moreover, in this prolonged
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with the intention to reduce VM migration downtime. They
implement a signaling mechanism based on the repath trap [7],
to notify peers of the migrated VM to update their hardware
address mappings, allowing the communication to be resumed.
In this paper we take a different perspective and we show that
no signaling or SM contact is required if we manage to migrate
both the LID and GUID addresses together with the VM.
There is also an ongoing work in the OpenFabrics community, with the intention to create a distributed Scalable SA [18].
At the time of writing, there is not much information about
this work other than a couple of presentations available online.
Nevertheless, the Scalable SA project is focusing on providing
a scalable implementation of the SM in order to solve the
scalability challenges of the centralized nature of OpenSM,
described in section III. Still, our work can be applied even in
a more scalable implementation of the SM and reduce the load
in the network. Furthermore, our work shows that a scalable
SA path host caching mechanism can be even used in dynamic
IB subnets where VMs can migrate and keep their associated
addresses.
Other work related to the broader scope of scalable management of HPC network interconnects includes the path
computation and distribution of routes on the switches. When
an HPC network interconnet like IB grows in size, path computation and distribution on the switches is a time consuming
process that ranges from a few seconds and can reach in
the order of minutes4 [22]. When faults occur, the network
needs to be reconfigured and the path computation operation
has to be repeated. The operational environment will perform
suboptimally, or in the worst case suspended, until the new
path computations complete and the reconfiguration applied.
Gómez et al [23] propose a mechanism for distributed path
computation to address the scalability issue of centralized path
computation. Bermúdez et al [24], [25] use a set of suboptimal,
but quickly calculated set of routes to bring the network in an
operational state as quickly as possible. Then, the optimized set
of routes is calculated offline and applied. Lysne and Duato [26]
propose the Skyline, a method to identify the minimum part of
the network affected by the fault and needs to be reconfigured.
Bogdański et al [27] suggest segmentation of the network
into manageable sections with the utilization of subnets, and
propose two inter-subnet routing algorithms for IB.
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Fig. 7. LIDtracker and SA Path caching enabled

with it. If each of these clients sends an average of 10 SA
queries in a single second when the migration of the server
begins, the SM will be flooded with 20000 SA queries in a
sub-second interval in addition to the normal load, which may
be high already. As one can see, it is not necessary to have
many concurrent live migrations in order to flood the SM with
a significantly large load, but one migration of a popular node
is enough. To alleviate the load towards the SM, we use the
SA path caching mechanism introduced in section IV-B.
In Fig. 7 we demonstrate that connections can be made
by using the local cache without sending any SA queries at
all. Since we keep the IB addresses after the migration, the
VMs can reconnect and communicate without introducing any
additional load to the SM. We also introduce two more metrics
in Fig. 7: SA Queries saved by client and SA Queries saved
by server. These two metrics show the number of connection
attempts from either the server or the client, that would have
resulted in additional SA queries to be sent to the SM if our
caching scheme was not enabled. As illustrated in Fig. 7, with
our caching scheme enabled, only a single SA query is sent by
the server and by the client. The connection attempts follow
the trends presented in section V-B2, Fig. 6, but there are no
subsequent SA queries sent to the SM after the initial one.
The caching mechanism does not only reduce the SA queries
sent as a result of live migrations, but also the total time it
takes for one node to connect with another since there are less
transactions. Looking back to the connection reestablishment
procedure of RDS in Fig. 4, steps 4 , 5 , 9 and 10 are no
longer needed, meaning that the connection reestablishment
would complete quicker. If a similar caching mechanism was
implemented in the drivers, applications in a single node would
be able to share SA path records, resulting in much reduced
overhead for the SM.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented evidence of the scalability
challenges faced by the SM in an IB subnet. We also showed
that VM live migrations contribute negatively to the scalability
of the SM as the VM addresses change after the migration. Our
novel SA Path Record caching mechanism was implemented
in the RDS protocol, and the ability to (re)establish subsequent
communication without sending SA Path Record queries was
manifested — improving the scalability of the SM accordingly.
For now, and for the particular case of VM live migration,
our prototype only supports IB subnets where the actual

VI. R ELATED W ORK
There is not much work done in the field of IB SA scalability
in the context of cloud environments. Guay et al in [9] migrate
VMs with SR-IOV VFs. They migrate the vGUID of the SRIOV VF together with the VM, but the LID address changes.
The main goal of their work is to reestablish the communication
after a VM has been migrated and the LID address has changed,

4 Network topology and chosen routing algorithm provide very diverse
results.
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path characteristics like service level and MTU, are the same
before and after migration. To handle situations where live
migration implies that the path characteristics may change (in
heterogeneous subnets), is left for future work.
Our current prototype restarts the SM in order to migrate
the IB addresses. However, the SM restart does not affect our
experimental results because in our small cluster, the restart
is quick and it is happening during the migration when the
migrated VM has no IB network attached. Still, as future work
we would like to identify how to migrate the IB addresses and
update the Linear Forwarding Tables (LFTs) of the switches
without restarting the SM.
Since we are using SR-IOV VFs, it is needed to detach/reattach the VF in order to live migrate. This process currently
contributes significantly to the downtime of a migrating VM.
Even with the late detach migration technique used by Guay
et al. [17], the downtime is in the order of seconds. Also,
highly active VMs with large amounts of memory will have
longer downtime. In our experiments, we observed downtime
variations in the range of 15 to 30 seconds for VMs with 4 GB
of RAM. Here, downtime refers to the time needed for the SRIOV VF to be detached, until the SR-IOV VF is reattached and
the drivers are loaded after the migration has been completed.
Clearly, more work needs to be done to reduce the downtime
of live migration in combination with IB and SR-IOV.
To demonstrate our caching scheme, we used RDS. However,
if a similar caching mechanism is implemented at the driver
level, all of the applications running in a node could benefit
from the cache. The caching scheme does not only reduce the
load towards the SM, but also the connection latency between
two applications since there is less communication overhead.
If no path record request and response are needed because the
local cache is used, less packets need to traverse the network
before the actual connection attempt takes place.
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To ensure efficient virtualization, while maintaining high
bandwidth and low latency, modern IB Host Channel
Adapters (HCAs) support SR-IOV. Nevertheless, to achieve
transparent live migration of Virtual Machines (VMs) assigned
to IB HCAs using SR-IOV has proved to be challenging [5],
[6], [9]. Each InfiniBand connected node has three different
addresses (LID, GUID, GID – further discussed in section II).
When a live migration happens, one or more of these addresses
changes. Other nodes communicating with the VM-in-migration
lose connectivity and try to find the new address to reconnect
to by sending Subnet Administration (SA) path record queries
to the IB Subnet Manager (SM) [7].
In [10] we showed that by using address caching, one do
not have to send repetitive SA queries to reconnect once a
VM is live migrated. However, in order to allow a VM to
be moved and benefit from such a caching mechanism, each
VM should be bound to a dedicated set of IB addresses that
follows the VM when the VM migrates. With the current IB
SR-IOV Shared Port implementation [11], the VMs running
on the same hypervisor [12], share one LID address and have
dedicated GUID and GID addresses. When a VM with its
associated LID is migrated, the connectivity will be broken for
the rest of the VMs that share the same LID.
In this paper we propose two implementations of the Virtual
Switch (vSwitch) [13] architecture with different scalability
characteristics, that will allow IB subnets to support transparent
virtualization and migration of IB addresses, accompanied
with a scalable and topology agnostic dynamic network
reconfiguration method to make live migrations of VMs feasible
in large vSwitch-based IB subnets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives background information on Input/Output Virtualization
(IOV) and IB addressing schemes, followed by the related
work in section III. The IB SR-IOV design overview in
section IV emphasizes the pros and cons of the vSwitch
and the Shared-Port architectures. In section V we propose
our vSwitch architectures and the dynamic reconfiguration
mechanism, followed by an analytical discussion in section VI.
We implement a prototype and show the results of the
implementation and simulations in section VII, before we
conclude in section VIII.

Abstract—To meet the demands of the Exascale era and facilitate Big Data analytics in the cloud while maintaining flexibility,
cloud providers will have to offer efficient virtualized High
Performance Computing clusters in a pay-as-you-go model. As a
consequence, high performance network interconnect solutions,
like InfiniBand (IB), will be beneficial. Currently, the only way
to provide IB connectivity on Virtual Machines (VMs) is by
utilizing direct device assignment. At the same time to be scalable,
Single-Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) is used. However, the
current SR-IOV model employed by IB adapters is a Shared
Port implementation with limited flexibility, as it does not allow
transparent virtualization and live-migration of VMs.
In this paper, we explore an alternative SR-IOV model for
IB, the virtual switch (vSwitch), and propose and analyze two
vSwitch implementations with different scalability characteristics.
Furthermore, as network reconfiguration time is critical to make
live-migration a practical option, we accompany our proposed
architecture with a scalable and topology agnostic dynamic
reconfiguration method, implemented and tested using OpenSM.
Our results show that we are able to significantly reduce the
reconfiguration time as route recalculations are no longer needed,
and in large IB subnets, for certain scenarios, the number
of reconfiguration subnet management packets (SMPs) sent is
reduced from several hundred thousand down to a single one.

I. I NTRODUCTION
There is a lot of work going on, both in academia and
the industry, to make cloud computing capable of offering
High Performance Computing (HPC). With HPC-as-a-Service,
traditional HPC users can save capital expenditure, while new
user groups that cannot afford to own a private HPC cluster,
can get on-demand access. However, the overhead imposed by
virtualization combined with the extreme performance demands
of HPC kept this idea immaterialized for a long time. During
the last ten years, the situation has improved considerably as
CPU overhead has been practically removed through hardware
virtualization support [1], [2]; memory overhead has been
significantly reduced by virtualizing the Memory Management
Unit; storage overhead has been reduced by the use of fast SAN
storages or distributed networked file systems; and network I/O
overhead has been reduced by the use of device passthrough
techniques like Single Root Input/Output Virtualization (SRIOV) [3]. It is now possible for clouds to accommodate virtual
HPC (vHPC) clusters using high performance interconnect
solutions and deliver the necessary performance [4], [5], [6].
InfiniBand (IB) [7] is an interconnection network technology
offering high bandwidth and low latency, thus, is very well
suited for HPC and other network demanding workloads. IB
accelerates 224 HPC systems in the TOP500 supercomputers
list as of November 2014 [8], 44.8% of the list.
978-1-4673-6598-7/15 $31.00 © 2015 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/CLUSTER.2015.58
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II. BACKGROUND
In this section we describe different IOV techniques with
a particular focus on SR-IOV. IB addressing schemes are
presented as well.
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Moreover, with the currently implemented SR-IOV Shared Port
model the addresses of the VM will change after the migration,
causing additional overhead in the SM and a negative impact
on the performance of the underlying network fabric [10].

A. Network I/O Virtualization
IOV is needed to share I/O resources and provide protected
access to these resources from the VMs. IOV decouples
the logical device, which is exposed to a VM, from its
physical implementation [12], [14]. Currently, there are two
widespread approaches to IOV, both having their advantages
and disadvantages:
1) Software emulation: is a decoupled front-end/back-end
software architecture. The front-end is a device driver placed in
the VM, communicating with the back-end implemented by the
hypervisor to provide I/O access. The physical device sharing
ratio is high and live migrations of VMs are possible with just
a few milliseconds of network downtime [17], but software
emulation introduces additional computational overhead.
2) Direct device assignment: involves a coupling of I/O
devices to VMs, with no device sharing between VMs. Direct
assignment, or device passthrough, provides near to native
performance with minimum overhead. The physical device
bypasses the hypervisor and is directly attached to the VM.
The downside is limited scalability, as there is no sharing;
one physical network card is coupled with one VM. Single
Root IOV (SR-IOV) allows a physical device to appear through
hardware virtualization as multiple independent lightweight
instances of the same device. These instances can be assigned
to VMs as passthrough devices, and accessed as Virtual
Functions (VFs) [3]. The hypervisor accesses the device through
a unique (per device), fully featured Physical Function (PF).
SR-IOV eases the scalability issue of pure direct assignment.
Currently, there is no easy way to live-migrate VMs without a
network downtime in the order of seconds when using direct
device assignment [15].
HPC interconnection networks rely heavily on hardware offloading and bypassing of the protocol stack and the OS kernel
to efficiently reduce latency and increase performance [16].
Thus, currently the only option to provide high performance
networking in VMs, is to use a direct device assignment
technique. To still be scalable, we, as others working with
IB and virtualization [4], [6], [9], chose to use SR-IOV to
work with.
Unfortunately, direct device assignment techniques pose a
barrier for cloud providers if they want to use transparent
live migrations for data center optimization. The essence of
live migration is that the memory contents of a VM are
copied to a remote hypervisor. Then the VM is paused at
the source hypervisor, and the VM’s operation is resumed at
the destination. When using software emulation methods, the
network interfaces are virtual so their internal states are stored
into the memory and gets copied as well. Thus the downtime
could be brought down to a few milliseconds [17]. In the case
of direct device assignment like SR-IOV VFs, the complete
internal state of the network interface cannot be copied as it
is tied to the hardware [5]. The SR-IOV VFs assigned to a
VM will need to be detached, the live migration will run, and
a new VF will be attached at the destination. In the case of
InfiniBand and SR-IOV, this process will introduce downtime
in the order of seconds as discussed by Guay et al. [9], [18].

B. The InfiniBand Addressing Schemes
InfiniBand uses three different types of addresses [7], [19],
[9]. First is the 16 bits Local Identifier (LID). At least one
unique LID is assigned to each HCA port and each switch by
the SM. The LIDs are used to route traffic within a subnet. Since
the LID is 16 bits long, 65536 unique address combinations can
be made, of which only 49151 (0x0001-0xBFFF) can be used
as unicast addresses. Consequently, the number of available
unicast addresses defines the maximum size of an IB subnet.
Second is the 64 bits Global Unique Identifier (GUID)
assigned by the manufacturer to each device (e.g. HCAs and
switches) and each HCA port. The SM may assign additional
subnet unique GUIDs to an HCA port, which is particularly
useful when SR-IOV is used.
Third is the 128 bits Global Identifier (GID). The GID
is a valid IPv6 unicast address, and at least one is assigned
to each HCA port and each switch. The GID is formed by
combining a globally unique 64 bits prefix assigned by the
fabric administrator, and the GUID address of each HCA port.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Guay et al. [9] migrate VMs with SR-IOV VFs. The vGUID
of the SR-IOV VF is migrated together with the VM, but
the LID address changes. The main goal of their work is to
reestablish the communication after a VM has been migrated
and the LID address has changed, with the intention to
reduce VM migration downtime and avoid reconfiguring the
network. Tasoulas et al. [10] migrate VMs with IB VFs and all
three addresses, and use a caching mechanism to reestablish
connectivity without having to send SA PathRecord queries.
A prototype is used to orchestrate the migration process of the
IB addresses and the SM is restarted in order to migrate the
LID of the VM and trigger the network reconfiguration.
In general, when a lossless network is reconfigured, routes
have to be recalculated and distributed to all switches, while
avoiding deadlocks. Note that the coexistence of two deadlock
free routing functions, the Rold and Rnew , during the transition
phase from the old to the new one, might not be deadlock
free [20]. Zafar et al. [21] discusses the tools and applicable
methods on IB architecture (IBA), that would allow the
implementation of the Double Scheme [22] reconfiguration
method. The Double Scheme is using Virtual Lanes (VLs) to
separate the new and the old routing functions. Lysne et al. [23]
use a token that is propagated through the network to mark
a reconfiguration event. Before the token arrives on a switch,
traffic is routed with the old routing algorithm. After the token
arrives and forwarded through the output ports of the switch, the
traffic is flowing with the new routing algorithm. The Skyline
by Lysne et al. [24], speeds up the reconfiguration process by
providing a method for identifying the minimum part of the
network that needs to be reconfigured. Sem-Jacobsen et al. [25]
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Fig. 1. InfiniBand SR-IOV Shared Port architecture

Fig. 2. InfiniBand SR-IOV vSwitch architecture

use the channel dependency graph to create a channel list that is
rearranged when traffic needs to be rerouted. The rearranging is
happening in such a way, that no deadlocks can occur. RoblesGómez et al. [26] use close up*/down* graphs to compute
a new routing algorithm which is close to the old one, and
guarantees that the combination of old and new routing during
transition do not allow deadlocks to be introduced. Bermúdez
et al. [27] are concerned with the long computation time it
takes to compute optimal routing tables in large networks, that
consequently delays the IB subnet from becoming operational.
They use some quickly calculated, but not optimal, provisional
routes and they calculate offline the optimal routes. Since the
provisional and the optimal routes are calculated based on the
same acyclic graph, deadlock freedom is guaranteed. [27],
as well as the rest of the surveyed work, does not consider
reconfiguration of dynamic virtualized environments, and in
particular does not consider nodes and node IDs that move
inside the network.

One shortcoming of the Shared Port architecture is the
inability to provide transparent live migration, hindering the
potential for flexible VM placement. As each LID is associated
with a specific hypervisor, and shared among all VMs residing
on the hypervisor, a migrating VM will have its LID changed
to the LID of the destination hypervisor. Furthermore, as a
consequence of the restricted QP0 access, an SM cannot run
inside a VM.
B. SR-IOV vSwitch
In the vSwitch architecture (Fig. 2) each VF is a complete
vHCA, meaning that the VM is assigned a complete set of
IB addresses (section II-B) and a dedicated QP space in the
hardware. For the rest of the network and the SM, the HCA
looks like a switch with additional nodes connected to it;
the hypervisor uses the PF and the VMs use the VFs, as
shown in Fig. 2. The vSwitch architecture provides transparent
virtualization, but at the cost of consuming additional LID
addresses. When many LID addresses are in use, more
communication paths have to be computed by the SM and
more Subnet Management Packets (SMPs) have to be sent to
the switches in order to update their Linear Forwarding Tables
(LFTs). In particular, the computation of the communication
paths might take several minutes in large networks [28].
Moreover, as each VM, physical node, and switch occupies
one LID each, the number of physical nodes and switches in
the network limits the number of active VMs, and vice versa.
Recall that the LID space is limited to 49151 unicast LIDs.
Nevertheless, transparent virtualization is a key feature for
virtualized data centers with live migration support.

IV. I NFINI BAND SR-IOV D ESIGN OVERVIEW
The Shared Port and vSwitch architectures have been
suggested by Liss [13]. Only the former one is currently
implemented in the IB drivers [11]. In this section, we discuss
these two architectures.
A. SR-IOV Shared Port
The Shared Port architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
HCA appears as a single port in the network with a single
shared LID and shared Queue Pair1 (QP) space between the
PF and VFs, but multiple GIDs. As shown in Fig. 1, different
GIDs are assigned to the VFs and the PF, and the special QP0
and QP1 are owned by the PF. These QPs are exposed to the
VFs as well, but the VFs are not allowed to use QP0 (all SMPs
coming from VFs towards QP0 are discarded), and QP1 acts
as a proxy of the actual QP1 owned by the PF. Shared Port
allows for highly scalable data centers that are not limited by
the number of VMs, as the LID space is only consumed by
physical machines and switches in the network.

V. P ROPOSED V S WITCH A RCHITECTURE
Transparent virtualization offered by the vSwitch architecture
is important in dynamic virtualized cloud environments. When
live migrations take place, each VM should be able to carry
with it all of its associated addresses to the destination,
something not possible with the Shared Port architecture. In
this section, we propose two alternative implementations of the
vSwitch architecture with different scalability characteristics,
and provide a method for scalable dynamic reconfiguration as
VMs are live migrated with their addresses.

1 A QP is a virtual communication port used by IB applications (consumers)
to communicate [7]. QP0 and QP1 are two special purpose QPs, used for IB
management packets only.
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Fig. 3. vSwitch - Prepopulated LIDs. Assigned LIDs 1-12.



    
Fig. 4. vSwitch - Dynamic LID assignment. Assigned LIDs: 1,2,3,5,7,9,11.

A. vSwitch with Prepopulated LIDs

3000 LIDs. However, the actual paths to be computed are
based on more than 49000 LIDs. Also, there is a strict limit on
the number of physical nodes in the network and the number
of SR-IOV VFs. The summation of the physical nodes (e.g.
switches, hypervisors, additional SM nodes) and VFs cannot
exceed the unicast LID limit, even if there are no VMs running
on the network. On the other extreme, if all of the VFs are
occupied by running VMs, there is no option for optimizations
by using live migrations, leading to a potentially fragmented
network.

Our first approach initializes all available VFs with LIDs,
even those VFs that are not currently used by any VM, as shown
in Fig. 3. In such a scheme, each hypervisor will consume
one LID for itself through the PF and one more LID for
each additional VF. The sum of all the VFs available in all
hypervisors in an IB subnet, gives the maximum amount of
VMs that are allowed to run in the subnet. If we assume
16 VFs2 per hypervisor in the subnet, then each hypervisor
consumes 17 LIDs. Then, the theoretical hypervisor limit for
a single subnet is ruled by the number of unicast LIDs and is:
⌊T opmost U nicast LID/17⌋) = ⌊49151/17⌋ = 2891, and
the number of VMs limit is: 2891·16 = 46256. These numbers
are actually even smaller since each switch, router, or dedicated
SM nodes in the subnet consume LIDs as well. Note that the
vSwitch does not need to occupy an additional LID as it can
share the LID with the PF.
In a vSwitch architecture with prepopulated LIDs, communication paths are computed for all the LIDs once, when the
network is booted. When a new VM needs to be started the
system does not have to add a new LID in the subnet, an
action that will cause a complete reconfiguration, including
the time consuming path computation step [21], [31], [27]. All
that needs to be done is to find an available VM slot in one of
the hypervisors and use it. An available VM slot is equivalent
to an available VF. Another gain of this proposed method is
the ability to calculate and use different paths to reach different
VMs hosted by the same hypervisor. Essentially, imitating the
LID Mask Control (LMC) feature to provide alternative paths
towards one physical machine, without being bound by the
limitation of the LMC that requires the LIDs to be sequential.
The freedom to use non-sequential LIDs is particularly useful
when a VM needs to be migrated and carry its associated LID
to the destination.
On the negative side, the initial computation of the paths
will require considerably more time than what it would need
without the prepopulation of all LIDs. In the previous example
with 16 VFs per hypervisor, when no VMs are running, the
initial path computation needs to calculate paths for close to

B. vSwitch with Dynamic LID Assignment
Our second approach dynamically assigns LIDs as illustrated
in Fig. 4. With the dynamic LID assignment, the initial path
computation will be substantially reduced. Refer to the example
given in section V-A, when the network is booting for the first
time and no VMs are present, then less than 3000 LIDs will
be used for the initial path calculation and LFT distribution.
However, when using this method and a new VM is created, a
unique free unicast LID has to be used. In this case, a challenge
arises because there are no known paths in the network for
handling the newly added LID and VM. Computing a new
set of paths in order to handle the newly added VM is not an
option in a dynamic environment where several VMs may be
booted every minute. In large IB subnets, computing a new set
of routes can take several minutes, and this procedure would
have to repeat each time a new VM is booted.
Fortunately, since we know that all the VFs in a hypervisor
share the same uplink with the PF, there is no need to compute
a new set of routes. It is only needed to iterate through the
LFTs of all the physical switches in the network, copy the
forwarding port from the LID entry that belongs to the PF
of the hypervisor —where the VM is created— to the newly
added LID, and send a single SMP to update the corresponding
LFT block of the particular switch.
When comparing the LIDs assigned on VMs on each
hypervisor in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, notice that the LIDs assigned
to the VMs in Fig. 3 are sequential, while the LIDs assigned
in Fig. 4 are spread. As there is no requirement for sequential
LIDs, this layout is a result of VMs being created and destroyed.
In the dynamic LID assignment when a new VM is created,
the next available LID is used throughout the lifetime of the
VM. In an environment with prepopulated LIDs, each VM will

2 Up to 126 VFs are supported on the Mellanox ConnectX®-3 adapters, but
16 are enabled by default [29]. Nonetheless, the max number of VFs may be
even smaller as it depends on the PCI Base Address Registers (BAR) size and
the available system resources [30].
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inherit the LID that is already assigned to the corresponding VF,
and in a network without live migrations, VMs consecutively
attached to a given VF will always get the same LID.
The dynamic LID assignment model can resolve the drawbacks of the prepopulated LIDs model described in V-A at the
cost of some additional network and runtime SM overhead.
Each time a VM is created, the LFTs of all the physical
switches in the subnet will need to be updated with the newly
added LID associated with the created VM. One SMP per
switch is needed to be sent for this operation. The LMC-like
functionality is also not available, because each VM is using
the same path with its host hypervisor. However, the is no
limitation on the total amount of VFs present in all hypervisors,
and the number of VFs may exceed that of the unicast LID limit.
Of course, not all of the VFs are allowed to be attached on
active VMs simultaneously if this is the case, but having more
spare hypervisors and VFs adds flexibility for disaster recovery
and optimization of fragmented networks when operating close
to the unicast LID limit.

Algorithm 1 Migrate VM and reconfigure the network.
1: procedure U PDATE LFTB LOCK (LF T Block, Switch)
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

C. Dynamic Reconfiguration with vSwitches
In a dynamic cloud environment, live migrations should be
supported and be scalable. When a VM is migrated and carries
its addresses to the destination, a network reconfiguration is
necessary. Migration of the virtual or alias GUIDs (vGUIDs),
and consequently the GIDs, do not pose a significant burden as
they are high level addresses that do not affect the underlying
IB routing. For the migration of the vGUID, an SMP has to
be sent to the destination hypervisor in order to set the vGUID
that is associated with the incoming VM, to the VF that will be
assigned to the VM when the migration is completed. However,
migration of the LID is not that simple, because the routes
have to be recalculated and the LFTs of the physical switches
reconfigured. Recalculation of the routes needs a considerable
amount of time in the order of minutes on large subnets, posing
scalability challenges that may render VM migrations unusable.
The vSwitch has the property that all the VFs of an HCA
share the link with the PF. Our topology agnostic dynamic
reconfiguration mechanism utilizes this property in a novel
way to make the reconfiguration highly efficient in dynamic
environments. The LID reconfiguration time is minimized by
completely eliminating the path computation, and drastically
reducing the path distribution. The method differs slightly for
the two proposed vSwitch architectures, but the basis is the
same, and as presented in algorithm 1 involves two steps:
a Update of the LIDs in the participating hypervisors:
one SMP is sent to each of the hypervisors that participate
in the live migration, instructing them to set/unset the LID
to the corresponding VF.
b Update of the LFTs on the physical switches: one or a
maximum of two SMPs are sent on one or more switches,
forcing them to update their corresponding LFT entries
to reflect the new position of the migrated VM.
1) Reconfiguration with Prepopulated LIDs: For the vSwitch
architecture with Prepopulated LIDs, paths exist for all of the
LIDs even if VMs are not running. In order to migrate the LID

31:
32:
33:

// If the LFT block needs to be updated send SMP on the switch to
// update the LFTBlock. When Swapping LIDs (V-C1), 1 or 2 of all
// the LFT Blocks may need to be updated per switch. When copying
// LIDs (V-C2), only 1 of all the LFT Blocks may need to be updated
// per switch.

if LF T Block in Switch needs to be updated then
Send SMP on Switch to update LF T Block
end if
end procedure
procedure U PDATE LFTB LOCKS O NA LL S WITCHES
/* Iterate through all LFTBlocks on all Switches
* and update the LFTBlocks if needed. */

for LF T Block in All LF T Blocks do
for sw in All switches do
U PDATE LFTB LOCK(LF T Block, sw)
end for
end for
end procedure
procedure M IGRATE VM(VM, DestHypervisor)
Detach IB VF from V M
Start live migration of V M to the DestHypervisor
/* Reconfiguration of the network is following */
// The migration procedure of the LID address slightly
// differs in V-C1 and V-C2.
/* Step described in enumeration V-C-a */

Migrate the IB addresses of V M
/* Step described in enumeration V-C-b */
U PDATE LFTB LOCKS O NA LL S WITCHES

end procedure
procedure M AIN
M IGRATE VM(VM to be Migrated, toHypervisor)
end procedure

and keep the balancing of the initial routing, what needs to be
done is to swap two LFT entries on all switches; The entry
of the LID that is assigned to the VM, with the LID of the
VF that is going to be used at the destination hypervisor after
the live migration is completed. If VM1 with LID 2 in Fig. 5
needs to be migrated from hypervisor 1 to hypervisor 3, and
VF3 with LID 12 on hypervisor 3 is available and decided to
be attached to VM1, the LFTs of the upper left switch in Fig. 5
should be changed as shown. Before the migration LID 2 was
forwarded through Port 2, and LID 12 was forwarded through
Port 4. After the migration LID 2 is forwarded through Port
4, and LID 12 is forwarded through Port 2. In this case, only
one SMP needs to be sent for this update because LFTs are
updated in blocks of 64 LIDs per block (further explained in
section VI), and both LID 2 and 12 are part of the same block
that includes the LIDs 0 - 63. If the LID of VF3 on hypervisor
3 was 64 or greater, then two SMPs would need to be sent
as two LFT blocks would have to be updated: the block that
contains LID 2 (the VM LID) and the block that contains the
LID to be swapped that is bigger than 63. The same swapping
procedure is used to update all the switches that need to be
updated (as explained in more detail in section VI).
2) Reconfiguration with Dynamic LID Assignment: For the
vSwitch architecture with Dynamic LID assignment, the path
of a VF follows the same path as the path of the corresponding
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distribution. On the other extreme, in a fully populated IB
subnet with 49151 LIDs consumed, 768 SMPs per switch are
needed to be sent during path distribution.
The SMPs can use either directed routing or destination
based routing. When using directed routing, each intermediate
switch has to process and update the headers of the packet with
the current hop pointer and reverse path before forwarding the
packet to the next hop [7]. In the destination based routing, each
packet is forwarded immediately. Naturally, directed routing
adds latency to the forwarded packets. Nevertheless, directed
routing is used by OpenSM for all SMPs. This is necessary for
the initial topology discovery process where the LFTs have not
been distributed yet to the switches, or when a reconfiguration is
taking place and the routes towards the switches are changing.
Let n be the number of switches in the network; m the
number of all LFT Blocks that will be updated on each switch,
determined by the number of consumed LIDs; k the average
time needed for each SMP to traverse the network before
reaching each switch4 ; and r the average time added for each
SMP due to the directed routing. Assuming no pipelining, if
we break the LFT distribution time LF T Dt further down we
get equation 2:

  

   















 

 




































 

 
















































  







     
Fig. 5. LFT Updates - LID Swapping. LIDs in the LFT tables are forwarded
through Ports.

PF of the hypervisor where the VM is currently hosted. When
a VM moves, the system has to find the LID that is assigned
to the PF of the destination hypervisor, and iterate through all
the LFTs of all switches and update the path for the VM LID
with the path of the destination hypervisor. In contrast to the
LID swapping technique that is used in the reconfiguration
with prepopulated LIDs, only one SMP needs to be sent at all
times to the switches that need to be updated, since there is
only one LID involved in the process.

LF T Dt = n · m · (k + r)

(2)

From equation 1 and 2, we get equation 3:
RCt = P Ct + n · m · (k + r)

(3)

In large subnets P Ct ≫ LF T Dt , even though the LF T Dt
becomes larger when more LIDs, and consequently more LFT
Blocks per switch m are used, and when more switches n are
present in the network. The n · m part in equation 2 and 3
defines the total number of SMPs that needs to be sent for the
reconfiguration.

VI. A NALYSIS OF THE R ECONFIGURATION M ECHANISM
In this section we analyze our novel reconfiguration procedure and compare it with a traditional reconfiguration method,
a method that would initiate a full network reconfiguration for
each network change.

B. Reconfiguration Cost when Live Migrating with vSwitches

The computational complexity of the paths is polynomially
growing with the size of the subnet, and P Ct is in the order
of several minutes on large subnets3 [28].
After the paths have been computed, the LFTs of the switches
have to be updated. The LFT distribution time LF T Dt grows
linearly with the size of the subnet and the amount of switches.
The LFTs are updated on blocks of 64 LIDs so in a small
subnet with a few switches and up to 64 consumed LIDs,
only one SMP needs to be sent to each switch during path

Using traditional reconfiguration techniques would render
VM migrations unusable. In large subnets, the P Ct in equation 3 becomes very large and dominates RCt . If a live
migration triggered a full traditional reconfiguration, it would
take several minutes to complete.
In our reconfiguration mechanism when vSwitches are used,
we eliminate P Ct since we use the already calculated paths
to swap or copy LID entries in the LFT of each switch.
Furthermore, there is no need to send m SMPs per switch,
because when a VM is migrated only one or a maximum of
two LIDs are affected depending on which of the proposed
vSwitch schemes is used, regardless of the total number of
LFT blocks. As a result, only m′ ∈ {1, 2} SMPs are needed
to be sent to the switches for each migration (m′ = 2 if the
two LID entries are not located in the same LFT block when
the LIDs are prepopulated, otherwise m′ = 1). Also there are
certain cases that 0 < n′ < n switches will need to be updated.

3 Topology and chosen routing algorithm can have very diverse effects on
the time needed to compute the paths.

4 Switches closer to the SM can be reached faster as they traverse less
intermediate switches and cables.

A. Traditional Reconfiguration Cost
The time, RCt , needed for a full traditional ReConfigration
method is the sum of the time needed for the Path Computation,
P Ct , plus the time needed for the LFTs Distribution, LF T Dt ,
to all switches, as shown in equation 1:
RCt = P Ct + LF T Dt

(1)
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Consider the case that VM1 was migrated from Hypervisor 1
to Hypervisor 2 in Fig 5. If LID 2 was swapped with any of
the LIDs in hypervisor 2 (6, 7 or 8), then the upper left switch
would not need to be updated at all, because the initial routing
already routes LID 2 and LIDs 6, 7 and 8 from the same port
(Port 2). In particular for this example n′ = 1, because only
the lower left leaf switch would need to be updated.
Eventually, the cost vSwitch RCt of our reconfiguration
mechanism is the one specified in equation 4, and in large
subnets, vSwitch RCt ≪ RCt .
vSwitch RCt = n′ · m′ · (k + r)

since it did not receive the signal, and a deadlock could
occur. Moreover, the application and the live migration will be
further slowed down because the live migration cannot start
until the peers and the VM-to-be-migrated have drained their
queues. Another way would be to iterate through all of the
switches that needs to be reconfigured once the migration has
started, and before the actual reconfiguration happens set the
corresponding LID of the VM participating in the live-migration
to be forwarded through port 255 of the switches. This method
would force packets flowing towards this LID to be dropped
at those switches. Afterwards, the reconfiguration could be
applied. This is essentially a partially-static reconfiguration
that drops the traffic only towards the migrated VM instead of
“freezing” the whole network while reconfiguring. This method
would prolong the reconfiguration time as it would add to
equation 5 another n′ SMPs (1 SMP per switch that needs to
be updated, to invalidate the LID of the migrated VM before
the actual reconfiguration), and would probably force more
packets than needed to be dropped.
In the current implementation of our dynamic reconfiguration
method, deadlocks could possibly occur when swapping LIDs
and they will be resolved by IB timeouts, the mechanism
which is available in IBA. Improved handling of deadlock-free
dynamic reconfiguration in the context of live migration is left
for future work.

(4)

One additional improvement possible to implement for our
reconfiguration technique is the utilization of destination based
routing for the SMP packets. When VMs are migrated, we
know that the routes for the LIDs belonging to switches will not
be affected. Therefore, destination based routing can guarantee
proper delivery of SMPs to the switches and r can be eliminated
from equation 4, giving us the final equation 5.
vSwitch RCt = n′ · m′ · k

(5)

Equation 5 assumes no pipelining of the LFT updates. In
practice, pipelining is used by OpenSM when updating the
LFTs blocks of the switches. Consequently the time needed
for our dynamic reconfiguration mechanism is even less and
depends on the pipelining capability of the SM node.

D. Reconfigure Limited Number of Switches

C. Deadlock Freedom

In the proposed dynamic reconfiguration method, the reconfiguration procedure will iterate through all of the switches as
shown by algorithm 1 and depending on the existing LFTs,
not all of the switches may need to be updated as described
in section VI-B.
This is a deterministic method that guarantees that the initial
load balancing will be kept, but it may not be optimal, as
there are situations where we can safely reconfigure much less
switches without affecting the balancing of the initial routing.
A special case is the case of live migration of a VM within
a leaf switch. In this special case regardless of the network
topology, only the leaf switch needs to be updated. In Fig. 6,
if VM3 moves from Hypervisor 1 to Hypervisor 2, only switch
1 needs to be updated. Hypervisor 1 and Hypervisor 2 are both
connected on switch 1, so any local changes will not affect the
balancing of the rest of the network, nor the rest of the nodes
hosted by the leaf switch, since a leaf switch is non-blocking.
However, the deterministic method may update more switches.
Consider the example that the initial routing algorithm had
calculated that traffic from Hypervisor 4 towards Hypervisor 1,
follows path P 1 through switches 12 → 9 → 5 → 3 → 1, and
traffic towards Hypervisor 2 follows path P 2 through switches
12 → 10 → 6 → 4 → 1. If the dynamic LID assignment model
is implemented as one can see in Fig. 6, traffic towards VM3
would follow P 1 towards Hypervisor 1 before the migration,
and follows P 2 towards Hypervisor 2 after the migration. In
the worst case, all switches may be updated while only one
switch needs to be updated; the leaf switch.

As discussed in section III, much work has already been
done on deadlock-free dynamic reconfiguration. Deadlocks can
occur even if two routing functions, the Rold and Rnew , are
deadlock free individually, but coexist during the transition
phase from the old to the new routing function. A common way
of analyzing a deadlock-free algorithm is with the Directed
Acyclic Graphs (DAG) and the Up*/Down* algorithm [26].
When a packet flows through the network, it can go Up through
the DAG, but once it goes Down it cannot go Up again in
order to guarantee the deadlock freedom. However, this method
assumes that a node ID remains at the same position at all times,
and with proper handling, a new routing can be calculated so
it can coexist with the old one without introducing deadlocks.
In the case of live migration, however, a node ID is allowed
to move. A moved node is a node that has been removed
from one location in the network, and appeared at a different
location without changing the ID of the node. This case cannot
be handled as if a node goes down and another node comes
up at a different location in the network, because in this case
the two nodes would have different IDs.
One way to reduce the chances for a deadlock to occur, is
to drain the communication queues with flows towards the
migrating-VM by signaling the peer nodes [18]. Although
the likelihood for a deadlock will be very low, still if a new
communication channel needs to be established, the new peer
does not know that it has to wait for the live-migration to
complete before sending the connection establishment request,
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Fig. 6. vSwitch - LFTs Update on Limited Switches. Matching color of arrow and box highlighting switches, illustrates how many switches need to be
updated on a minimum reconfiguration when a VM is live migrated in different parts of the network.

Furthermore, if we limit the number of switches that needs
to be updated, we can efficiently support multiple parallel
migrations and reconfigurations at different parts of the network
simultaneously. In the case of live migrations within leaf
switches we could have as many concurrent migrations as
there exists leaf switches, without introducing interference.
By using the combined skyline [24] of the parts of the
network that will be affected by the reconfiguration, a topologyagnostic minimum part of the network that needs to be reconfigured can be found. Nonetheless, the minimum reconfiguration
has to be handled with care, in order to avoid degrading the
load balancing of the network if the reconfiguration spans
more switches than a single leaf switch. As illustrated in
Fig. 6, when a VM is moved far from the source hypervisor,
from an interconnection point of view, more switches will
have to be updated. As a consequence, less concurrent live
migrations are allowed in order to ensure that the migrations
and reconfiguration will both complete without interfering with
other migrations and reconfigurations.

machines serve as OpenStack compute nodes. The OpenStack
management network is based on Ethernet, while IB is used for
the VMs. All compute nodes are equipped with the Mellanox
ConnectX®-3 VPI adapters and SR-IOV enabled Mellanox
OFED V2.3 drivers. The same version of Mellanox OFED is
also installed on the CentOS virtual machines.
B. vSwitch Emulation

Currently, the IB Shared Port architecture is the only architecture supported by hardware, so we emulated the vSwitch
environment with prepopulated LIDs that we described in
section V-A. We also implemented our dynamic reconfiguration
method based on LID swapping in OpenSM. Due to the Shared
Port implementation, all the VMs share the same LID, so we
had to limit the number of VMs allowed to run on a compute
node to one for the emulation. If we run more than one VM per
node, the connectivity will be broken for all other VMs sharing
LID with the migrating VM. Also, a VM that is migrated, can
only be moved to an OpenStack compute node where no other
VMs are running. We modified OpenStack to allow IB SR-IOV
VII. V S WITCH E MULATION AND S IMULATION R ESULTS
VFs to be used by VMs and when a live migration is triggered
In this section we present the testbed we used in our the following four steps are executed:
1) The SR-IOV VF is detached from the VM and the live
experiments, and the experiments we carried out for evaluating
migrations starts.
the efficiency of our proposed vSwitch architecture.
2) OpenStack signals OpenSM with information about the
A. Testbed
VM that is migrated and the destination compute node
that will host the VM.
Our testbed consists of 3 SUN Fire X2270 servers with 4
3) OpenSM reconfigures the IB network by swapping the
cores and 6 GB RAM each; 4 HP ProLiant DL360p Gen8
LID of the source and destination compute nodes and
servers with 8 cores (two CPUs) and 32 GB RAM each; 2
transferring the GUID to the destination compute node.
HP ProLiant DL360p Gen8 servers with 4 cores and 32 GB
4) When the migration is completed, OpenStack attaches
RAM each; and 2 InfiniBand SUN DCS 36 QDR switches.
the SR-IOV VF that holds the GUID the VM had at the
The OpenStack Grizzly cloud environment is deployed on
source compute node.
Ubuntu 12.04, and a CentOS 7.0 image is used for the
virtual machines. The three SUN Fire servers are used as The live-migration traffic and OpenSM signaling is flowing
the OpenStack Controller, Network and Storage nodes. The HP over Ethernet, while the VMs communicate by IB. The purpose
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Nodes
324
648
5832
11664

Switches
36
54
972
1620

LIDs
360
702
6804
13284

Min LFT Blocks/Switch
6
11
107
208

Min SMPs Full RC
216
594
104004
336960

Min SMPs LID Swap/Copy
1
1
1
1

Max SMPs LID Swap/Copy
72
108
1944
3240

TABLE I
N UMBER OF REQUIRED SMP S TO UPDATE LFT S OF ALL SWITCHES FOR THE FAT-T REE TOPOLOGIES USED IN F IG . 7

39145
625
71

67

123
16.5

18.81

0.63

0

0

0

0.045

0.06

0

0.04

0.142
0.012

0.017

how many LIDs are consumed and the minimum number of
SMPs needed for a full reconfiguration in Table I. Note that
the amount of consumed LIDs in a subnet rules the minimum
amount of LFT blocks needed to be used on each switch, but
not the maximum. Consider the example that we use only
three LIDs in a network with one switch and two nodes. If
one of the nodes uses the topmost unicast LID, which is
49151, then the whole LFT table on the switch will have to
be populated, meaning that 768 SMPs will need to be sent
on the single switch — instead of the one that would need to
be sent if the two nodes and the switch were using LIDs in
the range 1-3. Our reconfiguration method depending on how
far a VM is migrated, from an interconnection perspective,
will need to send a minimum of only one SMP if the VM
is migrated within the same leaf switch, or a maximum of
2 ∗ N umberOf Switches SMPs in the extreme case that all
of the switches will need to be updated with two SMPs each,
as explained in sections VI-B and VI-D. In particular, for the
subnet with 324 nodes in Table I, a full reconfiguration would
have to send at least 216 SMPs, while a worst case scenario with
our reconfiguration method will send a max of 72 SMPs, 33.3%
of the min number of SMPs required for a full reconfiguration,
or 66.7% improvement. For the subnet with 11664 nodes, a full
reconfiguration would have to send at least 336960 SMPs, while
a worst case scenario with our reconfiguration method will
send a max of 3240 SMPs, 0.96% of the min number of SMPs
required for a full reconfiguration, or 99.04% improvement.
The best case scenario for our reconfiguration mechanism is
subnet size-agnostic, and will only send one SMP. As the
subnet size increases, the savings from our reconfiguration
mechanism increases correspondingly.

3859

Fat−Tree
Min−Hop
DFSSSP
LASH
LID Copying/Swapping

0.012

Time (seconds)

Path computation time for different routing algorithms
on a Fat−Tree topology with a varied number of Nodes

2−Levels Fat−Tree
324 Nodes

2−Levels Fat−Tree
648 Nodes

3−Levels Fat−Tree
5832 Nodes

3−Levels Fat−Tree
11664 Nodes

Number of Nodes

Fig. 7. IBSim Path Computation Results

of the emulated setup was to evaluate the feasibility of our
dynamic reconfiguration method.
C. Simulations
Ibsim was used to simulate different IB subnets in OpenSM,
in order to calculate the time it takes for different routing
algorithms to compute the routing tables. The path computations were executed on the 8-core machines of our testbed.
The results are presented in Fig. 7. We simulated four regular
Fat-Tree topologies based on 36-port switches and as one
can see, when the network grows larger, the path calculation
time corresponding to P Ct in equation 3, skyrockets. P Ct is
polynomially increasing with the size of the subnet. It takes
0.012s for the fat-tree routing algorithm to compute the routing
for 324 nodes, while for a 36 times larger subnet with 11664
nodes and 1620 switches, it takes 67 seconds; ∼5583 times
more time. DFSSSP, a topology agnostic routing algorithm
needs 0.142 seconds for 324 nodes, while it needs 625 seconds
for the subnet with 11664 nodes; ∼4401 times more time.
LASH needed 39145 seconds for the big subnet with 11664
nodes. With a traditional reconfiguration method, the path
computation has to be repeated each time a live-migration is
happening and LIDs are changing position in the network. Our
proposed topology agnostic reconfiguration method eliminates
this step. For any topology, and independent of the routing
algorithm utilized for the initial path computation, zero time
is spent in path recalculation. Thus, live-migration is made
possible in vSwitch-enabled IB subnets regardless of the size.
In addition, a full reconfiguration will have to update the
complete LFT on each switch and as the network is growing,
more switches have to be updated and more SMPs per switch
are needed to be sent, as explained in section VI-A. For the
same four networks that we simulated in Fig. 7, one can see

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed and analyzed two vSwitch implementations of the vSwitch SR-IOV architecture for IB, with
different scalability characteristics, and the intent to overcome
the shortcomings posed by the Shared Port architecture in
virtualized data centers. We also proposed and implemented in
OpenSM an accompanying scalable method for dynamically
reconfiguring the IB network, when live migrations of VMs
are part of the data center.
The first of the proposed implementations involves prepopulation of the LIDs in the available VFs, even when not
all VFs are attached to VMs. The initial path computation
time in the underlying IB network will increase with such
an implementation, because different routes will have to be
calculated for each physical node and each VF. Also, the
maximum number of VFs plus physical nodes in the network
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cannot exceed the max number of unicast LID defined by the
IBA, even if the VFs are not in use. However, better traffic
balancing can be achieved.
The second of the proposed implementations suggest dynamic LID assignment as VMs are created. Then the path
computation time is only bound by the number of the
physical nodes in the network. This method offers simpler
implementation and faster initial network configuration, giving
greater flexibility for very large IB subnets, but it compromises
on the traffic balancing. There is no limitation on the amount
of the available VFs in an IB subnet, but the number of active
VFs plus the physical nodes in the network cannot exceed the
max number of unicast LID defined by the IBA at any time.
When a VM needs to be migrated, our topology agnostic
reconfiguration mechanism will swap in the LFTs of the
switches the LID of the VM, with the LID held by the VF at
the destination hypervisor for the first of the proposed methods.
In the latter one the same path with the one used by the
hypervisor that hosts the VM will be used. Our reconfiguration
mechanism minimizes the time needed for reconfiguring the
network, as the need for path re-computation is eliminated.
Moreover, the amount of required reconfiguration SMPs sent
on switches is vastly reduced, and for certain scenarios, the
difference is from several hundred thousand SMPs down to a
single one.
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network. Among other tasks, this SM is responsible to compute
deadlock-free communication paths between nodes in the
network, and distribute the corresponding Linear Forwarding
Tables (LFTs) to the switches. When a reconfiguration is
needed, the SM must recalculate a new set of deadlock-free
routes. During the transition phase, however, when distributing
the new LFTs, a new routing function Rnew coexists with
the old routing function Rold . Although Rold and Rnew are
both deadlock-free, the combination of both might be not [6].
Moreover, the path computation is the costlier phase of a
reconfiguration and can take up to several minutes, depending
on the topology and the chosen routing function [7], introducing
an obstacle that renders the reconfiguration to an extravagant
operation that is avoided unless severe faults occur. In the
case of faults, the reconfiguration is kept minimal in order to
reestablish deadlock-free connectivity quickly, at the cost of
I. I NTRODUCTION
degrading the performance [8].
High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters are massively
In this paper we focus on the challenges of performanceparallel systems that consist of thousands of nodes and millions driven reconfiguration in large-scale lossless networks. We
of cores. Traditionally, such systems are associated with the introduce a hybrid reconfiguration scheme that allows for
scientific community needs to run complex and high granularity very fast partial network reconfiguration with different routing
computations. However, with the emergence of the cloud algorithms of choice in different subparts of the network. It is
computing paradigm and Big-Data analytics, the computer shown that our partial reconfigurations can be orders of magscience society tends to agree that there will be a convergence nitude faster than the initial full configuration, thus, we make
of HPC and Big-Data, with the Cloud being the vehicle for it possible to consider performance-driven reconfigurations
delivering the associated services to a broader audience [1], in lossless networks. The proposed scheme takes advantage
[2]. Large conventional HPC clusters are environments usually of the fact that large HPC systems and clouds are shared
shared between users that run diversified, but predictable by multiple tenants running isolated tasks. In such scenarios
workloads. When exposed to the cloud and the more dynamic tenant inter-communication is not allowed [9], [10], thus the
pay-as-you-go model however, the workload and utilization of workload deployment and placement scheduler should try to
the system can become very unpredictable, leading to the need avoid fragmentation to ensure efficient resource utilization [11],
for performance optimizations during runtime.
[12]. That is, the majority of the traffic per tenant can be
One of the components that can be tuned and reconfigured contained within consolidated subparts of the network, subparts
in order to improve performance is the underlying intercon- we can reconfigure in order to improve the overall performance.
nection network. The interconnection network is a critical We use the Fat-Tree topology [13] and the Fat-Tree routing
part in massively parallel architectures due to the intensive algorithm [14], [15] to demonstrate our work. We show that we
communication between nodes. As such, high performance are able to successfully reconfigure and improve performance
network technologies that typically employ lossless layer-two within sub-trees by using a custom Fat-Tree routing algorithm
flow control are used, as these technologies provide significantly that uses a provided node ordering to reconfigure the network.
better performance [3], [4]. Nevertheless, the performance When we want to reconfigure the whole network, we use the
comes at a cost of added complexity and management cost, and default Fat-Tree routing algorithm, effectively exhibiting the
reconfiguring the network can be challenging [5]. Since packets combination of two different routing algorithms for different
are not getting dropped in lossless networks, deadlocks may use-cases in a single subnet.
occur if loops are allowed to form by the routing function. A
Our work is based on InfiniBand (IB) [16]. IB is a lossless
Subnet Manager (SM) software is committed to administer the interconnection network technology offering high bandwidth
978-1-5090-3216-7/16 $31.00 ©2016 IEEE
and low latency, thus making it very well suited for HPC and
Abstract—Reconfiguration of high performance lossless interconnection networks is a cumbersome and time-consuming
task. For that reason reconfiguration in large networks are
typically limited to situations where it is absolutely necessary,
for instance when severe faults occur. On the contrary, due to
the shared and dynamic nature of modern cloud infrastructures,
performance-driven reconfigurations are necessary to ensure
efficient utilization of resources. In this work we present a scheme
that allows for fast reconfigurations by limiting the task to subparts of the network that can benefit from a local reconfiguration.
Moreover, our method is able to use different routing algorithms
for different sub-parts within the same subnet. We also present
a Fat-Tree routing algorithm that reconfigures a network given
a user-provided node ordering. Hardware experiments and large
scale simulation results show that we are able to significantly
reduce reconfiguration times from 50% to as much as 98.7% for
very large topologies, while improving performance.
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communication intensive workloads. IB is the most popular
interconnect in the TOP500 supercomputers list, accelerating
40.8% of the systems in the list as of June 2016 [17].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents necessary background information, followed by related
work in Section III. In Section IV we explain the working
principles of our Fast Hybrid Reconfiguration, as well as our
custom Fat-Tree routing algorithm that enables reconfiguration
based on user-provided node-ordering. We evaluate a prototype
implementation both on real hardware and by using simulations
in Section V. In Section VI we conclude.

C. The Fat-Tree Topology

The Fat-Tree is a scalable hierarchical network topology [19],
[20], easy to build using commodity switches placed on
different levels of the hierarchy [21]. The main idea behind the
Fat-Trees is to employ fatter links between nodes, with more
available bandwidth, towards the roots of the topology. The
fatter links help to avoid congestion in the upper-level switches
of the topology, and the bisection bandwidth is maintained.
Different variations of Fat-Trees are presented in the literature,
including k-ary-n-trees [19], Extended Generalized Fat-Trees
(XGFTs) [20], Parallel Ports Generalized Fat-Trees (PGFTs)
and Real Life Fat-Trees (RLFTs) [14].
II. BACKGROUND
A k-ary-n-tree [19] is an n level Fat-Tree with k n end nodes
A. InfiniBand Addressing Schemes
and n · k n−1 switches, each with 2k ports. Each switch has
IB uses three different types of addresses [16]. First is the an equal number of up and down connections in the tree. The
16 bits Local Identifier (LID) which is a layer-two address. XGFT Fat-Tree extends the k-ary-n-trees by allowing both
At least one unique LID is assigned to each Host Channel different number of up and down connections for the switches,
Adapter (HCA) port and each switch by the SM. The LIDs and different number of connections at each level in the tree.
are used to route traffic within a subnet. Since the LID is The PGFT definition further broadens the XGFT topologies
16 bits long, 65536 unique address combinations can be and permits multiple connections between switches. A large
made, of which only 49151 (0x0001-0xBFFF) can be used variety of topologies can be defined using XGFTs and PGFTs.
as unicast addresses. Consequently, the number of available However, for practical purposes, RLFTs, a restricted version of
unicast addresses defines the maximum size of an IB subnet. PGFTs, are introduced to define Fat-Trees commonly found in
Second is the 64 bits Global Unique Identifier (GUID) assigned today’s HPC clusters [15]. An RLFT uses the same port-count
by the manufacturer to each device (e.g. HCAs and switches) switches at all levels in the Fat-Tree.
and each HCA port. Finally, the 128 bits Global Identifier (GID)
is a valid IPv6 layer-three unicast address, and at least one GID D. Fat-Tree Routing
is assigned to each HCA port and each switch. The GID is
The Fat-Tree routing algorithm (FTree) is a topology-aware
formed by combining a globally unique 64 bits prefix, assigned routing algorithm for Fat-Tree topologies. For details on the
by the fabric administrator, and the corresponding GUID.
FTree principles the reader may consult [14], [15], [22]. In
this section we are going to briefly explain how the routing
B. InfiniBand Subnet Management
algorithm has been implemented in OpenSM; FTree first
IB is one of the first industry standard specifications
discovers the network topology and each switch is marked
implementing Software Defined Networking (SDN) principles,
with a tuple that identifies its location in the topology. Each
i.e. separating the control and the data plane [18]. An SM
tuple is a vector of values in the form of (l, ah , ..., a1 ), where
entity is running in one of the nodes in an IB fabric, and is
l represents the level where the switch is located. The ah
responsible to discover and administer the subnet [16]. The SM
represents the switch index within the top-most sub-tree, and
assigns LID addresses to the HCA ports and switches, calculates
recursively the digits ah−1 until a1 represent the index of the
deadlock free routes between all possible communicating pairs,
sub-tree within that first sub-tree and so on. For a Fat-Tree
and distributes the corresponding LFTs to each switch in
with n levels, the root-level (topmost or core) switches are
the fabric. IB employees destination-based forwarding, so the
located in level l = 0, whereas the leaf switches (where nodes
information distributed in the LFTs is a mapping of destination
are connected to), are located in level l = n − 1. The tuple
LIDs to corresponding output ports used for forwarding at the
assignment for an example 2-ary-4-tree is shown in Fig. 1.
switches. Once the LFTs have been distributed the network is
Once the tuples have been assigned, FTree iterates through
operational, while the SM periodically sweeps the fabric for
each leaf-switch in an ascending tuple order, and for each
faults/changes and serves as a path-characteristics resolution
downward switch port where nodes are connected in an
service. A reconfiguration can be triggered either on demand
ascending port-order the algorithm routes the selected nodes
by the fabric administrator, or forced when a fault or change
based on their LID. In Fig. 2 we show different phases of how
is detected by a sweep. When the size of the fabric grows, the
node a is routed. Switches in Fig. 2 are marked with numbers
number of possible communication pairs increase polynomially.
from 1 − 12. FTree keeps port-usage counters for balancing the
Consequently, the path computation increases polynomially as
routes and starts by traversing the fabric upwards from the least
well, and depending on the topology and routing algorithm, the
loaded port while choosing the routes downwards, as shown
path computation can be in the order of several minutes [7].
in Fig. 2(a) with the red and green arrows respectively. In the
OpenFabrics’ OpenSM1 is the most popular SM used on IB
first iteration all port counters are zero, so the first available
subnets, and the one that this work is based on.
upward port is chosen. For each level up, the newly reached
1 https://www.openfabrics.org/
switch (switch 5 in Fig. 2(a)) is selected as the switch to route
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Fig. 1. k-ary-n-tree switch tuples assignment, where k = 2, n = 4. The nodes
that are located at level 4 are omitted from this figure.

the old routing algorithm. After the token has arrived and been
forwarded through the output ports of the switch, the traffic is
flowing with the new routing algorithm. The Skyline by Lysne
et al. [27], speeds up the reconfiguration process by providing
a method for identifying the minimum part of the network
that needs to be reconfigured. Sem-Jacobsen et al. [8] use
the channel dependency graph to create a channel list that is
rearranged when traffic needs to be rerouted. The rearranging is
happening in such a way, that no deadlocks can occur. RoblesGómez et al. [28] use close up*/down* graphs to compute a new
routing algorithm which is close to the old one, and guarantees
that the combination of old and new routing during transition
does not allow deadlocks to be introduced. Bermúdez et al. [29]
are concerned with the long time it takes to compute optimal
routing tables in large networks and the corresponding delay
in the subnet becoming operational. They use some quickly
calculated, but not optimal, provisional routes, and calculate
the optimal routes offline. Since the provisional and the optimal
routes are calculated based on the same acyclic graph, deadlock
freedom is guaranteed. Zahid et al. [30] compares the old and
the new routing in an attempt to minimize the reconfiguration
cost by limiting the number of modifications. The result is
less LFTs being distributed. The path-computation utilizes a
meta-base generated during the initial path-computation phase
in order to speed-up subsequent reconfigurations.
The above works either target quick, but not optimized,
reconfiguration due to faults, or reconfigure the whole network
based on a single routing algorithm. Due to the long pathcomputation time required by a full reconfiguration, offline
calculation of paths with subsequent deployment is suggested
by some. This paper differs by proposing a fast hybrid
reconfiguration method that could be run often and online,
for optimizing smaller parts of a shared network with the
option to use multiple routing algorithms within a subnet.

all the traffic downwards towards the selected node (node a),
from the incoming port which through the switch was reached.
Then the algorithm traverses the fabric downwards and assigns
routes upwards towards that switch in a similar way as shown
in Fig. 2(b). The same recursive operation continues until route
entries for the selected node have been added to all of the
necessary switches in the fabric, as depicted in Fig. 2(c) and
2(d). Next the algorithm will continue with the second node,
node b in our case, as shown in 2(e), and so on until all nodes
have been routed. With the resulting routing in Fig. 2(e), if
node f sends a packet towards a, path P 1 through switches
3 → 7 → 9 → 5 → 1 → a will be used, while path P 2
through switches 3 → 8 → 10 → 6 → 1 → b will be used if f
sends a packet to b. Note that in Fig. 2(d) the routing towards
node a has been completed, but there are some blank switches
without routes towards node a; the switches 6, 8, 10, 11, 12. In
reality, FTree add routes in these blank switches as well. If a
packet towards a arrives for example in switch 12, this switch
knows that it has to forward the received packet down towards
IV. FAST H YBRID R ECONFIGURATION S CHEME
switch 6, while switch 6 knows that the received packet from
12 has to be forwarded to switch 1 to reach its destination a.
Our proposed reconfiguration scheme is based on the fact that
However, the switches in the lower levels will never forward HPC systems and cloud environments are shared by multiple
traffic towards node a to switch 12 because the routes upward tenants that run isolated tasks, i.e. tenant inter-communication is
will always push the packets towards switch 9. Note that the not allowed [9], [10]. To achieve better resource utilization, the
use of a single root switch per destination node counters the workload deployment or virtual machine placement scheduler
growth of wide congestion trees [23].
tries to avoid resource fragmentation to the extent possible.
Consequently, per-tenant workloads are mapped onto physical
III. R ELATED W ORK
machines that are close-by with regards to physical network
When a lossless network is reconfigured, routes have to be connectivity, in order to avoid unnecessary network traffic
recalculated and distributed to all switches, while avoiding and cross-tenant network interference [11], [12]. For Fat-Tree
deadlocks. Note that the coexistence of two deadlock free topologies with more than two levels2 , this means that the
routing functions, Rold and Rnew , during the transition phase per-tenant traffic can usually be contained within a sub-tree of
from the old to the new one, might not be deadlock free [6]. the multi-level Fat-Tree, as highlighted in Fig. 3.
Zafar et al. [24] discuss the tools and applicable methods on
Note that the traffic in the highlighted sub-tree in Fig. 3
the IB architecture (IBA), that would allow the implementation is not flowing to and from the rest of the network. That is,
of the Double Scheme [25] reconfiguration method. Double we can apply a partial reconfiguration and optimize locally
Scheme is using Virtual Lanes (VLs) to separate the new and
2 For two-level Fat-Trees, even when using the largest port-count switches
the old routing functions. Lysne et al. [26] use a token that
available to build the topology, reconfiguring the whole fabric is still fast
is propagated through the network to mark a reconfiguration enough not to pose any real reconfiguration challenges [7]. Thus, in this paper
event. Before the token arrives at a switch, traffic is routed with we only consider larger Fat-Trees.
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(e) a and b nodes routed

Fig. 2. Fat-Tree (FTree) Routing Phases

within the sub-tree based on the internal traffic pattern only. the switch-tuples that have been discussed in Section II-D as
By applying such a partial reconfiguration, we effectively treat a basis for comparison, and selects all nodes and switches
the reconfiguration as a Fat-Tree with less levels, and as we in the sub-tree that needs to be reconfigured. The selection
show in the evaluation Section V, the path-computation and and consideration of all nodes in the sub-tree is necessary.
overall reconfiguration cost can be substantially reduced (Fast Otherwise we may end up with imbalanced routing. The
Reconfiguration). In effect, performance-driven reconfiguration selection process of all entities in a sub-tree goes through
becomes attractive even in shared and highly dynamic envi- the following steps:
ronments. Moreover, when applying partial reconfiguration,
1) The administrator (or an automated solution that monitors
we only need to alter the forwarding entries of the nodes
the fabric utilization) provides a list of nodes that must
within the sub-tree. Given that the initial routing algorithm
participate in the reconfiguration.
used to route the fabric was FTree (Section II-D) or similar,
2) The tuples of the leaf switches of the nodes from step 1
that guarantees deadlock freedom by applying a variant of
are compared and the common ancestor sub-tree selected.
up/down routing without using Virtual Lanes [22], we can use
3) All the switches that belong to the sub-tree that was
any best-fit routing algorithm to reroute the given sub-tree as
selected in step 2 will be marked for reconfiguration.
isolated (Hybrid Reconfiguration).
4) From the list of switches in step 3, the leaf switches will
Note that once a sub-tree of a Fat-Tree is reconfigured,
be picked and all of the nodes connected to the picked leaf
the connectivity between all end nodes, even those outside
switches will participate in the reconfiguration process.
of the reconfigured sub-tree, is still maintained. As explained
5) Last, a routing algorithm has to calculate a new set of
in Section II-D, all switches know where to forward traffic
routes only for the nodes selected in step 4, and distribute
towards any destination. That is, every switch S has a valid
the LFTs only to the switches selected in step 3.
forwarding entry in the LFT for every destination x, even if
other nodes will never actually forward packets destined for x B. Fat-Tree Routing with Custom Node-Ordering
through S. Now, consider the case in Fig. 4 where the sub-tree
As shown in [31], in multistage switch topologies like Fathighlighted with the dashed box has been reconfigured. The Trees, the effective bisection bandwidth is usually less than
initial routing selected switch 5 to route traffic downwards the theoretical bisection bandwidth for different traffic patterns.
towards node a and switch 6 to use towards node b (Fig. 2(e)). The reason is that depending on which node pairs have been
After the reconfiguration of the sub-tree, switch 5 is now used selected for communication, there might be links that are
to route traffic towards node b and switch 6 towards node a, shared in the upward direction. An example is illustrated
as presented in Fig. 4. In this case, if nodes c and d, located in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 nodes communicate within a two-level
inside the sub-tree, send traffic towards nodes a or b, the newly sub-part of a three-level Fat-Tree globally routed with the
calculated paths will be used. However, if the nodes e, f, g, h, FTree routing algorithm. FTree routing chooses the switches
located outside of the sub-tree, send traffic to a and b, the with the corresponding color to route traffic downwards to
old paths will be used; the traffic towards a and b will enter the nodes with the same color. Although this sub-tree has a
the sub-tree at the switches 5 and 6, respectively, and not the full theoretical bisection bandwidth3 , the effective bisection
other way around. Note that this behaviour external to the sub- bandwidth in the illustrated communication pattern where nodes
tree could disturb the purpose of the sub-tree reconfiguration, b, c and d send traffic to nodes e, i and m respectively, is 1/3
e.g. by interfering with any sub-tree internal load balancing. of the full bandwidth. All the destinations are routed through
Nonetheless, with no or very limited communication crossing the same switch in the second level, switch 5, and the thick
the sub-tree boundary, such interference is of minor concern. dashed link pointed by the arrow is shared by all three flows
and becomes the bottleneck, although there are enough empty
A. Choosing the Subset that will be Reconfigured
To apply our partial reconfiguration, we first need to choose
all the nodes and switches in a sub-tree that have to be
reconfigured. The method we use to identify the sub-tree uses

3 If there are enough links to avoid link sharing and obtain maximum speed
when we split the network into two parts and each node from the first part
communicates with only one node from the second part, the topology is said
to have full bisection bandwidth.
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Fig. 3. A three-level Fat-Tree where Fig. 4. Fat-Tree Routing multipathing Fig. 5. Known pattern that degrades Fig. 6. NoFTree routing with node
workload from a single tenant is after reconfiguring highlighted sub- performance due to upward direction order e, i, m.
mapped within a two-level sub-tree.
tree.
link sharing when source nodes b, c,
d send traffic to destinations e, i, m.

links to avoid link sharing and provide full bandwidth. Zahavi
proposes and proves in [15] that if the MPI node ordering
follows the node order that the FTree routing algorithm uses to
route the nodes, full bisection bandwidth can be obtained for
most of the MPI collective operations. Yet in dynamic cloud
environments the provider may not be aware of the workload
executed by different tenants, and cannot force users to use
specific node orderings for communication. Furthermore, the
users may need to run non-MPI-based programs as well. To
allow for flexible reconfigurations that are not always bound
to the same routing order that is based in the port order, we
propose a new Fat-Tree routing algorithm, NoFTree, that uses
a user-defined Node ordering to route a Fat-Tree network. As
we show in the Evaluation Section V having the ability to route
a network with a given node order can be very effective, and
one strategy to obtain better performance is to route nodes in
the order of the amount of traffic each node receives. A simple
way to determine the receiving traffic per node is to read the
IB port counters [16]. In such a way the administrator doesn’t
have to know details about the jobs executed by tenants.
NoFTree is used in this work in the context of our Fast
Hybrid Reconfiguration Scheme, and routes a sub-tree after
the switches and nodes have been selected as described in
Section IV-A. NoFTree works as follows:

constructed throughout the previous steps.
Fig. 6 illustrates how NoFTree can improve the performance
in the example communication presented in Fig. 5 if the node
order of the nodes that receive traffic is provided to the routing
algorithm. In this case the node order is e, i, m. Since no node
from leaf-switch 1 has been provided in the node ordering,
nodes connected to switch 1 are routed based on the port order.
Node e is the first node in the global node ordering and the
first node to be ordered in leaf switch 2, so node e becomes
the first node to be routed in switch 2 (routed downwards from
switch 5). The rest of the nodes, f, g, h, are following the
port order. Then the algorithm moves to the 3rd leaf switch
where node i from the provided node ordering is connected.
Node i is the second node in the global node ordering and the
first node to be ordered in switch 3, so node i becomes the
second node to be routed in switch 3, as explained on step 2
(routed downwards from switch 6). The nodes connected to
switch 4 are routed in the same fashion. The resulting routing
chooses the switches with the corresponding color to route
traffic downwards to the nodes with the same color in Fig. 6,
and in this scenario we can see a performance gain of 300%
since there is no upward link sharing anymore.
V. E VALUATION

For the evaluation of our Fast Hybrid Reconfiguration we
1) An ordered list of nodes to be routed is provided by the implemented both our subset-choosing method (IV-A) and
user or by a monitoring solution.
NoFTree (IV-B) based on upstream OpenSM. We used our
2) NoFTree re-orders the nodes per leaf-switch. testbed with 10 IB QDR (32Gbps max effective speed) switches
Then each ordered node is placed in the and 14 Compute Nodes (CNs) to evaluate our implementation
n % max nodes per leaf sw + 1 slot to be routed in on real hardware, and we used ibsim and ORCS simulator [32]
the given leaf-switch, where n is the global position of to evaluate our methods in large scale subnets.
the node in the re-ordered list of nodes.
3) Remaining nodes that are connected to each leaf-switch, A. Experiments on Real Hardware
but not present in the provided node ordering list are filling
With our testbed we were able to build the PFGT4
the remaining leaf-switch routing slots based on the port (3; 4, 2, 4; 2, 2, 1; 2, 1, 1) that is lacking two CNs from the
order that nodes are connected to. If no port ordering is rightmost leaf switch as demonstrated in Fig. 7(a). We routed
provided by the user, NoFTree will work exactly as the
4 PGFTs are defined by the tuple: (h; m , ..., m ; w , ..., w ; p , ..., p ) where
FTree routing algorithm.
1
1
1
h
h
h
h is the number of levels in the tree; mi is the number of lower level nodes connected
4) NoFTree iterates through each leaf-switch again and to nodes on level i; w is the number of upper level nodes connected to nodes on level
i
routes each node based on the node order that has been i − 1 and pi is the number of parallel links connecting nodes in level i and i − 1 [15].
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Fig. 7. Experiments on real hardware.

Fig. 9. Reconfiguration times for the topology in Fig. 7(a)

the topology with FTree and focused on the lower left subtree for our demonstration. We had two flows: CN 5 sending
traffic to CN 1 and CN 7 sending traffic to CN 3 using the
perftest utility. As one can see in Fig. 7(b), because FTree
routes downwards both CN 1 and CN 3 from switch S5, our
hypothesis is that the two flows should be shared and operate at
half speed (∼16Gbps per flow). If we reconfigure only the subtree with NoFTree and the correct node ordering we expect
to get maximum speed (∼32Gbps per flow) for both flows
by routing downwards CN 1 from S5 and CN 3 from S6 as
shown in 7(c). Moreover, since we only focus on a sub-tree
we expect to get the reconfiguration faster than what if we
reconfigured the whole subnet. We validate our hypothesis with
the results presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In Fig. 8 we plotted
the measured throughput per flow as measured from CN 5 and
CN 7 (labeled as Client1 and Client2 respectively in Fig. 8).
First CN 5 starts sending traffic to CN 1 at full speed. Around
the 6th second and before we reconfigure with NoFTree, CN 7
starts sending traffic to CN 3 and the speed drops to half, until
the moment we trigger the reconfiguration (marked with the
solid vertical line) where we see that both flows jump back up
to maximum speed. In Fig. 9 we present a stacked barplot with
the times needed for OpenSM to complete different phases of
the (re)configuration for the topology in Fig. 7(a). The left bar
shows the time it took for the initial configuration. The middle
bar shows the time it took to reconfigure only the lower left
two-levels sub-tree from the topology in Fig. 7(a) with our Fast
Hybrid Reconfiguration and NoFTree. The right bar shows the
time needed to reconfigure the whole network with our Fast
Hybrid Reconfiguration and FTree. An observation here is that
most of the time in the initial FTree configuration is spent to
build the necessary data structures (time marked as Build LID
Matrices in the barplot), and every time a full reconfiguration
is triggered with FTree, FTree tears down and rebuilds these
data structures. With our method, even when we reconfigure

Topology
Description
8-3-1-half
8-3-1-full
8-3-2-half
8-3-2-full
8-3-4-half
8-3-4-full
12-3-1-half
12-3-1-full

Num Nodes
/Switches
512/192
1024/320
1024/192
2048/320
2048/192
4096/320
1728/432
3456/720

Topology
Description
12-3-2-half
12-3-2-full
16-3-1-half
16-3-1-full
16-3-2-half
16-3-2-full
18-3-1-half
18-3-1-full

Num Nodes
/Switches
3456/432
6912/720
4096/768
8192/1280
8192/768
16384/1280
5832/972
11664/1620

TABLE I
N UMBER OF NODES / SWITCHES IN THE SIMULATED TOPOLOGIES .

the whole topology with FTree we carefully modify the data
structures instead of rebuilding them from scratch, thus, we
slightly increase the time to Route CNs in this small network,
but overall, we reduce the reconfiguration time considerably. As
such, we even reduce the time it takes to reconfigure the whole
topology by 50%. However, the highlight of our method is
when reconfiguring the sub-part of the topology. As illustrated
by the middle bar in Fig. 9 the time it takes to route the CNs is
reduced, and we reduce the time to reconfigure the network even
further. An important note is that the experiments we did on
real-hardware is just a proof of concept, and since the network
we used is very small, our reconfiguration method doesn’t
make much of a difference. The simulations in the next section
use much larger networks, that are typically used in big data
centers, to show the significance of being able to reconfigure
a topology partially with different routing algorithms.
B. Simulations
Ibsim was used to emulate all of the topologies presented in
Table I, and OpenSM was used to calculate routes, and re-route
the network with our fast reconfiguration method. The results
are shown in Fig. 10, and the reconfiguration procedure and
barplot description is the same as described in Section V-A.
When comparing the results of the large simulated topologies
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with the results from the real hardware experiments, it is effectively demonstrating usage of multiple routing algorithms
noticeable that when the topology grows larger, reconfiguring within a single subnet.
only a sub-part of the network leads to considerable savings,
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Abstract In large high-performance computing systems, the probability of component failure is high. At the same time, for a sustained system performance,
reconfiguration is often needed to ensure high utilization of available resources.
Reconfiguration in interconnection networks, like InfiniBand (IB), typically involves
computation and distribution of a new set of routes in order to maintain connectivity
and performance. In general, current routing algorithms do not consider the existing
routes in a network when calculating new ones. Such configuration-oblivious routing
might result in substantial modifications to the existing paths, and the reconfiguration becomes costly as it potentially involves a large number of source–destination
pairs. In this paper, we propose a novel routing algorithm for IB-based fat-tree topologies, SlimUpdate. SlimUpdate employs path preservation techniques to achieve a
decrease of up to 80 % in the number of total path modifications, as compared to the
OpenSM’s fat-tree routing algorithm, in most reconfiguration scenarios. Furthermore,
we present a metabase-aided re-routing method for fat-trees, based on destination
leaf-switch multipathing. Our proposed method significantly reduces network reconfiguration overhead, while providing greater routing flexibility. On successive runs,
our proposed method saves up to 85 % of the total routing time over the traditional
re-routing scheme. Based on the metabase-aided routing, we also present a modified
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SlimUpdate routing algorithm to dynamically optimize routes for a given MPI node
order.
Keywords Routing algorithms · Interconnection networks · Network reconfiguration ·
Fat-trees · InfiniBand

1 Introduction
The trends in the Top 500 [1] supercomputer list show an exponential increase in
computational power over the last 20 years. The Exascale is the next big milestone
to achieve for the high-performance computing (HPC) community. However, Exascale computing imposes unprecedented technical challenges, including realization of
massive parallelism, resiliency, and sustained network performance [2,3]. The routing
plays a crucial role in such large HPC systems, and optimized routing and reconfiguration strategies are required to achieve and maintain optimal bandwidth and latency.
In HPC clusters, the number of events requiring a network reconfiguration, as well
as the complexity of each reconfiguration, is likely to increase with growing system sizes [4]. These events include component failures, node additions/removals, link
errors, etc. In addition to handling faults, reconfiguration could also be needed to maintain or improve network performance, and to satisfy runtime constraints. For instance,
the routing function may need an update to optimize for a changed traffic pattern, or to
maintain Quality-of-Service guarantees. Similarly, modern energy-saving techniques
rely on server consolidation, virtual machine (VM) migrations, and component shutdowns to save power [5]. In all these events, the original routing function needs to be
updated to cope with the change.
Dynamic network reconfiguration in statically routed InfiniBand (IB) networks
requires computation and distribution of a new set of routes, implemented by means
of the linear forwarding tables (LFTs) in the switches. The subnet manager (SM)
employs a routing algorithm to compute new LFTs with the updated topology information. In general, current routing algorithms calculate new paths without considering
the existing routes in the network. Such configuration-oblivious routing calculation
might result in substantial modifications to the existing paths between a large number of source–destination (SD) pairs. As a large part of the network is affected by
the routing update, the dynamic reconfiguration often requires costly operations to
ensure a deadlock-free transition between the old and the new routing function. The
transition must be carefully planned to make sure that the existing traffic flows are
not affected [6,7]. Moreover, the reconfiguration time increases proportionally to the
number of path updates to the switches. For these reasons, dynamic reconfiguration
in IB is mainly restricted to fault-tolerance, and performance-driven reconfiguration
is not well-supported.
In [8], we proposed a novel routing algorithm for fat-tree topologies, SlimUpdate.
SlimUpdate employs techniques to preserve existing LFT entries to ensure a minimal routing update without any considerable performance penalty, and with minimal
overhead. In addition, the routing algorithm is generic and can be used independently
from the reconfiguration model and scheme. Compared to de facto fat-tree routing,
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SlimUpdate saves up to 80 % of the path modifications, while achieving the same or
even better performance in most reconfiguration scenarios. In this paper, we further
elaborate on SlimUpdate, and extend our work to address performance issues with the
reconfiguration mechanism of SlimUpdate in the context of performance-driven network reconfigurations. We present a metabase-aided re-routing method for fat-trees,
based on destination leaf-switch multipathing. In our proposed method, routing is
divided into two distinct phases: calculation of paths, and assignment of the calculated paths to the actual destination nodes. For performance-driven reconfiguration,
the path calculation phase can be eliminated saving a substantial amount of network
reconfiguration time. On our test topologies, the proposed method saves up 85 % of the
total routing time, compared to the traditional re-routing scheme. In addition, based
on metabase-aided reconfiguration, we present a modified version of the SlimUpdate
routing algorithm that reallocates paths to compute nodes according to a given message passing interface (MPI) node order, i.e., the ranking order in which the nodes
are arranged in an MPI communicator for running collective communication patterns.
The main contributions of this paper are:
– We propose a minimal routing update (MRU) technique for fat-trees aiming at
preservation of existing network configuration.
– Based on MRU, we design SlimUpdate, a deterministic fat-tree routing algorithm
for IB networks.
– We present an implementation of the SlimUpdate routing algorithm in OFED’s
subnet manager (OpenSM),1 and compare our implementation with the current
fat-tree routing algorithm.
– For fast network reconfiguration, we propose a metabase-aided re-routing method
for fat-trees based on destination leaf-switch multipathing.
– To enable performance-driven reconfiguration based on node ordering, we present
a modified version of the SlimUpdate routing algorithm.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we motivate our work and
present existing related work in the literature. Section 3 provides technical background
about the IB architecture and the fat-tree topologies. We propose our minimal routing
update (MRU) technique in Sect. 4. The SlimUpdate routing algorithm is presented
and evaluated in Sects. 5 and 6, respectively. In Sect. 7, we propose a metabase-aided
network reconfiguration scheme for fast re-routing in fat-trees; which we later use in
Sect. 8 to present a modified SlimUpdate routing algorithm for optimizing routing for
a given node ordering. We conclude in Sect. 9.

2 Motivation and related work
Network reconfiguration has been a subject of extensive research in the area of interconnection networks. Two types of reconfiguration models have been proposed: static
reconfiguration and dynamic reconfiguration. In a static reconfiguration model [9,10],
1 The OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution (OFED) is the de facto standard software stack for deploying

IB-based applications. http://openfabrics.org/.
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when a reconfiguration is triggered, the packet injection at all nodes is halted to allow
the draining of the network. Once the network is completely emptied, a new routing function is installed on the switches and the system is restarted. In dynamic
reconfiguration [6,11], the system is kept running during the transition of the routing functions. Duato et al. developed a theory of deadlock-free dynamic network
reconfiguration [6], and later presented a protocol to allow efficient transition between
routing functions [7]. These solutions involve careful intermediate steps to ensure a
deadlock-free routing transition, and may be oblivious to the routing function itself.
Our work is independent of the reconfiguration model and mechanism, and reduces the
cost of reconfiguration by limiting the number of path updates in the network during
reconfiguration.
In large systems, network reconfiguration is regularly needed to ensure connectivity due to component failures. Studies report that an annual failure rate of 1 % is
already a conservative estimate [12]. With a large number of system components,
this means that the mean time between failure (MTBF) can easily be reduced to
the order of hours. Furthermore, in many large HPC clusters, the workload can
be dynamic. As new jobs are run, often by multiple tenants, the individual nodes
vary their traffic profiles quickly resulting in sub-optimal performance with static
routing. In such cases traffic-aware routing can significantly improve the network performance [13]. However, as traditional routing algorithms do not consider already
configured routes, network reconfiguration in such cases incurs significant costs outweighing potential performance gains. Furthermore, in dynamic HPC systems such
as HPC clouds, tenant server machines are allocated, freed and reallocated often.
The frequent (re-)allocations result in non-contiguous blocks of server machines
belonging to different tenants at the switches in the network. For such dynamic environments, it is even more important that the routing is updated to ensure that the
system is able to work optimally under fragmented server allocations [14]. However, it is still desirable that the path updates are minimized as much as possible
so only a small number of running traffic flows are affected due to the network
reconfiguration.
A large number of fault-tolerant routing solutions have been proposed in the literature. Many of them rely on topology-agnostic routing algorithms, like LASH [15], and
generally compromise on efficiency by ignoring the regularity in the topology. Some
topology-aware fault-tolerant routing algorithms have also been proposed. Mejia et
al. [16] designed a fault-tolerant routing algorithm for meshes and tori. The algorithm
works by dividing the topology into smaller segments to localize turn restrictions
when routing around faults. In [17], the authors proposed a local and dynamic routing method to mask a fault from the rest of the system, based on both deterministic
and adaptive routing in fat-trees. For non-maximal trees, like Quasi fat-trees, a faulttolerant routing scheme is presented in [18]. In general, fault-tolerant routing is not
applicable to other reconfiguration scenarios, like adjusting network paths according
to changing traffic patterns, applying routing constraints at runtime, or VM migrations [19].
In IB networks, a local identifier (LID) mask control feature can be used to setup
multiple paths between SD pairs [20]. The routing based on multipathing, although
inherently fault-tolerant, requires complex reconfiguration processes not readily avail-
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able in current hardware, such as destination-renaming [21]. In addition, such solutions
are not very scalable as using multiple LIDs for the nodes further limits the total number of supported nodes in an IB subnet [22]. Alternatively, a unicast routing cache can
be used to tolerate some faults without reconfiguration. However, the cache can only
be used for the faults that do not affect the existing routing (e.g., component failures).
Moreover, a routing cache may also result in sub-optimal network utilization as a
full routing update is avoided. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work propose equipping the routing algorithm with mechanisms to consider existing network
configuration while recalculating routes, without compromising on performance and
load-balancing across the links.

3 Technical background
In the following, we provide technical background for the IB interconnect technology,
including specifics about routing and network reconfiguration in IB-based networks.
We also give an overview of the fat-tree topologies, and discuss the fat-tree routing
algorithm implemented in OFED’s subnet manager (OpenSM).
3.1 InfiniBand (IB)
IB [23] is an open standard lossless network technology defining a serial pointto-point full-duplex interconnect. An IB network consists of one or more subnets
interconnected using routers. Within a subnet, hosts are connected using switches
and point-to-point links. There is one master management entity, the subnet manager (SM)—residing on any designated subnet device—that configures, activates, and
maintains the IB subnet. Through the subnet management interface, the SM exchanges
control packets, called subnet management packets (SMPs), with the subnet management agents (SMAs) that reside on every IB device. Using SMPs, the SM is able to
discover the fabric, configure end nodes and switches, and receive notifications from
SMAs [24].
3.1.1 Routing
Intra-subnet routing in IB is based on the LFTs stored in the switches. The LFTs are
calculated by the SM using the routing algorithm in effect. In a subnet, each Host
Channel Adapter (HCA) port on end nodes and all switches are addressed using local
identifiers (LIDs). Each entry in an LFT represents a destination LID (DLID), and
contains an output port. When a packet arrives at a switch, its output port is determined
by looking up the DLID in its forwarding table. The routing is deterministic as packets
always take the same path between a given SD pair.
3.1.2 Network reconfiguration
After the subnet is configured as a result of the initial discovery process (heavy sweep),
the SM performs periodic light sweeps of the subnet to detect any topology changes
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using SMAs. If an SMA detects a change, it forwards a message to the SM with
information about the change. As a part of the reconfiguration process, the SM calls the
routing algorithm to regenerate LFTs for maintaining connectivity and performance.
An LFT is divided in up to 768 blocks, each representing 64 LIDs and their corresponding output ports. When a new set of routes has been calculated for the subnet,
the SM updates the LFTs on the switches using a differential update mechanism. The
mechanism uses a block-by-block comparison between existing and new LFTs, to
make sure that only modified blocks are sent to the switches.
3.2 Fat-tree topologies and routing
The fat-tree is a class of general-purpose network topologies that has been shown to
scale with the available network resources [25]. The initial idea behind fat-trees was to
employ fatter links, that is links with more available bandwidth between nodes, as we
move towards the roots of the topology. The fatter links help to avoid congestion in the
upper-level switches and the bisection bandwidth is maintained. Different variations
of fat-trees are later presented in the literature, including k-ary-n-trees [26], extended
generalized fat-trees (XGFTs) [27], parallel ports generalized fat-trees (PGFTs), Real
Life Fat-Trees (RLFTs) [28], and quasi fat-trees [18].
The fat-tree routing algorithm [28,29] is one of the most popular routing algorithm
for IB-based fat-tree topologies. It is also implemented in OpenSM. The algorithm
aims to generate LFTs that evenly spread shortest-path routes across the links in the
network fabric. The algorithm traverses the fabric in the indexing order and assigns
target LIDs of the end nodes, and thus the corresponding routes, to each switch port.
For the end nodes connected to the same leaf switch, the indexing order depends on the
switch port to which the end node is connected (port numbering sequence). For each
port, the algorithm maintains a port usage counter and uses it to select the least-used
port each time a new route is added (if more than one option is available). If there are
multiple ports connecting the same two switches, the ports form a port group. In that
case, the least loaded port of the least loaded port group is selected to add a new route.

4 Minimal routing update
The basic idea of the minimal routing update (MRU) technique is that, given a set of
end nodes in a topology, multiple routing functions with the same performance and
balancing characteristics can be generated. For traffic-oblivious routing in fat-trees,
the routing function depends on the node ordering, and a different routing can be
obtained by changing the node routing sequence [29].
The node ordering can be changed due to both voluntary and involuntary reasons.
For instance, a node addition/removal or a routing optimization may cause nodes to be
routed in a different sequence. The routing function executed after a change in node
ordering might result in a different port selection, for the ends nodes at the switches,
than the routing algorithm that ran before the change. Similarly, if a link goes down,
the routing sequence for the switches at the affected fat-tree levels is modified, and so
is the port selection at those switches. Even the SD pairs that are not affected by the link
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 1 MRU for reconfiguration on node shutdown and link failure. a Initial routing. b Without MRU. c
With MRU. d Initial routing. e Without MRU. f With MRU

failure per se, may still be affected by the change in the routed ports on the switches.
Furthermore, node ordering can also be voluntary changed for performance-driven
reconfigurations, for instance, to keep network utilization optimal [13]. In Sect. 7,
we present a fast reconfiguration scheme specifically targeting performance-driven
network reconfigurations.
We use Fig. 1 to further elaborate on this issue using an example fat-tree routing.
Figure 1a shows the downward port selection on a leaf switch connected to four end
nodes with two upgoing ports. The port selection is done according to the node order,
which is depicted as left to right, (a, b, c, d). When two of the nodes, a and d, are
shut down, the node ordering is changed to (b, c). The new node ordering affects the
port selection for both the remaining nodes, b and c, shown as red circles on the top
of the links in Fig. 1b. An MRU-based routing algorithm preserves already assigned
port selections for the end nodes on switches, as long as the assigned routes are still
balanced on the available port groups. As shown in Fig. 1c, with MRU no change in
the port selection is required for the end nodes b and c (shown as green circles above
the links). Note that even though MRU does not require any change in the existing
port selections, both the routings, with and without MRU, are balanced and yield the
same performance. Similarly, the effect on the port selections during reconfiguration,
after the leftmost link is failed, is shown in Fig. 1d–f. Without MRU, a link failure
causes all three end nodes to change their incoming ports (Fig. 1e). However, only the
route towards the affected node a is changed with the MRU (Fig. 1f).
The MRU technique is generic and can be applied to any routing algorithm or
topology. In general, on a reconfiguration event, most routing algorithms can be able
to reduce the total number of path modifications by taking the current routing configurations into account. However, the routing algorithm must be equipped with the
capability of exploiting this information about the current routing, and use it to gener-
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ate the new routing tables in a way that the minimal changes in the paths is achieved
(while still yielding the same performance characteristics). To demonstrate the applicability and usability of the MRU technique for the fat-tree topologies, we now present
the SlimUpdate routing algorithm that minimizes the number of path updates when a
reconfiguration event is triggered.

5 SlimUpdate routing algorithm
The SlimUpdate routing algorithm employs the MRU technique to preserve existing
paths between SD pairs in the subnet. The algorithm is completely contained in the
subnet manager and does not require any global information other than the existing
LFTs of the switches (if any). For all the switches, the SlimUpdate aims to generate
LFTs which are as identical as possible to the existing ones, without affecting the route
balancing across the fat-tree topology.
The pseudo-code for the SlimUpdate routing is shown in Algorithm 1. The
algorithm is deterministic and the routes are calculated backwards, starting at the
destination nodes. For the initial run, when the network does not have any routing set,
the SlimUpdate generates well-balanced LFTs spreading shortest-path routes across
the links in the subnet. The SM distributes the LFTs to the switches, and keeps a copy
to enable differential updates later, as discussed in Sect. 3.1. For all subsequent runs
when a reconfiguration is required, the SlimUpdate reads the SM’s LFTs copy, and
generates a new routing according to MRU.
Before assigning routes, SlimUpdate recursively moves up the tree, starting at the
leaf switches, and sets up the maximum counters on all port groups in the downward
direction. The counters are set using the number of end nodes and available upgoing
ports at each level (Alg.1-line 1). These counters are used to ensure that SlimUpdate
does not compromise on the load-balancing when preserving existing paths.
The algorithm works recursively to set up LFTs in all switches for the LIDs associated with each end node. For each leaf switch, the algorithm sorts end nodes connected
to it in an order ensuring that the nodes which are already routed (have LID in the
existing LFT), are assigned paths before any newly discovered nodes (Alg.1-line 4).
The algorithm then calls RouteDowngoingByAscending (Alg.1-line 8) and moves

Algorithm 1 The SlimUpdate Routing Algorithm
Require: The fabric has been discovered
Ensure: The LFTs are generated for the switches
1: set_max_counter _on_ por ts()
2: for each sw ∈ lea f Switches[] do
3: L F Told ⇐ get_l f ts()
4: Sort end nodes (lids in L F Told come first)
5: for each en ∈ end N odes[] do
6:
Get lid of en
7:
Set L F Tnew [lid] ⇐ en.hca_ por t on sw
8:
RouteDowngoingByAscending() on sw
9: end for
10: end for
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Algorithm 2 RouteDowngoingByAscending()
Require: A switch sw, an end node lid and L F Told
1: counter ⇐ sw.num_allocated_ paths()
2: curr ent_ por t ⇐ sw.get_existing_ path(lid, L F Told )
3: selected_ por t ⇐ curr ent_ por t
4: g ⇐ curr ent_ por t.gr oup()
5: mxc ⇐ g.get_max_counter ()
6: if counter ≥ mxc or selected_ por t is null then
7: Get least-loaded ports from sw.UpGroups[] as uplist[]
8: selected_ por t ⇐ upList.get_ por t_max_guid()
9: end if
10: r _sw ⇐ selected_ por t.get_r emote_switch()
11: Set LFT[lid] ⇐ selected_ por t on r _sw
12: increase port counter on selected_ por t
13: RouteUpgoingByDescending() on sw
14: RouteDowngoingByAscending() on r _sw

Algorithm 3 RouteUpgoingByDescending()
Require: A switch sw, an end node lid and L F Told
1: Get port groups from sw.DownGroups[] as dwnlist[]
2: for each g in dwnList[] do
3: curr ent_ por t ⇐ g.get_existing_ path(lid, L F Told )
4: counter ⇐ g.num_allocated_ paths()
5: selected_ por t ⇐ curr ent_ por t
6: mxc ⇐ g.get_max_counter ()
7: if counter ≥ mxc or selected_ por t is null then
8:
Get least-loaded ports from g as p
9:
selected_ por t ⇐ p
10: end if
11: r _sw ⇐ selected_ por t.get_r emote_switch()
12: Set LFT[lid] ⇐ selected_ por t on r _sw
13: increase port counter on selected_ por t
14: RouteUpgoingByDescending() on r _sw
15: end for

up to select a port at the next level to route the LID, as shown in Algorithm 2. If the
maximum allocated paths do not exceed the maximum counter set for the port, the
algorithm uses the current port (if any). However, if the maximum counter has already
been reached (or the port is faulty), the least-loaded port from the available up-going
groups is selected (Alg.2-line 7, 8). The technique ensures that, as long as the loadbalancing criteria is met and the links are still functional, the end-nodes take the same
path in the tree, as was prescribed by the old LFTs. Otherwise, the port selection is
based on the least number of already assigned routes to make sure that the load is
spread across the available paths.
After the down-going port is set for a LID at a switch, the algorithm assigns
upward ports for it on all the connected downward port groups (except for the one the
path originated from) by descending down the tree calling RouteUpgoingByDesc
(Algorithm 3). Again, the selection of the up-going port is first based on the condition
that the node has already been routed and it does not exceed the maximum counter
set on the port. If the condition is not met, the least-loaded port in the port group is
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selected (Alg.3-line 8, 9). After a port is selected, the algorithm increases the counter
on the selected port. This process is then repeated by moving up to the next level in
the tree until all LFTs are set.

6 Evaluation
We have implemented the SlimUpdate routing in OpenSM v3.3.16 and compared
it with the current fat-tree routing algorithm using both real-world experiments and
simulations. The SlimUpdate routing algorithm supports a variety of fat-tree topologies including XGFTs, PGFTs and RLFTs. We assess the capability of SlimUpdate
to generate a new equal-performance routing with reduced number of path updates
as compared to the original fat-tree routing algorithm. Simulations are run for larger
topologies to complement the results we obtain on our test cluster. As performancebased reconfigurations require dynamic traffic profiling and reconfiguration logic in
the routing algorithm, to keep our evaluation simple, we take two sample reconfiguration scenarios caused by node shutdowns and random link failures. Nevertheless, the
algorithm works the same way regardless of why a reconfiguration is triggered.
6.1 Experiments
Our test setup is equipped with eight end nodes and six IB switches. We use a mix of
SUN Fire X2270 and HP ProLiant DL360p servers. Each node runs Ubuntu 12.04 LTS
with the Mellanox OFED software stack, and is connected to the IB network using a
Mellanox ConnectX-3 VPI adapter. All of our switches are based on Mellanox’s 4th
generation InfiniScale® IV chipset. All links are QDR capable (40 Gb/s). For running
MPI programs over RDMA, we use MVAPICH2 MPI library [30].
The topologies we use for our experiments are shown in Fig. 2. Topology A is an
oversubscribed 2-level fat-tree with two root switches and two leaf switches. Each leaf
switch is connected to four end nodes and both root switches. The second topology, B,
is a non-oversubscribed 3-ary-2-tree with six switches, three leaf switches and three
root switches. Each of the leaf switches is connected to three end nodes and all three

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Experiment topologies. a Topology A—oversubscribed. b Topology B—non-oversubscribed
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Fig. 3 Effect of node shutdowns on unicast routing cache. a Effective bisection bandwidth. b Latency for
MPI collective

root switches, as shown in Fig. 2b. Note that the third leaf switch is connected to a stale
end node 9 to keep the node count even for the MPI benchmarks. The performance of
the routing algorithms is tested using several benchmarks. We use the HPC Challenge
Benchmark [31], the Netgauge performance measurement toolkit [32], and the OSU
micro-benchmarks [33].
6.1.1 Node shutdowns
We use the oversubscribed topology A to show the potential impact on the performance
using unicast routing cache option with fat-tree routing when nodes are shut down.
Figure 3 shows the effective bisection bandwidth (EBB) and latency results when
unicast cache routing is on in the fat-tree routing.
Figure 3a shows EBB for the fully populated tree, and when two non-adjacent
nodes in the network are shut down. Both fat-tree routing and SlimUpdate obtain
the same bandwidth (around 2650 MB/s for 1M message size) for the full fat-tree,
shown as a dotted (Fat-Tree) and a solid line with circles (SlimUpdate) in Fig. 3a.
However, when two nodes are shut down, the fat-tree algorithm yields slightly lower
bandwidth (2473 MB/s for 1M messages), shown as a dashed line, compare to the
fully populated case. This is because, with caching on, the fat-tree algorithm does
not update the routing. The SlimUpdate on the other hand updates the routing, and
removes link sharing between nodes (as there are now less nodes in the network).
This results in an increased EBB for all message sizes (shown as the squared solid
line). For example, for 1M messages, SlimUpdate achieves 3227 MB/s, an increase
of over 21 %. Similarly, Fig. 3b shows the latency measured using OSU alltoall MPI
collective. Here, after the two nodes are shut down, the fat-tree routing improves the
alltoall MPI collective. Here, after the two nodes are shut down, the fat-tree routing
improves the latency, but the improvement is much less than the SlimUpdate routing.
For 1M messages, fat-tree experiences a latency of 2751 µs, while SlimUpdate stands
at about 1817 µs (34 % better).
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6.1.2 Link failures

3500
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1−fault (SlimUpdate)

0

Fig. 4 Bisection bandwidth on
topology B

Average Bandwidth (MB/sec)

We use our non-oversubscribed topology B to show the impact of a random link failure
on both the fat-tree and the SlimUpdate routing algorithms. We first run the benchmark
programs on the topology to obtain results for the case without any faults. Then, we
randomly choose a switch-to-switch link and disable it using the ibportstate utility,
and rerun the benchmarks. The process is repeated with different link failures and
the results are averaged. Note that all end nodes remain connected after the fault. We
note the paths modified for both SlimUpdate and the fat-tree routing. The SlimUpdate
modifies either 3 or 4 paths for all link failures, with a mean path modification of
3.7. For the fat-tree routing, the number of paths modified are as much as 8 in some
cases, and on average 5.5 paths are modified. Even though SlimUpdate modifies less
number of paths compared to the fat-tree algorithm, SlimUpdate achieves higher EBB,
measured by netgauge, as shown in Fig. 4.
For all message sizes, SlimUpdate, shown as the squared line, outperforms the fattree routing (the dashed line). For 1M messages, SlimUpdate measures 2187 MB/s,
while fat-tree clocks in at 1972 MB/s. The SlimUpdate gets better EBB, as it considers the upward counters for the port selection on the degenerated fat-trees, while
recalculating the routes.
Table 1 shows a summary of the results from the HPCC benchmarks. Again, for the
case without fault, both fat-tree and SlimUpdate exhibit similar performance. After
the fault, SlimUpdate performs better than the fat-tree routing algorithm for randomly
ordered ring, which is the only metric that is affected in a non-oversubscribed topology.
The reported bandwidth for a randomly ordered ring using SlimUpdate is 2400 MB/s,
which is about 9 % higher than the fat-tree routing (2189 MB/s).
The latency results for the OSU collective micro-benchmarks, as shown in Fig. 5,
indicate similar trends. The SlimUpdate achieves slightly lower latencies than the
fat-tree routing after the fault.
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Table 1 Results from HPCC benchmarks on topology B
Fat-Tree
(no fault)

SlimUpdate
(no fault)

Fat-Tree
(1 fault)

SlimUpdate
(1 fault)

Min Ping Pong Bandwidth

3856.83 MB/s

3854.17 MB/s

3853.29 MB/s

3853.09 MB/s

Naturally Ordered Ring
Bandwidth

3783.34 MB/s

3809.54 MB/s

3791.46 MB/s

3784.19 MB/s

Random Ordered Ring
Bandwidth

2703.00 MB/s

2647.91 MB/s

2189.44 MB/s

2400.32 MB/s

Max Ping Pong Latency

1.699 µs

1.624 µs

1.684 µs

1.743 µs

Random Ordered Ring
Latency

1.201 µs

1.216 µs

1.196 µs

1.218 µs
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Fig. 5 The latency result for OSU collective micro-benchmarks

6.2 Simulations
For large-scale simulations, we use the Oblivious Routing Congestion Simulator
(ORCS) [34]. The ORCS simulator is capable of simulating a variety of communication patterns on statically routed networks. Furthermore, we use ibsim, a tool
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Fig. 6 A random link failure on simulated topologies. a Paths modified. b Effective bisection bandwidth

distributed with the OFED software stack, to emulate physical IB topologies. This
tool enables us to generate routing tables by running OpenSM on top of the emulated
topologies. The routing tables, generated for both fat-tree routing and SlimUpdate, are
used as an input to ORCS.
The simulated topologies are shown in Table 2. We use both oversubscribed and
non-oversubscribed fat-trees. To make a topology oversubscribed, we connect twice
as much end nodes on each leaf switch as are connected in the topology’s nonoversubscribed version (over-subscription ratio of 2:1). We use the bisection pattern
with ORCS to calculate the available EBB. In the bisection pattern, nodes in the subnet are split into two equal sized halves. Each node in the first half sends a message
to a node in the second half. For all simulations, the bisection pattern is ran 10,000
times with random node selection. Similar to our real-world experiments, we use two
reconfiguration scenarios for simulations: link failures and node shutdowns. We note
the bisection bandwidth and the number of paths modified for both SlimUpdate and
the fat-tree routing algorithm.
6.2.1 Link failures
Figure 6 shows the results for the first random link failure on all test topologies. The
SlimUpdate requires substantially less path updates on both oversubscribed and nonoversubscribed fat-trees, as compared to fat-tree routing. For example, for topology
G and H, a non-oversubscribed 16-ary-2-tree with 256 nodes and its oversubscribed
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variant with 512 nodes, the SlimUpdate modifies around 80 and 40 % less paths than
fat-tree routing (Fig. 6a), respectively. However, the EBB for all the topologies is nearly
the same for both algorithms, as shown in Fig. 6b. Note that SlimUpdate saves more
path modifications on non-oversubscribed topologies. The reason is that, as multiple
nodes are routed in the downward direction from root switches on oversubscribed
fat-trees using a single link, more path updates are required to keep the tree balanced
on a topology change.
To further elaborate on subsequent failures, we randomly fail links in series of up
to k − 1 failures that a k-ary-n-tree can tolerate without disconnecting a node. The
results are given in Fig. 7. The total number of paths modified for non-oversubscribed
topologies, as shown in Fig. 7a, remains considerably low, even with the maximum
link failures. For example, SlimUpdate modifies 21 and 39 % less paths on 8-ary-2-

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 7 Simulation results for subsequent link failures. a Paths modified (non-oversub). b Paths modified
(oversub). c Effective bisection bandwidth
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tree and 16-ary-2-tree, for the (k − 1)th link failure, respectively (7th and 15th fault).
Moreover, SlimUpdate maintains similar or better EBB for all topologies, except 3level 4-ary-3-tree, as shown in Fig. 7c. The reason for a slight decrease in EBB for
the 3-level tree is that we do compromise a little on the balancing at the third level
due to not using full iterative routing. For oversubscribed topologies, the number of
path modifications are shown in Fig. 7b. SlimUpdate, for the same oversubscribed
8-ary-2-tree and 16-ary-2-tree, yields 12.5 and 14 % savings, respectively.
6.2.2 Node shutdowns
We also run simulations with random node shutdowns, and compare the number of
path modifications for SlimUpdate and fat-tree routing. The results are shown in Fig. 8.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 8 Simulation results for subsequent node shutdowns. a Paths modified (non-oversub). b Paths modified
(oversub). c Effective bisection bandwidth
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# End nodes

Topology

Execution time (ms)
Fat-Tree

SlimUpdate

16

4-ary-2-tree

0.190

0.206

64

8-ary-2-tree

0.290

0.330

256

16-ary-2-tree

1.452

1.558

512

8-ary-3-tree

17.364

18.834

1728

12-ary-3-tree

177.712

209.888

4096

16-ary-3-tree

1013.246

1438.498

For non-oversubscribed topologies, in most cases, SlimUpdate does not require any
path modifications up to 10 node shutdowns, as shown in Fig. 8a. Missing solid lines
for the SlimUpdate represents the cases when SlimUpdate did not require any path
modifications at all. For the 16-ary-2-tree, about 70.7 % of path updates are saved
by SlimUpdate after the tenth node shutdown, as compared to fat-tree routing. On
average, 310 paths were modified by SlimUpdate, while fat-tree routing required 1057
modifications. The number of paths modified on oversubscribed topologies are given
in Fig. 8b. SlimUpdate does not save as much as in the non-oversubscribed case, but
still considerably fewer path updates are made. For example, SlimUpdate performs
19.25 % fewer path updates than fat-tree routing on an oversubscribed 16-ary-2-tree.
The EBB are shown in Fig. 8c. Again, SlimUpdate exhibits similar performance as
the fat-tree routing.
6.3 Execution time and reconfiguration cost
The average initial routing execution times for SlimUpdate and the fat-tree routing
algorithm are shown in Table 3. The SlimUpdate has additional computational overhead over the fat-tree routing. For example, for our largest test topology, SlimUpdate
takes an additional 425 ms to complete. The routing time during the reconfiguration
phase depends specifically on the reconfiguration scenario. For performance related
reconfigurations, a new routing can be calculated off-line, as the network remains connected in the meantime. In the event of a failure, several solutions have been proposed
to minimize the reconfiguration time. For instance, quick non-optimal provisional
routes can be set for the disconnected nodes before a final routing update [35]. For
performance-based reconfiguration, we present a fast network reconfiguration scheme
in Sect. 7.
After the LFTs have been calculated, the reconfiguration cost depends on the time
to send subnet management packets (SMPs) to the switches containing LFT block
updates, and the number of dropped packets during the reconfiguration. The less path
modifications directly corresponds to savings on both these aspects. However, the
actual number of LFT block updates depends on the specific LIDs that are modified.
We consider an average case when modified LIDs are considered distributed evenly
in the used LFT blocks. If n is the number of total switches in the network and SW
is the savings by SlimUpdate in path modifications as compared to the fat-tree routing
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with an average of q modifications per block, the total time saved by the SlimUpdate
in reconfiguration is given by Eq. 1. The average time for an SMP packet from the SM
to reach the switch node is denoted as tsmp .
time =

n

SWi
i=1

q

(1)

× tsmp

7 Metabase-aided network reconfiguration
In this section we present a fast network reconfiguration mechanism based on a
metabase-aided two-phase routing technique for fat-tree topologies. The method
specifically enables SlimUpdate to quickly calculate a new set of LFTs in performancedriven reconfiguration scenarios. In our proposed method, routing is divided into two
distinct phases: calculation of paths in the topology, and assignment of the calculated paths to the actual destinations. For performance-driven reconfiguration, when
reconfiguration is triggered without a topology change, the path calculation phase
can be completely eliminated by using a metabase with stored paths from the first
phase. Hence, saving routing time, which in turn substantially reduces overall network reconfiguration time in such scenarios. Moreover, once a set of calculated paths
has been distributed to the switches, in principle, the re-routing phase can be executed
in parallel at the switches further reducing time overhead. In addition, as the number
of distinct paths is limited in a given fat-tree topology, the method reduces routing
time for oversubscribed topologies. Similarly, our metabase-aided network reconfiguration can also improve routing efficiency in virtualized subnets based on the vSwitch
architecture [19], e.g., by enabling fast re-routing when a VM is migrated.
In general, our metabase-aided network reconfiguration method can be used to
complement any routing algorithm and topology. In the first phase, the routing algorithm will need to generate multiple paths between the leaf switches (or the switches
to which end-nodes are connected), and the calculated paths can then be assigned to
the actual destinations in the second phase. Note however, that for topology-agnostic
routing, the routing algorithm needs to avoid potential deadlocks in the resultant routing, or alternatively remove any possible sources of deadlocks after the destinations
have been assigned the calculated paths (e.g., by using virtual channels). Deadlockfreedom is guaranteed from the topology in the fat-trees as long as the packets do not
take a u-turn in the tree. For more details about deadlock-freedom, consult [6].
7.1 Two-phase routing using leaf-switch-based multipathing in fat-trees
In a fat-tree topology, each compute node port is connected to a single leaf-switch.2
This implies that the path between any source–destination pair, as calculated by a
fat-tree routing algorithm, corresponds to one of the available multiple leaf-switch to
leaf-switch paths between corresponding leaf switches. In our proposed two-phase
2 Multi-homed nodes can be considered as distinct multiple nodes in the routing.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Two-phase leaf-switch-based multipath routing in fat-trees. a Phase I—path calculation. b Phase
II—path assignment

destination-based routing scheme, paths towards leaf switches are calculated using
multipath routing in the first routing phase.3 The path calculation is done irrespectively
to the compute nodes connected to the leaf switches. In the second phase, calculated
paths are allocated to the compute nodes, and LFTs are generated or updated accordingly. In addition, the calculated multipath routing blueprint from the first phase,
is stored in a metabase and used later for fast network reconfigurations. When a
performance-driven re-routing is triggered, without a topology change, the routing
algorithm can simply re-use the calculated paths from the metabase and assign them
to the compute nodes according to its path assignment logic. For instance, paths can
be assigned to the compute nodes based on their current network profiles, or in correspondence with a given MPI node order.
To further elaborate on two-phase leaf-switch-based multipath routing, we use an
example fat-tree network shown in Fig. 9. In the first phase, consider that we are
calculating paths towards leaf switch L1. As there are three root switches in this
topology, R1–R3, we can calculate three distinct paths towards L1, one through each
root switch. For each of these paths, p1, p2 and p3, we calculate the complete spanning
tree in the topology rooted at the selected root switch. Each of the spanning trees,
shown with differently colored dashed lines in Fig. 9a, gives one complete set of
routes from the other two leaf switches (L2 and L3) to L1. For fat-trees with single
links between switches (non-PGFTs), once a reverse path until a root switch has been
selected for a leaf switch, building the spanning tree is trivial as there exists only one
downward path from a selected root switch to each of the leaf switches. For fat-trees
with parallel links between switches, spanning trees can be calculated recursively by
going down at each level when selecting the reverse path up to the root level. Note that
the path calculation is done without considering the compute nodes attached to the
leaf switches. The number of the available distinct multipath spanning trees towards
each leaf switch depends on the topology. In Sect. 7.1.1, we mathematically assign an
upper bound to the number of distinct spanning trees, and describe their characteristics
for XGFTs, k-ary-n-trees and PGFTs.
3 Available multipaths between leaf switches are different from switch-to-switch paths in the OpenSM’s
fat-tree routing. The fat-tree routing algorithm uses single-path non-balanced switch-to-switch routing, as
a relatively small amount of switch-to-switch traffic is anticipated.
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After the paths to the leaf switches have been calculated, in the second phase, the
calculated paths are assigned to the connected compute nodes according to the routing
logic. In our example, as shown in Fig. 9b, we assign paths p1 to a, p2 to b, and p3
to node c. Now, a node src connected to the leaf switch L3, may send traffic on the
designated paths to reach corresponding compute nodes on L1. For instance, a packet
from sr c → b will take path p2 to reach b using L3 → R2 → L1. At a later time, to
change path towards node b to p1, we just need to alter the path assignment of node b
from p2 to p1, and reinstall new LFTs without going through the path re-calculation
phase. In the current fat-tree routing algorithm, this change would need complete rerouting, as well as changing the indexing order of the nodes by altering physical port
connections (see Sect. 3.2).

7.1.1 Mathematical formulation for number of spanning trees
In order to formulate the number of distinct paths possible towards each leaf switch,
creating spanning trees in the fat-tree, we start with the definition of X G F T as given
in [27]. An X G F T (h; m 1 , . . . , m h ; w1 , . . . , wh ) is a fat-tree with h +1 level of nodes.
Levels are denoted from 0 to h, with compute nodes at the lowest level 0, and switches
at all other levels. Except for the compute nodes that do not have children, all nodes
at level i, 1 ≤ i ≤ h, have m i child nodes. Similarly, except for the root switches that
do not have parents, all other nodes at level i, 0 ≤ i ≤ h − 1, have wi+1 parent nodes.
h
h
– A fully populated X G F T has l=1
m l compute nodes at level 0, and l=i+1
ml ×
i
l=1 wl switches at any level i, 1 ≤ i ≤ h. Each node at level i has wi+1 up-going
ports and m i down-going ports.
h
m l × w1 , and the
– From above, the number of leaf switches at level 1 are l=2
h
number of root switches at level h are l=1 wl .
– The routing between any source s and destination d in an X G F T consists of
two phases: the selection of an upward path to reach one of the nearest common
ancestors (NCAs) of s and d; and a unique downward path from the selected NCA
to the destination
d. If the NCAs between the nodes are at level k, 1 ≤ k ≤ h, then
k
there are i=1 wi shortest paths available between the nodes.
We define two types of spanning tree sets, each establishing a distinct path to
a particular leaf switch in an XGFT from all the other leaf switches in the topology.
First, a spanning tree set that contains different spanning trees; whereas a spanning tree,
S Pi , is said to be different from another spanning tree, S P j , if there exists at least one
communication link that is included in S Pi and not in S P j . Second, a disjoint spanning
tree set that contains only those spanning trees that have no common communication
links.
As by definitions above, from each root switch in an XGFT, there exists a distinct
path to each of the leaf switches. The spanning trees rooted at all the root switches are
different from each other in at least one link joining root switches to the switches at
level h − 1. So, there are as many different spanning trees as there are number of root
switches in an XGFT, as given by Eq. 2.
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Fig. 10 Disjoint spanning trees in XGFT(4;4,4,3;1,2,3)

h


wl

(2)

l=1

However, not all these spanning trees are disjoint. As there may be a different
number of parent nodes at each level in an XGFT, the level which has the least number
of parent nodes define the limit for the number of possible disjoint spanning trees
(Eq. 3). This is true because above that limit, at least two spanning trees in the set
would have a shared link at the limiting level.
min(w1 , w2 , . . . , wh )

(3)

Consider an example XGFT, X G F T (3; 4, 4, 3; 1, 2, 3), as shown in Fig. 10. Even
though we can identify six different spanning trees reaching leaf switch L1, each rooted
at a different root switch (R1–R6), the set of disjoint spanning trees can only have 2
spanning trees at maximum. One such set is shown using solid red and blue links in the
figure. Note that we can identify a different set of disjoint spanning trees, for example
by taking root switches R2 and R5 as roots. However, the total number of possible
disjoint spanning trees in the set remains the same (2).
We can extend the above limits for k-ary-n-trees and PGFTs. A k-ary-n-tree can be
considered as a special case of an XGFT with the same number of parent and children
nodes at all levels, k = m i = wi , ∀i. For n = h − 1 level k-ary-n-tree, the number of
different spanning trees is k n−1 , and the maximum number of disjoint spanning trees
is k.
A P G F T (h; m 1 , . . . , m h ; w1 , . . . , wh ; p1 , . . . , ph ) is defined the same way as
an XGFT, except that it has pi parallel links between switches at each level i. The
number of different and disjoint spanning trees in a PGFT are given by Eqs. 4 and 5,
respectively.
h


wl × pl

(4)

l=1

min(w1 × p1 , w2 × p2 , . . . , wh × ph )
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Algorithm 4 MetabaseAidedRouting()
1: if reconfiguration due to a topology change then
2: Phase I: Calculate n leaf-switch multipaths
3: Phase II: Call routing function using calculated paths
4: Save calculated paths in a metabase
5: else {performance-driven reconfiguration}
6: // Phase I is not needed
7: Load paths metabase
8: Phase II: Call routing function using loaded paths
9: end if
10: for each switch do
11: Update LFTs
12: end for

7.2 Metabase-aided fat-tree routing and reconfiguration
The pseudo-code of a metabase-aided fat-tree routing and reconfiguration mechanism is given in Algorithm 4. If the reconfiguration is triggered by the SM due to a
topology change, the algorithm proceeds with calculating multipath spanning trees
towards all leaf switches, and continues with calling the routing function with the
calculated paths as an input. The routing function uses the already calculated paths
and assigns them to the compute nodes. The paths are then stored in a metabase.
For performance-driven reconfigurations, the paths metabase is loaded, and the routing of compute nodes is done based on already calculated leaf switch to leaf-switch
multipaths. Once the new LFTs have been calculated, the algorithm proceeds with
updating the LFTs on each switch using the differential update mechanism of the
OpenSM.
The logic of allocating calculated paths to the actual compute node destinations is
up to the routing algorithm, and not a part of our proposed mechanism. In Sect. 8,
we present a modified version of our SlimUpdate routing algorithm that reallocates
paths to the compute nodes according to a given node order. The path calculation
phase, however, can be equipped with generating only a limited number of leaf-switch
spanning tree paths (given by n in Algorithm 4, line 2), or generate only those paths
making link-disjoint spanning trees in the topology. Moreover, if the topology is oversubscribed, having more compute nodes attached to each leaf switch than the available
different spanning trees in the fat-tree network, the routing algorithm should be able
to assign multiple compute nodes to the same paths to further reduce the routing
time.
7.2.1 Routing and reconfiguration time
We use the topologies given in Table 3 to compare routing and reconfiguration times for both the metabase-aided fat-tree routing mechanism (mFatTree),
and the current fat-tree routing algorithm using OpenSM. During the initial run,
metabase-aided fat-tree routing creates a metabase, which is later used for reconfiguration. We assume that the reconfiguration is performance-related (change in
node order, for instance), and does not involve a topology change. Note that
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Fig. 11 Routing time for
different topologies
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the fat-tree routing algorithm always goes through the complete routing including path recalculation phase when a reconfiguration is triggered. In all cases, we
only count the time spent in the routing function of an already discovered fat-tree
fabric.
As shown in Fig. 11, the initial routing times for mFatTree, referred to as mFatTree
Initial, are a bit longer than those of the fat-tree routing algorithm for smaller topologies. For example, the initial routing time for the 256 node topology is about 1.96 ms,
while the fat-tree routing takes about 1.25 ms. This is because of the small computational overhead induced by the two-phase routing process of mFatTree. However,
for larger topologies, mFatTree quickly catches up with the fat-tree routing, thanks to
a slightly simpler port sorting process in the path calculation phase. For our largest
topology with 4096 nodes, the initial mFatTree run takes about 979.3 ms, as compared
to 987.5 ms taken by the fat-tree routing algorithm. Furthermore, upon reconfiguration, when a metabase with calculated paths is used by mFatTree for generating new
LFTs, the reconfiguration when done centrally using SM (mFatTree Recon-SM) takes
only about 150.8 ms for 4096 node topology (a saving of about 85 %). In addition, we
show that, if the switches can be equipped with a parallel update having distributed the
paths metabase, the reconfiguration time can be further reduced to only 0.2 ms, shown
as mFatTree Recon-Parallel in the figure. The maintenance of metabase consistency at
the switches while using SM-triggered reconfigurations has been identified as a future
research direction.
We also note routing times for oversubscribed topologies. We generate oversubscribed topologies by connecting twice or four times the number of nodes to each
leaf switch in the non-oversubscribed versions given in Table 3. Results are shown
in Fig. 12. Here, we notice that even the initial routing times for the mFatTree are
quite better than those of the fat-tree routing. This is because mFatTree assigns multiple compute nodes to the same paths, as the topologies are oversubscribed. On the
other hand, the fat-tree routing algorithm tries to compute a different path for each
compute node. Eventually, fat-tree routing also generates the same number of nodes
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Fig. 12 Routing time for oversubscribed topologies. a Oversubscription ratio = 2. b Oversubscription
ratio = 4

sharing paths, albeit by going through the complete routing process for each node.
With oversubscription ratio equals 2, as shown in Fig. 12a, our largest topology with
8192 nodes is routed by mFatTree in 1301 ms, while fat-tree routing takes 2420 ms.
This yields a decrease of about 46 % in the initial routing time. Similarly, Fig. 12b
shows routing times for topologies with an oversubscription ratio of four. The initial
routing by mFatTree takes about 1945 ms to route 16,384 nodes, which is 66 % better
than the 5827 ms taken by the original fat-tree routing algorithm.
7.2.2 Implementation
We have implemented metabase-aided fat-tree routing for the IB-based systems using
OFED software stack in OpenSM v3.3.16. We modified OpenSM’s fat-tree routing
algorithm to generate leaf switch to leaf-switch paths instead of calculating paths
towards each end-node. The number of distinct leaf-switch paths to be generated are
supplied by a command line parameter, and assigned according to the topology based
on the formulation of spanning trees given in Sect. 7.1.1. Each path is assigned a
path id, which acts as a dummy LID for generating LFTs for all the switches in the
subnet. As normal, each entry in an LFT consists of a destination LID (path-id in this
case) and an output port that determines the path to be taken by the packet arriving
at that switch for the specified destination. In our implementation, the metabase is
just additional shadow LFT data structures maintained by the OpenSM together with
the actual LFTs based on actual destinations (generated in second phase). In general,
metabase can be considered as metadata relevant to the current topology data that the
SM is maintaining based on the discovered connectivity within the IB subnet, and the
generated first-phase routing. The implementation could just be memory structures
dynamically allocated by the SM during the initial routing, or it could be based on
external persistent file or database storage that is accessible to the SM.
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8 Network reconfiguration based on node ordering
As briefly discussed in Sect. 4, node ordering plays a very important role in determining the paths for the compute nodes in a fat-tree topology. When the node ordering
is updated, a new set of LFTs is calculated by the routing algorithm. As shown
by [36] and [29], statically routed networks are prone to significant reduction in effective bandwidth received by MPI collectives, when routing is not optimized for a given
MPI node order. Even if there is no change in the topology, the performance of the
running applications is affected if the routing is not reconfigured for the current node
permutation. This is particularly important when only a subset of the total nodes participate in running an MPI application. To achieve peak bandwidth, it is important
to configure routes according to the node order (also called MPI node rank) before
running an application.
The fat-tree routing algorithm route nodes in the order of indexing, which depends
on the leaf switch discovery order and the port number of the leaf switch to which the
nodes are connected. However, it is not always practical to rank MPI processes according to the indexing order of the nodes in the fat-tree routing. As a result, application
performance becomes unpredictable. The SlimUpdate routing algorithm can preserve
the node order according to the initial routing scheme. However, as it is designed for
generalized reconfiguration scenarios including fault-tolerance, it takes more time to
reconfigure the network.
In this section, we present a modified SlimUpdate routing algorithm, exclusively
designed for performance-driven reconfigurations to optimize routing for a given node
order. The algorithm uses the metabase-aided routing scheme presented in the previous
section to quickly generate a new set of LFTs when the node ordering sequence is
changed.

8.1 SlimUpdate routing for performance-driven reconfiguration
The SlimUpdate routing algorithm for performance-driven reconfigurations requires
that the leaf switch to leaf-switch multipaths metabase has been created using the
method we described in Sect. 7. It also requires an application node ordering, based
on MPI node ranks for example, which is used to reassign calculated paths to the
compute nodes to optimize routing for the given node order.
The pseudo-code of the metabase-aided SlimUpdate routing algorithm is given in
Algorithm 5. The algorithm first loads the calculated multipaths metabase (line 1).
Once the metabase is loaded, for each leaf switch, the algorithm sorts compute nodes
according to the new node order provided as an input to the routing algorithm (line 4).
The algorithm then proceeds with iterating through all the compute nodes attached to
the leaf switch. For each compute node, it selects a path_id from the metabase on the
basis of the leaf switch (line 7), which is stored in a sequential order. The path_id is
used to update LFTs of all the switches based on the port prescribed in the selected path
(line 8–12). When all new LFTs have been generated, the OpenSM uses a differential
update mechanism to update LFTs on all the switches.
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Algorithm 5 SlimUpdate Routing for Node Order based Reconfigurations
Require: Leaf-to-Leaf Multipaths metabase has been created
Require: No topology change from the last run
Require: Application node ordering
Ensure: The LFTs are updated for the switches
1: metabase ← load_ paths_metabase()
2: for each lea f _sw ∈ lea f Switches[] do
3: new_node_or der ← get_node_or dering(lea f _sw)
4: Sort compute nodes by new_node_or der
5: for each cn ∈ computeN odes[] do
6:
Get lid of cn
7:
path_id ← metabase.get_next_ path(lea f _sw)
8:
for each sw ∈ Switches[] do
9:
if sw = lea f _sw then
10:
sw.L F Tnew [lid] ⇐ path_id.get_sw_ por t (sw)
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end for
14: end for
15: Update LFTs using differential update mechanism
Table 4 Simulation topologies
for MPI collectives

Base topology

Oversubscription

#Nodes

4-ary-2-tree

1, 2, 3, 4

16, 32, 48, 64

6-ary-2-tree

1, 2, 3, 4

36, 72, 108, 144

8-ary-2-tree

1, 2, 3, 4

64, 128, 192, 256

4-ary-3-tree

1, 2, 3, 4

64, 128, 192, 256

16-ary-3-tree

1, 2, 3, 4

256, 512, 768, 1024

8-ary-3-tree

1, 2, 3, 4

512, 1024, 1536, 2048

8.2 Evaluation
In order to calculate effective bandwidth achieved by MPI collectives, for both the
fat-tree routing algorithm and the modified SlimUpdate routing algorithm, we use the
ORCS Simulator introduced in Sect. 6.2. We modified ORCS to enable it to run patterns
using a given node order sequence. Furthermore, ibsim is used to emulate physical
topologies, so the routing tables can be generated using OpenSM. The topologies we
use are shown in Table 4. For each simulation, we generate 10,000 different node
orderings, and give the routing tables generated by the algorithms as an input to the
ORCS Simulator to measure effective bandwidth for different communication patterns.
As the fat-tree routing algorithm does not update routing based on the current MPI
node rank, we generate a base routing using the port numbering based indexing order.
For SlimUpdate, we generate a new set of LFTs for the given node ordering using
metabase-aided path allocation updates.
We use the following communication patterns:
Bruck: The bruck communication pattern consists of a permutation sequence consisting of log2 (n) stages. In all stages, every node in the communicator is sending and
receiving a message.
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Fig. 13 Effective bandwidth for unidirectional patterns. a Bruck. b 2-neighbor. c 4-neighbor. d 6-neighbor

n-Neighbor: The n-neighbor communication pattern is a single-stage pattern, in which
every node sends and receives a message from its n neighbors. We use 2-neighbor,
4-neighbor, and 6-neighbor patterns.
Recursive doubling: The recursive doubling is a bidirectional pattern consisting of a
permutation sequence consisting of log2 (n) stages. In each stage s, node n and n + 2s
exchange messages from each other when ⌊∗⌋ 2ns is even.
The results from the simulations for unidirectional patterns are shown in Fig. 13.
Figure 13a shows the average effective bandwidth we measured when running the
bruck communication pattern. For non-oversubscribed topologies, after reconfiguring
routing as per the given node order, the SlimUpdate achieves full effective bandwidth
(ratio 1.0), as shown with the solid circled line. The fat-tree routing algorithm, which
does not update routing according to the node order, obtain much less bandwidth for
all the topologies. For instance, for non-oversubscribed 8-ary-3-tree with 512 nodes,
the fat-tree routing gets only 0.56 (56 %) of the available bandwidth (dotted line with
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Fig. 14 Effective bandwidth for
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asterisks). Similar trends are visible in the oversubscribed topologies as well. With
an oversubscription ratio of 4, the fat-tree routing algorithm can only make up to
about 20 % of the available bandwidth for an 8-ary-3-tree with 2048 nodes, while
the SlimUpdate routing reaches up to 57 %. Note that the fat-tree routing achieves
approximately the same bandwidth for the non-oversubscribed version of the 8-ary3-tree topology.
Figure 13b–d shows effective bandwidth when the n-neighbor pattern is ran with
2, 4 and 6 neighboring nodes, respectively. Since n-neighbor patterns generate traffic
between the neighboring nodes in the topology,4 the stimulate routing is unaffected
by the oversubscription ratio. We achieve about 50, 25 and 16 % effective bandwidth
for 2-, 4-, and 6-neighbor pattern, respectively, for all our test topologies. On the other
hand, the fat-tree routing is affected by the oversubscription ratio. For 2-neighbor
pattern with oversubscription ratio of 4, the best bandwidth of about 24 % is obtained
on the 4-ary-2-tree, while other topologies score much lower (the 8-ary-3-tree gives
only 11 %).
The results using the bidirectional recursive doubling pattern are shown in Fig. 14.
The SlimUpdate routing algorithm achieves full effective bandwidth for all our test
topologies, except for the 6-ary-2-tree that clocks at 94 %. The reason for a slightly
decreased effective bandwidth for the 6-ary-2-tree is that the recursive doubling pattern
works for communicator sizes in power of 2, while this topology has 36 nodes. The
fat-tree routing algorithm achieves an effective bandwidth in the range of 55–82 % on
non-oversubscribed topologies, while it gets as low as 20 % for 8-ary-3-tree with an
oversubscription ratio of 4 (SlimUpdate obtains around 59 % for this case).

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a fat-tree routing algorithm, SlimUpdate, which utilizes
our proposed MRU technique to preserve existing network configurations. SlimUpdate
4 The nodes connected to the same leaf switch have full bandwidth between them.
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exhibits the same performance as the original fat-tree routing, but saves up to 80 %
path modifications in most reconfiguration scenarios. Furthermore, we presented a
metabase-aided re-routing method for the fat-tree topologies, based on destination
leaf-switch multipathing. The proposed method saves up 85 % of the total re-routing
time as compared to the traditional re-routing scheme. Using the metabase-driven
reconfiguration method, we also proposed a modified version of the SlimUpdate routing algorithm that reallocates paths to compute nodes according to a given MPI node
order. The modified SlimUpdate is able to reach the peak bandwidth, given a topology
and a communication pattern.
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Summary
To meet the demands of communication-intensive workloads in the cloud, virtual machines (VMs) should utilize low overhead
network communication paradigms. In general, such paradigms enable VMs to directly communicate with the hardware by means
of a passthrough technology like Single-Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV). However, when passthrough-based virtualization is
coupled with lossless interconnection networks, live-migrations introduce scalability challenges due to the substantial network
reconfiguration overhead. With these challenges in mind we proposed a virtual switch (vSwitch) SR-IOV architecture for
InfiniBand in (33). In this paper, we first suggest solutions to rectify the space-domain scalability issues that are present in
vSwitch-enabled subnets as a result of the VMs using dedicated layer-two addresses. Then we discuss routing strategies for
virtualized environments using vSwitches, and present a routing algorithm for Fat-Trees. We also present a reconfiguration
method that minimizes imposed reconfiguration overhead on Fat-Trees. We perform an extensive evaluation of our prototype
algorithms, and as vSwitch-enabled hardware does not yet exist, we deduce from empirical observations by emulating vSwitches
with existing hardware, as well as large-scale simulations. Our results show significant reduction in the reconfiguration times as
route recalculations can be eliminated, and for certain scenarios, the number of reconfiguration subnet management packets sent
to switches is reduced from several hundred thousand down to a single one without degrading the routing quality.
Keywords: Data centers, hardware virtualization, High Performance Computing (HPC), InfiniBand (IB), lossless networks, network
reconfiguration, network routing, scalability, SR-IOV, vSwitch architecture.

1 Introduction
During the last decade, the prospect of virtualized High Performance Computing (HPC) environments has improved considerably
as CPU overhead has been practically removed through hardware virtualization support; memory overhead has been significantly
reduced by virtualizing the Memory Management Unit; storage overhead has been reduced by the use of fast SAN storages or
distributed networked file systems; and network I/O overhead has been reduced by the use of device passthrough techniques
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like Single Root Input/Output Virtualization (SR-IOV) (16). It is now possible for clouds to accommodate virtual HPC (vHPC)
clusters using high performance lossless interconnect solutions and deliver the necessary performance (14, 15, 21). However,
when virtual machines (VMs) are coupled with lossless networks, such as InfiniBand (IB) (1), necessary cloud functionality like
live migration of VMs remains an issue due to the complicated addressing and routing schemes used in lossless networks.
IB is an interconnection network technology offering high bandwidth and low latency, thus, is very well suited for HPC
and other communication intensive workloads. IB accelerates 37.4% of the systems in the TOP500 supercomputers list as
of November 2016 (32). The traditional approach for connecting IB devices to VMs is by utilizing SR-IOV with direct
assignment, but achieving live migration of VMs assigned with IB Host Channel Adapters (HCAs) using SR-IOV has shown to
be challenging (13, 14, 21, 34). The identified challenges can be grouped into two categories: challenges related to the extended
migration downtime due to the direct device assignment, and challenges related to the scalability and operation of the underlying
network. In this work we focus on the second group of challenges and address issues from the perspective of the network. Note
that although IB and IB terminology is used throughout this work, the presented concepts and challenges arise from the lossless
nature and operating principles of the underlying network and apply even in competing technologies1 .
Each IB connected node has three different addresses: LID, GUID and GID (further discussed in section 2). When a
live migration happens, one or more of these addresses change. Other nodes communicating with the VM-in-migration lose
connectivity and try to find the new address to reconnect to by sending Subnet Administration (SA) path record queries to
the IB Subnet Manager (SM). In (34) we showed that multiple concurrent path record queries can challenge the SM, and by
using address caching, one does not have to send repetitive SA queries to reconnect once a VM is live migrated. However, in
order to allow a VM to be moved and benefit from such a caching mechanism, each VM should be bound to a dedicated set of
IB addresses that can migrate together with the VM. With the current IB SR-IOV Shared Port implementation (22), the VMs
running on the same hypervisor share one LID address and have dedicated GUID and GID addresses. When a VM with its
associated LID is migrated, the connectivity will be broken for the rest of the VMs that share the same LID. In (33) we proposed
two implementations of the Virtual Switch (vSwitch) architecture, that allow IB subnets to support transparent virtualization and
migration of all IB addresses, accompanied with a scalable and topology-agnostic dynamic network reconfiguration method to
make live migrations of VMs feasible in large vSwitch-based IB subnets. However, the vSwitches come at the cost of spacedomain scalability issues due to the limited LID space, an issue which is a limitation imposed by the IB specification. The
space-domain scalability issues were left unaddressed in (33). Moreover, the reconfiguration algorithm presented in (33) (we call
it ItRC in the rest of the paper) made live migrations feasible, but it was suboptimal.
In this paper, we extend and complement our work in (33) by addressing the space-domain scalability challenges as well
as optimizing the reconfiguration algorithm to reduce the number of reconfigured switches for any reconfiguration scenario.

1 Intel

Omni-Path (5) and Bull eXascale Interconnect (8) are two such competing technologies that share similar concerns.
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Furthermore, in this work, we present the first generalized Fat-Tree (17) topology-aware routing algorithm which has been
designed for virtualized subnets that are based on vSwitches; a topic that we did not target in our previous work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents background information on the IB SR-IOV design, IB
addressing schemes and Fat-Tree topologies, followed by the related work in section 3. In section 4 we give a brief of our
previously proposed vSwitch architecture and topology-agnostic dynamic reconfiguration mechanism (ItRC). In the same section
we extend our vSwitch architecture by proposing space-domain scalability improvements. A discussion of routing strategies
for vSwitch-based subnets, and the presentation of a Fat-Tree topology-aware routing algorithm is following in section 5, and
a Fat-Tree topology-aware method to minimize the path distribution phase of our reconfiguration mechanism is presented in
section 6. We evaluate our prototype implementations in section 7, before we conclude in section 8.

2 Background
2.1

The Relationship of HPC, SR-IOV and Live VM Migration

Direct assignment, or device passthrough, provides near to native performance with minimum overhead on VMs. The physical
device bypasses the hypervisor and is directly attached to the VM. Currently, this is the only option for using a physical
interconnect in a virtualized HPC environment as opposed to software emulation, which does not offer the same level of
performance. The downside is limited scalability, as there is no sharing; one physical network card is coupled with one VM.
SR-IOV allows a physical device to appear through hardware virtualization as multiple independent lightweight instances of
the same device. These instances can be assigned to VMs as passthrough devices, and accessed as Virtual Functions (VFs) (16).
The hypervisor accesses the device through a unique, per device, fully featured Physical Function (PF). SR-IOV eases the
scalability issue of pure direct assignment. At the moment, there is no efficient way to live-migrate VMs without a network
downtime in the order of seconds when using direct device assignment (9). With SR-IOV VFs, the complete internal state of the
network interface cannot be copied as it is tied to the hardware (21). The VFs assigned to a VM will need to be detached, the live
migration will run, and a new VF will be attached at the destination.
In the case of IB and SR-IOV, this process will introduce downtime in the order of seconds as discussed by Guay et al. (11–13),
and is one aspect of the existing issues for enabling efficient live-migration of VMs coupled with lossless networks. Another
aspect is that with the currently implemented SR-IOV Shared Port model the addresses of the VM will change after the migration,
causing additional overhead in the SM and a negative impact on the scalable management and performance of the network
fabric (34). The latter aspect takes the perspective of the interconnect fabric, and is the primary focus of this paper.

2.2

InfiniBand Addressing Schemes

IB uses three different types of addresses (1, 13, 26). First is the 16 bits Local Identifier (LID). At least one unique LID is
assigned to each HCA port and each switch by the SM. The LIDs are used to route traffic within a subnet. Since the LID is 16
bits long, 65536 unique address combinations can be made, of which only 49151 (0x0001-0xBFFF) can be used as unicast
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Fig. 1: Proposed InfiniBand SR-IOV architectures.
addresses. Consequently, the number of available unicast addresses defines the maximum size of an IB subnet. Second is the 64
bits Global Unique Identifier (GUID) assigned by the manufacturer to each device (e.g. HCAs and switches) and each HCA port.
The SM may assign additional subnet unique GUIDs to an HCA port, which is particularly useful when SR-IOV is used. Third is
the 128 bits Global Identifier (GID). The GID is a valid IPv6 unicast address, and at least one is assigned to each HCA port and
each switch. The GID is formed by combining a globally unique 64 bits prefix assigned by the fabric administrator, and the
GUID address of each HCA port.

2.3

InfiniBand SR-IOV Architectures

The Shared Port architecture, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), is currently the only SR-IOV implementation for IB (22). The Shared
Port architecture comes with a shared LID and Queue Pair (QP)2 space resulting in two main shortcomings: 1) VFs are not
configurable by the SM, meaning that features such as knowing the port state of the VFs or configuring individual routes per VF
are unavailable. 2) The inability to provide transparent live migration, hindering the potential for flexible VM placement. As
each LID is associated with a specific hypervisor and shared among all VMs residing on the hypervisor, a migrating VM will
have its LID changed to the LID of the destination hypervisor. As shown at (34), this LID change can seriously challenge the SM
and the scalability of the subnet in the performance-domain.
The vSwitch architecture was suggested by Liss in 2010 (18) with certain benefits with regards to live migration when compared
to the Shared Port. In the vSwitch architecture (Fig. 1(b)) each VF is a complete vHCA, meaning that the VM is assigned a
complete set of the three IB addresses and a dedicated QP space in the hardware. For the rest of the network and the SM, the
HCA looks like a switch with additional nodes connected to it; the hypervisor uses the PF and the VMs use the VFs, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). The vSwitch architecture solves the two shortcomings of the Shared Port architecture and provides transparent
virtualization, but at the cost of consuming additional LID addresses. When many LID addresses are in use, more communication
paths have to be handled by the SM and more Subnet Management Packets (SMPs) have to be sent to the switches in order to
update their Linear Forwarding Tables (LFTs). In particular, the computation of the communication paths might take several
minutes in large networks as we show in the results section 7.1. Moreover, as each VM, physical node, and switch occupies one

2A

QP is a virtual communication port used by IB apps to communicate (1)
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LID each, the number of physical nodes and switches in the network limits the number of active VMs, and vice versa, leading to
potential scalability challenges in the space-domain. Recall that the IB LID space is limited to 49151 unicast LIDs.
An alternative vPort concept has been standardized in 2016 (2). The vPort is loosely defined in order to give freedom of
implementation to vendors (e.g. the definition does not rule that the implementation has to be SR-IOV specific), and the goal of
the vPort is to standardize the way VMs should be handled in IB subnets. With the vPort concept both SR-IOV Shared-Port-like
and vSwitch-like architectures or a combination of both, that can be more scalable in both the space and performance domains,
can be defined. A vPort supports optional LIDs, and unlike the Shared-Port, the SM is aware of all the vPorts available in a
subnet even if a vPort is not using a dedicated LID.

2.4

The Fat-Tree Topology

The Fat-Tree is a hierarchical network topology that has been shown to scale with the available network resources (23, 25).
Moreover, Fat-Trees are easy to build using commodity switches placed on different levels of the hierarchy (3). The idea behind
Fat-Trees is to employ fatter links between nodes, with more available bandwidth towards the roots of the topology. The fatter
links help to avoid congestion in the upper-level switches and the bisection bandwidth is maintained. Different variations of
Fat-Trees are presented in the literature, including k-ary-n-trees (25), Extended Generalized Fat-Trees (XGFTs) (23), Parallel
Ports Generalized Fat-Trees (PGFTs) and Real Life Fat-Trees (RLFTs) (37).
A k-ary-n-tree (25) is an n level Fat-Tree with k n end nodes and n·k n−1 switches, each with 2k ports. Each switch has an equal
number of up and down connections in the tree. XGFT Fat-Tree extends k-ary-n-trees by allowing both different number of up
and down connections for the switches, and different number of connections at each level in the tree. The PGFT definition further
broadens the XGFT topologies and permits multiple connections between switches. A large variety of topologies can be defined
using XGFTs and PGFTs. However, for practical purposes, RLFT, which is a restricted version of PGFT, is introduced to define
Fat-Trees commonly found in today’s HPC clusters (38). An RLFT uses the same port-count switches at all levels in the Fat-Tree.

3 Related Work
Different works in the context of virtualized HPC clouds with lossless interconnects are mostly limited to pointing out existing
issues and demonstrating that the technology has matured enough and virtualization overheads sufficiently reduced to make such
clouds feasible (14, 15, 21, 27). Others have focused in cloud tenant isolation in the link level (40, 43) while Ranadive, in his
doctoral dissertation dedicated his efforts on virtualized resource management with lossless networks (28). Our work focuses in
the SM scalability and the limitations imposed by lossless network architectures, and in particular the IB architecture, in the
context of virtualized environments that support VM live migrations.
In the context of live VM migration, Guay et al. (13) demonstrate VM migration with IB VFs. The vGUID of the SR-IOV
VF is migrated together with the VM, but the LID changes. The main goal is to reestablish broken communications after a
VM has been migrated and the LID has changed, with the intention to avoid reconfiguring the network. However, additional
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signaling and overhead towards the SM is required due to the LID change. In (34) we migrate VMs with IB VFs while keeping
all three addresses. A caching mechanism is used to reestablish connectivity and demonstrate that as long as all three addresses
can be migrated, no additional communication overhead, such as sending SA PathRecord queries, is needed. This is a key
finding that drove our design of the IB vSwitch architecture (33), an architecture that we complement with the work presented in
the current paper. In (12) the authors present VM migration with IB VFs and reestablish connectivity without interrupting the
communications. The scope of (12) is to reduce migration downtime, unlike the works in (13, 33, 34) as well as the work in the
current paper, that are focused in the reconfiguration of the network and scalability of the SM.
In general, when a lossless network is reconfigured, routes have to be recalculated and distributed to all switches, while
avoiding deadlocks. Note that the coexistence of two deadlock free routing functions, the Rold and Rnew , during the transition
phase from the old to the new one, might not be deadlock free (10). Zafar et al. (36) discusses the tools and applicable methods
on IB architecture (IBA), that would allow the implementation of the Double Scheme (24) reconfiguration method. The Double
Scheme is using Virtual Lanes (VLs) to separate the new and the old routing functions. Lysne et al. (20) use a token that is
propagated through the network to mark a reconfiguration event. Before the token arrives on a switch, traffic is routed with the
old routing algorithm. After the token arrives and forwarded through the output ports of the switch, the traffic is flowing with
the new routing algorithm. The Skyline by Lysne et al. (19), speeds up the reconfiguration process by providing a method for
identifying the minimum part of the network that needs to be reconfigured. Sem-Jacobsen et al. (31) use the channel dependency
graph to create a channel list that is rearranged when traffic needs to be rerouted. The rearranging is happening in such a way,
that no deadlocks can occur. Robles-Gómez et al. (29) use close up*/down* graphs to compute a new routing algorithm which is
close to the old one, and guarantees that the combination of old and new routing during transition do not allow deadlocks to be
introduced. Bermúdez et al. (4) are concerned with the long time it takes to compute optimal routing tables in large networks,
that consequently delays the IB subnet from becoming operational. They use some quickly calculated but not optimal provisional
routes, and calculate the optimal routes offline. Since the provisional and the optimal routes are calculated based on the same
acyclic graph, deadlock freedom is guaranteed. In our previous work at (41), we presented a metabase-driven fast network
reconfiguration scheme for Fat-Trees. In the proposed method, routing is divided into two stages; In the first stage, the routes in
the topology are calculated, which are later assigned to the actual destinations in the second stage. The reconfiguration method,
however, targets only performance-driven routing updates where no change in the topology is assumed during reconfigurations.
The work in (35) is concerned about the dynamic nature of clouds where workloads constantly change or VMs live migrate and
the infrastructure is in continuous need for performance driven reconfigurations. A solution that reduces the reconfiguration
overhead by allowing for fast partial-reconfigurations is presented. In the current paper we present a reconfiguration algorithm
for vSwitch-enabled subnets, that focuses on quick reconfiguration of the network when VMs migrate. The intention of our
reconfiguration mechanism is to reestablish VM connectivity as quickly as possible while imposing minimal overhead and
disturbance on the SM and the network by reconfiguring as few switches as possible.
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Cost at network
Initialization
(Lower is better)
Cost when booting VMs
(Lower is better)
Flexibility with regards to
the LID space
(Higher is better)
Reconfiguration cost for a
Live Migration
(Lower is better)

Reconfiguration cost
formulas (33)

7

SR-IOV vSwitch Implementation
Prepopulated LIDs
Dynamic LID Assignment
Medium-High: Takes more time to configure the network when
Medium: Takes into account only the physbooting since paths have to be computed and distributed even if
ical infrastructure and the number of active
no VMs are running.
VMs.
Medium: Each time a VM is booted the paths
None: Paths towards the newly booted VMs already exist in the
of all the LFTs of all the physical switches
LFTs of the switches
have to be updated.
High: VMs can be migrated anywhere in the
None: The LID space rules the max number of available VFs
network where VFs are available even when
in the subnet. When operating close to the unicast LID limit,
the network operates close to the unicast LID
we have less live-migration options for optimization.
limit.
Low-Medium: If the migrated VM connects with a VF for
which the LID is contained in the same LFT block as the one
Low: Only one LFT update SMP has to be
sent to the switches chosen to be reconfigthat the LID currently assigned to the VM is contained into, one
LFT update SMP has to be sent to the switches chosen to be
ured.
reconfigured. Otherwise, twice as many SMPs will be sent.
vSwitch_RCt = n′ · m′ · k

vSwitch_RCt = n′ · k

(m′ = 2 if the two LID entries are not located in the same LFT
block when the LIDs are prepopulated, otherwise m′ = 1)

Table 1: Summary of the Proposed vSwitch architecture. Refer to (33) for more details and formula explanations.

4 Proposed vSwitch Architecture
In (33), we proposed two alternative implementations of the vSwitch architecture with different scalability characteristics,
the vSwitch with Prepopulated LIDs and the vSwitch with Dynamic LID assignment. Furthermore, we provided an iterative
reconfiguration method, ItRC3 , for scalable and topology-agnostic dynamic reconfiguration as VMs are live migrated. In this
section we provide an brief overview of the vSwitch architecture.
The vSwitch with Prepopulated LIDs initializes all available VFs with LIDs, even those VFs that are not currently used by any
VM. In a vSwitch architecture with prepopulated LIDs, communication paths are computed and distributed for all the LIDs once,
when the network is booted. When a new VM needs to be started the system does not have to perform additional bookkeeping,
hence, there is no additional overhead. On the negative side, the initial handling of the paths will require more time than what it
would need without the prepopulation of all LIDs, and if all of the VFs are occupied by running VMs, there is no option for
optimizations by using live migrations.
The vSwitch with Dynamic LID assignment initializes the VFs when a new VM is booted. Since we know that all the VFs in a
hypervisor share the same uplink with the PF, there is no need to compute a new set of routes, which is the most time-consuming
step in a reconfiguration phase. It is only needed to iterate through the LFTs of all the physical switches in the network, copy
the forwarding port from the LID entry that belongs to the PF of the hypervisor —where the VM is created— to the newly
added LID, and send a single SMP to update the corresponding LFT block of the particular switch. This scheme is more flexible,
especially when operating close to the LID space limit, at the cost of a slight overhead when a new VM is booting.
When a VM is migrated and carries its addresses to the destination, a network reconfiguration is necessary. However, the
migration of the LID is not trivial, because the routes have to be recalculated and the LFTs of the physical switches reconfigured.
3 The iterative reconfiguration method has not been given a name in paper (33) where it is originally discussed, but we now call it ItRC, in order to
differentiate it from FTreeMinRC that we introduce in section 6.
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In general, recalculation of routes needs a considerable amount of time in the order of minutes on large subnets, posing scalability
challenges that may render VM migrations impractical. The vSwitch, however, has the property that all the VFs of an HCA
share the link with the PF. Our topology-agnostic dynamic reconfiguration mechanism, ItRC, utilizes this property and copies
forwarding entries in a novel way to make the reconfiguration highly efficient in dynamic environments. The LID reconfiguration
time is minimized by eliminating the path computation, and drastically reducing the path distribution phase.
A summary of these two alternative architectures and the reconfiguration cost is presented in Table 1, and readers are referred
to (33) for additional details and formula explanations.

4.1

vSwitch Scalability

A main concern when using the IB vSwitch architecture is the limited LID space that defines that max number of nodes as
explained in section 2.2, and when VMs are used, the number of nodes can escalate quickly. To overcome the LID space-domain
scalability issues, we propose three alternatives that can be used independently or combined:
Use multiple IB subnets

The LID is a layer-2 address, and has to be unique within a subnet. When the IB topology spans on

multiple subnets, the LID is not a limitation anymore, but if a VM needs to be migrated to a different subnet its LID address
will have to change since the address may already be in use in the new subnet. Spanning on multiple subnets can solve the LID
limitation of a single subnet topology, but it also means that the layer-3 GID address must be used for inter-subnet routing,
adding additional overhead and latency to the routing process since the layer-2 headers will have to be altered by the router that
is located at the edge of the subnet. Also, under the current hardware, software implementations, and loose IBA specifications,
the SM of an individual subnet cannot be aware of the global topology in order to provide optimized routing paths for clusters
that span on multiple subnets. In a typical cloud offering scenario the size of a single subnet should be enough to host VMs from
a single tenant in most cases, and tenant consolidation within a subnet should be engaged. IB subnetting and routing has been
discussed by Bogdański et al. (6), but the exploration in this field is still at early stages and there is plenty of ground for future
work. The reconfiguration and routing methods that are discussed and analyzed in the next sections in this paper are only taking
into account single-subnet live migration scenarios.
Introduce a backwards compatible LID space extension in IBA

Increasing the scarce LID space by increasing the number

of LID bits to e.g. 24-bits or 32-bits has already been suggested (6, 11). By doing so, backwards compatibility will break as the
IB Local Route Header (LRH) will have to be overhauled, and legacy hardware will not be able to work with the new standard.
What we propose is to extend the LID space in such a way that backwards compatibility is still kept, but allow new hardware to
take advantage of the enhancements. Currently, the LRH has seven reserved bits that are transmitted as zero, and ignored on the
receiver (1). By utilizing two of these reserved bits in the LRH for the Source LID (SLID) and two bits for the Destination LID
(DLID), utilizing 4/7 reserved bits in total4 , we can extend the LID space to 18 bits (quadrupling the LID space) and create a
4 A maximum of three additional bits could be used for the SLID and DLID (occupying 6/7 reserved bits), but we propose to use two bits in order to keep
some reserved bits for potential future use. If three additional bits are used, then the total LID space (pLIDs + vLIDs) would become 512K.
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scheme with physical LIDs (pLID) that are assigned to the physical equipment, and virtual LIDs (vLID) that are assigned to VMs.
When the two additional bits are transmitted as zero, the LID is used as defined currently in IBA (48K unicast LIDs and 16K
multicast LIDs), and the switches lookup their primary LFT for the forwarding of the packets. Otherwise, the LID is a vLID that
belongs to a VM only and it has to be forwarded based on the secondary LFT that has a size of 192K. No multicast LIDs are
reserved in the vLID space, thus, with the suggested scheme a maximum of 192K vSwitch-enabled VMs per subnet are allowed.
Note that the vLID space is independent of the pLID space, and the vLIDs can be allocated to any physical machine. Since the
vLIDs belong to VMs and VMs share the uplink with a physical node that has a pLID, the vLIDs can be excluded from the
path computation phase when (re-)configuring the network, and the secondary LFT table in the switches should be updated as
described earlier in the vSwitch with dynamic LID assignment scheme. When the SM boots and discovers the network, it should
identify if all of the hardware supports the extended LID space. If not, it should fallback in a legacy compatibility mode and VMs
should occupy LIDs from the pLID space. In the legacy compatibility mode, the number of VMs is limited as explained in (33).
Use a hybrid vSwitch architecture to form a lightweight-vSwitch A vSwitch architecture that is able to migrate the LID
together with the migrated VMs scales well with respect to the subnet management, as there is no requirement for additional
signaling in order to re-establish connectivity with the peers after the migration (34) as opposed to a shared-LID scheme where
the LID will change (13). On the other hand, the shared-LID schemes scale well with respect to the LID space. As a result, we
propose a hybrid vSwitch+Shared-vPort model that the SM is aware of all the available SR-IOV VFs in the subnet, but certain
VFs get a dedicated LID while others are routed in a shared-LID fashion based on their GID. Then, with some knowledge of the
VM-node role, popular VMs with many peers (usually servers) can be assigned dedicated LIDs (e.g. in order to be considered
separately while calculating routes and performing load balancing in the network), while other VMs that are not interacting with
many peers or run stateless services (and do not need to be migrated, but can be re-spawned) can share the LID.

5 Routing Strategies for vSwitch-based Subnets
To obtain optimal performance, the routing algorithm should consider the vSwitch architecture when calculating routes. The
vSwitches can be identified in the topology discovery process by the distinct property of having only one upward link to the
corresponding switch. Once the vSwitches have been identified, a routing function can generate LFTs for all the switches such
that the traffic can find its path towards all VMs in the network. In our proposed vSwitch architecture each VM has its own
address, thus, technically each VM can be routed independently of other VMs attached to the same vSwitch. One drawback of
this approach is that when the VM distribution is not uniform among vSwitches, the vSwitches with more VMs are potentially
assigned more network resources. However, the single upward link from the vSwitch to the corresponding switch still remains
the bottleneck link shared by all the VMs attached to a particular vSwitch. As a result, sub-optimal network utilization may be
obtained. The simplest and fastest routing strategy is to generate paths between all vSwitch-vSwitch pairs, and route VMs with
the same paths as assigned to the corresponding vSwitches. With both prepopulated and dynamic LID assignment schemes,
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as described in section 4, each vSwitch has a LID defined by the SR-IOV PF. These PF LIDs can be used to generate LFTs
in the first phase of the routing, while in the second phase the LIDs of the VMs can be added to the generated LFTs. In the
prepopulated LIDs scheme, the entries to the VF LIDs are added by just copying the output port of the corresponding vSwitch.
Similarly, in the case of dynamic LID assignment when a new VM is booted, a new entry with the LID of the VM and the output
port determined by the corresponding vSwitch is added in all LFTs. The problem with this strategy is that VMs belonging to
different tenants that happen to share a vSwitch will have intrinsic interference among them, due to the sharing of the same
complete path in the network. To solve the aforementioned issues while still keeping high network utilization, we propose a
weighted routing scheme for virtualized subnets.

5.1

Weighted Routing for Virtualized Subnets

In our proposed weighted routing scheme for vSwitch-based virtualized subnets, each VM on a vSwitch is assigned a weight
parameter to be considered for balancing when calculating routes. The value of the weight reflects the proportion of the vSwitch
to leaf switch link capacity allocated to a VM. For example, a simple configuration could assign each VM a weight equals
to 1/num_vms, where num_vms is the number of booted VMs on the corresponding vSwitch hypervisor. Another possible
implementation could be to assign higher proportion of the vSwitch capacity to most critical VMs for prioritizing the traffic
towards them. However, the cumulative weight of VMs per vSwitch will be equal on all vSwitches, so the links in the topology
can be balanced without being affected by the actual VM distribution. At the same time, the scheme enables multipath routing
where each VM can be independently routed in the network, eliminating interference between same vSwitch VMs at the
intermediate links in the topology. The scheme can be combined with per VM rate limits enforcement on each vSwitch to ensure
that a VM is not allowed to exceed its allocated capacity. In addition, in the presence of multiple tenant groups in the network,
techniques like tenant-aware routing can be integrated with the proposed routing scheme to provide network-wide isolation
among tenants (40, 43).

5.2

Weighted Fat-Tree routing algorithm for vSwitch

We now present vSwitchFatTree, an implementation of our proposed weighted routing for virtualized vSwitch-based Fat-Tree
topologies. vSwitchFatTree is based on the Fat-Tree routing algorithm found in OpenSM (39). As the original Fat-Tree routing
algorithm, vSwitchFatTree recursively traverses the topology to set up LFTs in all switches for the LIDs associated with each VM
in the subnet. The algorithm is deterministic and supports destination-based routing in which all routes are calculated backwards
starting at the destination nodes.
The vSwitchFatTree routing algorithm works as follows. Each VM is assigned a proportional weight that is calculated by
dividing the weight of a vSwitch node (taken as constant 1) with the total number of running VMs on it. Different weighting
schemes can also be implemented. For instance, an implementation can choose to assign weights based on VM types. However,
for the sake of brevity we only discuss the proportional weighting scheme. The pseudo-code of vSwitchFatTree is shown
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Algorithm 1 vSwitchFatTree routing algorithm
1: procedure ROUTE V IRTUALIZED N ODES
2:
for all s ∈ leaf Switches[] do
3:
sort vSwitches in the increasing order of connected virtual machines
4:
for all v ∈ vSwitches[] do
5:
num_vms ← G ET T OTALVM S(v)
6:
vm_weight ← 1/num_vms
7:
for all vm ∈ vSwitches[] do
8:
vm.weight ← vm_weight
9:
s.LF T [vm.LID] ← v.port
10:
ROUTE D OWNGOING B Y G OING U P(s,vm)
11:
end for
12:
end for
13:
end for
14: end procedure
15: procedure ROUTE D OWNGOING B Y G OING U P (s, vm)
16:
p ← G ET L EAST L OADED P ORT(s.U pGroups[])
17:
rSwitch ← p.Switch
18:
rSwitch.LF T [vm.LID] ← p
19:
p.Dwn += vm.weight
20:
ROUTE U PGOING B Y G OING D OWN(s,vm)
21:
ROUTE D OWNGOING B Y G OING U P(rSwitch,vm)
22: end procedure
23: procedure ROUTE U PGOING B Y G OING D OWN (s, vm)
24:
for all g ∈ s.DownGroups[] do
25:
skip g if the LFT(vm.LID) is part of this group
26:
p ← G ET L EAST L OADED P ORT(g)
27:
rSwitch ← p.Switch
28:
rSwitch.LF T [vm.LID] ← p
29:
p.U p += vm.weight
30:
ROUTE U PGOING B Y G OING D OWN(rSwitch, vm)
31:
end for
32: end procedure

in Algorithm 1. For each leaf switch, the routing algorithm sorts the connected vSwitches in increasing order based on
the number of connected VMs (line 3). The order is to ensure that VMs with higher weights are routed first, so that the
routes assigned to the links can be balanced. The algorithm passes through all the leaf switches and their corresponding
vSwitches, traversing up in the tree from each VM to allocate the path towards the VM in the tree recursively, by calling
ROUTE D OWNGOING B Y G OING U P (line 10). The down-going port at each switch is selected based on the least-accumulated
downward weight among all of the available up-going port groups (ROUTE D OWNGOING B Y G OING U P, line 16). When a downgoing port is selected, the algorithm increases the accumulated downward weight for the corresponding port by the weight
of the VM being routed (ROUTE D OWNGOING B Y G OING U P, line 19). After a down-going port is set, the algorithm assigns
upward ports for routes towards the VM (and updates the corresponding upward weights for the ports) on all the connected
downward switches by descending down the tree (ROUTE U PGOING B Y G OING D OWN, line 20). The process is then repeated
by moving up to the next level in the tree. When all VMs have been routed, the algorithm also routes the physical LIDs of the
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vSwitches the same way as the VMs, albeit with equal weights to balance vSwitch to vSwitch paths in the topology (not shown
in Algorithm 1). This is necessary to provide better balancing when our proposed minimum reconfiguration method (presented in
section 6) is used in the context of live migrations. Also, the routing path on the base physical LIDs of the vSwitches can be used
as a pre-determined path to deploy new VMs quickly without the need for a reconfiguration. However, over a period of time
overall routing performance will be slightly decreased over original vSwitchFatTree routing. To limit performance degradation, a
reconfiguration based on vSwitchFatTree could take place offline when a certain performance threshold is crossed.
The vSwitchFatTree routing algorithm enables weighted routing for virtualized Fat-Tree topologies using three important
improvements:
(i) Unlike the original Fat-Tree routing algorithm which does not consider the vSwitches or VMs in the topology,
vSwitchFatTree marks vSwitches, and routes each VM independently of the other VMs connected to a vSwitch.
(ii) To cater non-uniform VM distribution among the vSwitches, each VM is assigned a weight that corresponds to the
proportion of the link it is allocated on the vSwitch. The weight is used in maintaining port counters for balancing path
distribution in the Fat-Tree.
(iii) The scheme also enables generalized weighted Fat-Tree routing where each VM can be assigned a weight based on its
traffic profile or role priority in the network (42).
Consider a virtualized Fat-Tree topology with four end nodes (vSwitches), as shown in Fig. 2(a). Each of the vSwitches
connected to the leaf switch L1, vSw1 and vSw2, have two running VMs shown with their identifier in the figure. The second leaf
switch, L2, has vSw3 with three VMs, while one VM is running on the host vSwitch vSw4. Each leaf switch is connected to
both root switches, R1 and R2, so there are two alternative paths available to set up routes towards each VM through the roots.
Routing for the VMs connected to vSw1 is shown in Fig. 2(b) using circles showing the selected downward path from the root
switches. VM 1 is routed using R1 → L1, while VM 2 is routed from R2 → L1. The corresponding downward load counters
are updated on the selected links, adding 0.5 for each VM. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 2(c), after adding routes for vSw2, VMs 3
and 4 are routed through links R1 → L1 and R2 → L1, respectively. Note that after routing all the VMs connected to L1, the
total downward load on both links is equal, even though the VMs are routed individually. The VM distribution on the vSwitches
connected to the leaf switch L2 is different, so the vSwitch with one VM, vSw4, will be routed first. The route R1 → L2 will
be allocated to VM 8, while all three VMs connected to vSw3 will be routed from R2 → L2 to keep the accumulated load on
both downgoing links balanced. The final routing, shown in Fig. 2(d), has balanced load on each of the links together with
independent routes towards VMs wherever possible, given the VM distribution in the topology.

6 Minimum Overhead Reconfiguration on Virtual Machine Live Migrations
The dynamic reconfiguration method discussed in section 4, ItRC, iterates through all of the switches and updates the routes if
necessary when a VM is migrated. However, depending on the existing LFTs, only a subset of the switches actually needs to be
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Fig. 3: vSwitch - LFTs Update on Limited Switches. Matching color of arrow and box highlighting switches, illustrates how
many switches need to be updated on a minimum reconfiguration based on the skyline technique when a VM is live migrated in
different parts of the network.
updated. For instance, a special case is the migration of a VM within a leaf switch where regardless of the network topology, only
the corresponding leaf switch needs an LFT update. Refer to Fig. 3, when VM3 migrates from Hypervisor 1 to Hypervisor 2 only
the leaf switch 1 needs to be updated because both hypervisors are connected to the same leaf switch, and the local changes will
not affect the rest of the network. Consider an initial routing algorithm determining that the traffic from Hypervisor 4, towards
Hypervisor 1 follows path P 1 (12 → 9 → 5 → 3 → 1), and towards Hypervisor 2 follows path P 2 (12 → 10 → 6 → 4 → 1).
When VM3 is migrated and ItRC is used to reconfigure the network, traffic towards VM3 follows P 1 towards Hypervisor 1 before
the migration, and would follow P 2 towards Hypervisor 2 after the migration. In this case, ItRC will update half of the total
switches (6/12) given that the Fat-Tree routing algorithm was used for the initial routing, however, only the single leaf switch
needs to be updated to keep the migrated VM connected. By limiting the number of switch updates on VM migration, the network
can be reconfigured quicker and the routing update overhead reduced. In this section, we present a topology-aware reconfiguration
method for supporting VM migrations on Fat-Trees, FTreeMinRC, based on the skyline technique described in (19).
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Sub-Trees and Switch Tuples in Fat-Trees

In the following, we describe our minimum overhead network reconfiguration method, FTreeMinRC, using XGFTs as an example
Fat-Tree network. However, the concepts presented here are also valid for PGFTs and RLFTs (38). We start with the definition
of XGF T as given by (23), but we use a slightly different notation to match the tuple assignment notation in OpenSM where
the compute nodes are marked at level n and the root nodes are marked at level 0. An XGF T (n; m1 , ..., mn ; w1 , ..., wn ) is a
Fat-Tree with n + 1 level of nodes. Levels are denoted from 0 to n, with compute nodes at level n, and switches at all other levels.
Except for the compute nodes which do not have children, all nodes at level i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, have mi child nodes. Similarly,
except for the root switches which do not have parents, all other nodes at level i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, have wi+1 parent nodes.
An XGF T (n + 1; m1 , ..., mn+1 ; w1 , ..., wn+1 ) is constructed recursively by connecting mn distinct copies of the
Qn+1
XGF T (n; m1 , ..., mn ; w1 , ..., wn ) with i=0 wi additional switches at the new top level. By using this definition we can
identify the following two properties and one definition:
Property 1. For n > 0, each XGFT with n + 1 levels is made up of mn sub-trees. The same statement from a different angle
is that for each sub-tree with n levels in an XGFT of l levels, l > n, there is one immediate super-tree with n + 1 levels, that
connects mn n-level sub-trees.
Property 2. From a network connectivity perspective, each sub-tree in an XGFT can be considered as a distinct XGFT, and the
top-level switches in the sub-tree defines its skyline towards its immediate super-tree.
Definition 1. Each switch in an XGFT with n + 1 levels can be denoted by a unique n-tuple, (l, x1 , x2 , ..., xn ). The left most
tuple value, l, denotes the level at which the tree is located, while the rest of the values, x1 , x2 , ..., xn , represent the location of
the switch in the tree corresponding to the other switches. In particular, a switch A at level l, (l, a1 , ..., al , ..., an ), is connected to
a switch B at level l + 1, (l + 1, b1 , ..., bl , bl+1 ..., bn ) if and only if ai = bi for all the values except for i = l + 1.
The switch tuples as allocated by the OpenSM’s Fat-Tree routing algorithm implemented for an example Fat-Tree,
XGF T (4; 2, 2, 2, 2; 2, 2, 2, 1), are shown in Fig. 4. As the Fat-Tree has n = 4 switch levels (marked as row 0 at the root level,
until row 3 at the leaf level), this Fat-Tree is composed of m1 = 2 first-level sub-trees with n′ = n − 1 = 3 switch levels each
(highlighted using two boxes that enclose switches from levels 1 until 3). Each of those first-level sub-trees is composed of
m2 = 2 second-level sub-trees with n′′ = n′ − 1 = 2 switch levels each (highlighted using four smaller boxes that enclose
switches from levels 2 until 3), above the leaf switches. Similarly, each of the leaf switches can also be considered as a sub-tree,
as shown in the figure highlighted using the eight smallest boxes that enclose switches only at level 3. The colored four-number
tuples in the figure are assigned to the pointed switches, and the colors indicate the specific sub-tree correspondence for the
position of each value in the tuple. For example, the Switch Sw1_3 is assigned with tuple 1.0.1.1, representing its location at
level 1 and 0th first-level sub-tree.

6.2

Fat-Tree-aware Minimum Reconfiguration with FTreeMinRC in the Context of Live Migration

As shown above, the switch tuples encode information about the location of the switch in correspondence to the sub-trees in
the topology. FTreeMinRC uses this information to enable quick reconfiguration in the case of live VM migration. The tuple
information is used to find the skyline with the least number of switches that needs to be reconfigured by the SM when a VM is
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Fig. 5: FTreeMinRC: Minimum reconfiguration on Fat-Trees
based on switch tuples for the case of Live Migration.

migrated. In particular, when a VM is migrated between two hypervisors in a Fat-Tree topology, the skyline representing the
minimum number of switches that needs to be updated, is formed by all top-level switches of all the sub-trees that are involved
in the migration.
To further elaborate, when a VM is live migrated, our switch-marking algorithm starts from both leaf switches where the
source and the destination hypervisors are connected, and compares the tuples of the switches. If the tuples match then we know
that the VM is being migrated within the leaf switch. Thus, only the corresponding leaf switch is marked for reconfiguration.
However, when tuples do not match, the upward links from both the source and the destination leaf switches are traced. The
switches that are located one level up are the top-level switches of the immediate super-tree that the leaf-level sub-trees are
connected to (Property 1), and the only possible hops before reaching the leaf-switches when traversing the tree downwards. We
then compare the source and destination leaf switches tuple with the newly traced switches, after adjusting the tuple value to
reflect the current level and the values that correspond to the sub-tree(s) of the current tree are wild-carded. Again, the traced
switches (that are top-level switches for a corresponding sub-tree) are marked for updating, and if the comparisons from both
the source and destination switch tuples match the tuples of all the traced switches, the tracing stops. Otherwise, the same
procedure is repeated until we find the common ancestor switches from both ends. In the worst case, we stop after reaching the
root switches of the Fat-Tree topology. Since all the upward-paths are traced starting from the leaf level, and the skyline switches
of the consecutive sub-trees are marked (Property 2), when we reach the topmost sub-tree that is affected by the migration we
have already selected on the way all the switches that are potential traffic gateways towards the lower level switches, and the
hypervisors that participate in the live migration. Thus, we have marked all the switches that form the skyline of the affected part
of the network due to the live migration.
The switch marking algorithm finds the minimum number of switches that needs to be updated from a physical connectivity
perspective. However, not all of these switches contain active paths calculated by the routing algorithm towards the LIDs affected
by the reconfiguration. Thus, the switches that contain the active routes can be prioritized in the updating procedure.
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The Fat-Tree routing algorithm always routes traffic to a given destination through the same root switch. As only a single path
between a root switch and an end node exists in the topology5 , once we locate the root switch that has been selected to represent
the given end node we can find the intermediate switches that are used to route traffic to the end node. In order to find the active
routes, we trace the path from the source to the destination LID of the participating hypervisors and vice versa. We mark the
switches that are a subset of the switches already selected for reconfiguration, and prioritize the LFT updates of those switches.
Later, to keep all the LFTs valid, we update the rest of the selected switches.
The overall reconfiguration procedure is shown in Fig. 5, where a VM is migrated between two hypervisors that are connected
to the leaf switches with tuples 3.0.0.0 and 3.0.1.1. These two tuples are used as the basis for the comparison as we trace the
paths upwards from the selected leaf switches. In this example, the common ancestor switches are found on level 1. Level 0
is the root level, and level 3 is the leaf level. The highlighted links are the links that were traced throughout the execution of
the algorithm, and the highlighted switches are all marked for update. The five of the switches and four of the links that are
highlighted in different color (purple), represent the active routes and their LFT update will be prioritized.
With FTreeMinRC we minimize the number of LFT updates that need to be sent to the switches, in order to provide rapid
connectivity with a minimum overhead in a virtualized data center that supports live migrations. Note, that the resulting routing
after such a reconfiguration may not be optimal, since the initial routing takes into account the complete topology for the
balancing, while FTreeMinRC will alter only a sub-tree of the Fat-Tree. Paths that are contained internally to the sub-tree are
fully independent from other sub-trees6 , so if needed a local path re-computation can take place and re-balance the given sub-tree,
a task that is in orders of magnitude faster than re-balancing the whole network. For example, it takes more than a minute for the
Fat-Tree routing algorithm to calculate the paths for a 3-levels Fat-Tree with 11664 nodes and 1620 36-port switches, while
calculating the paths for one of its 2-levels sub-trees with 324 nodes can take a few milliseconds (see section 7). It is noteworthy
that live migrations within a leaf switch do not affect the balancing and performance of the network in any way, since the leaf
switches are non-blocking and both before and after the migration the packets will reach to the same switch before getting
forwarded on a different port towards the final destination.

7 Evaluation
For our results, we implemented the ItRC reconfiguration algorithm in OpenSM 3.3.16, and in order to test it we emulated the
vSwitch architecture with prepopulated LIDs on hardware. Due to the Shared Port support in current hardware all VMs in a
hypervisor share the same LID, so we had to limit the number of VMs running in a hypervisor to one for the emulation. We
further extended our implementation to include the vSwitchFatTree routing algorithm, and the Fat-Tree-aware minimum overhead
reconfiguration, FTreeMinRC, described in sections 5 and 6.2 respectively. vSwitchFatTree is based on the Fat-Tree routing
implementation of OpenSM. In particular, if only one VM is running on each of the hypervisors, vSwitchFatTree will generate
5 In

PGFTs we can have multiple parallel paths from a root switch to an end node, but not multiple disjoint switches.
that enter/leave the sub-tree must be considered specially.

6 Paths
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was sent until the last SMP ACK was received for each case.

the same routing tables as the original Fat-Tree routing algorithm. However, when multiple VMs are running, vSwitchFatTree
will independently route each VM while still keeping an even distribution of the assigned routes over the available links in the
topology. The routing algorithm works in the same way for both prepopulated LIDs and dynamic LID assignment schemes.
Since our testbed is not large (6 IB switches and 8 IB-enabled nodes), we developed a simulator, vSwitchMigrationSim, that
allowed us to simulate large subnets with the ability to migrate and reconfigure the routes in the network based both on ItRC and
FTreeMinRC. vSwitchMigrationSim loads a topology and the corresponding routing tables extracted from OpenSM, performs
live migrations, reconfigures the network as necessary and extracts the updated routing tables as well as information such as
how many switches were reconfigured after each migration. The Oblivious Routing Congestion Simulator (ORCS) (30) was
then used to study the impact of FTreeMinRC on the routing quality and compare it with that of vSwitchFatTree. ORCS is
capable of simulating a variety of communication patterns on statically routed networks. Furthermore, we used ibsim, a tool that
is distributed with the OFED software stack, to emulate physical topologies in order to generate routing tables using OpenSM.

7.1

Dynamic Reconfiguration Evaluation

Ibsim was used to emulate different IB subnets in OpenSM in order to calculate the time it takes for different routing algorithms
to compute the routing tables. The path computations were executed on an HP ProLiant DL360p Gen8 server with 8 CPU cores
and 32GB RAM. The results are presented in Fig. 6. We simulated four regular Fat-Tree topologies based on 36-port switches
and as one can see, when the network grows larger, the path calculation time corresponding to path computation skyrockets. The
path computation time is polynomially increasing with the size of the subnet. It takes 0.012s for the Fat-Tree routing algorithm to
compute the routing for 324 nodes, while for a 36 times larger subnet with 11664 nodes and 1620 switches, it takes 67 seconds;
∼5583

times longer. DFSSSP, a topology-agnostic routing algorithm needs 0.142 seconds for 324 nodes, while it needs 625
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seconds for the subnet with 11664 nodes; ∼4401 times longer. LASH needed 39145 seconds for the big subnet with 11664 nodes.
With a traditional reconfiguration method, the path computation has to be repeated each time a live-migration is happening and
LIDs are changing position in the network. Our proposed reconfiguration methods, ItRC and FTreeMinRC, eliminate this step.
For any topology, and independent of the routing algorithm utilized for the initial path computation, zero time is spent in path
recalculation (bar with legend LID Copying/Swapping in Fig. 6). Thus, live-migration is made possible in vSwitch-enabled IB
subnets regardless of the size.
In addition, a full reconfiguration will have to update the complete LFT on each switch and as the network is growing, more
switches have to be updated and more SMPs per switch are needed to be sent. For the same four networks that we simulated in
Fig. 6, one can see how many LIDs are consumed and the minimum number of SMPs needed for a full reconfiguration in Table 2.
Note that the amount of consumed LIDs in a subnet defines the minimum amount of LFT blocks needed to be used on each
switch, but not the maximum. Consider the example where we use only three LIDs in a network with one switch and two nodes.
If one of the nodes uses the topmost unicast LID, which is 49151, then the LinearF DBCap (1) will get the max value of 49152
and the whole LFT table on the switch will have to be populated, meaning that 768 SMPs will need to be sent on the single switch
— instead of the one that would need to be sent if the two nodes and the switch were using LIDs in the range 1-3. Our presented
reconfiguration methods, depending on how far a VM is migrated from an interconnection perspective, will need to send a
minimum of only one SMP if the VM is migrated within the same leaf switch, or a maximum of 2 ∗ N umberOf Switches
SMPs in the extreme case that all of the switches will need to be updated with two SMPs each, as shown in the formulas in
Table 1, in the case that ItRC is used. In particular, for the subnet with 324 nodes in Table 2, a full reconfiguration would have
to send at least 216 SMPs, while a worst case scenario with our reconfiguration methods will send a max of 72 SMPs, 33.3%
of the min number of SMPs required for a full reconfiguration, or 66.7% reduction. For the subnet with 11664 nodes, a full
reconfiguration would have to send at least 336960 SMPs, while a worst case scenario with our reconfiguration methods will
send a max of 3240 SMPs, 0.96% of the min number of SMPs required for a full reconfiguration, or 99.04% reduction. The best
case scenario for our reconfiguration mechanisms is subnet size-agnostic, and will only send one SMP. In Fat-Tree topologies
when using FTreeMinRC, even less SMPs when compared to ItRC will be sent on average as we show in section 7.2
To quantify the time needed to send X number of SMPs we ran an experiment with real IB switches, and present the results in
Fig. 7. In our testbed we have six IB QDR 40GbE switches. Four of them are the Mellanox IS5025 QDR switches and two of
them are the SUN DCS 36 QDR switches, while all six of them are based on the same chipset, the Mellanox InfiniScale® IV.
For this experiment we sent X ′ = X/6 LFT update SMPs on each switch and measured the time interval between the first
SMP sent, and until the last SMP ACK was received. To increase the number of SMPs X ′ sent per switch, we increased the
LinearF DBCap. As one can see in Fig. 7 the time it takes for X SMPs to be sent and their ACK received on six switches
grows linearly, and when X = 4608, ∼300ms are required for the reconfiguration of the switches. When looking at the very
worst case scenario of our reconfiguration methods for the largest network in Table 2, up to 3240 SMPs will have to be sent,
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Fat-Tree topology description
3 Levels Fat-Tree: 972 Switches/5832 Nodes
3 Levels Fat-Tree: 1620 Switches/11664 Nodes
4 Levels Fat-Tree: 6912 Switches/20736 Nodes

Algorithm
execution speed
3ms
3.4ms
79ms

Table 3: Time needed for FTreeMinRC to find the min number of switches that needs to be reconfigured when a VM is migrated
between the edges of a Fat-Tree (worst case scenario).
Fat-Tree topology
XGFT(2;8,4;4,1)
XGFT(2;8,8;8,1)
XGFT(3;8,4,4;4,4,1)
XGFT(2;16,16;16,1)
XGFT(3;8,8,8;8,8,1)
XGFT(3;16,8,8;8,8,1)

Topology
Description
4-ary-2-full
8-ary-2
4-ary-3-full
16-ary-2
8-ary-3
8-ary-3-full

Num Nodes
/Switches
32/12
64/16
128/80
256/32
512/192
1024/320

Initial VM
Distribution

Migration Pattern

VM Population
per Hypervisor

Random
Uniform

Random
Consolidate
Grouping
To-Uniform
(To-Uniform pattern is only used
for the random initial VM distribution)

25%, 50%, 75% of
max capacity
(Each hypervisor has 4 VFs
so the max (100%) capacity
mc = 4 · f tree_num_nodes)

Table 4: Simulation parameters. Recall from section 6.1 that our XGFT definition uses a slightly different notation.
placing the time on the linear line of Fig. 7 at ∼210ms. One more observation that we had during these experiments, is that more
switches can handle X SMPs faster, meaning that in a large network with 1620 switches handling 3240 SMPs would take even
less time than the one presented here. Even if it took 210ms, this time is significantly less than the VM downtime of a VM with
an IB SR-IOV VF, due to the stop-and-copy phase of a live migration (12).

7.2

Reconfiguration with Minimum Overhead on Fat-Trees

In this section FTreeMinRC is evaluated in detail. The FTreeMinRC algorithm needs to identify and mark the switches that needs
to be updated in a Fat-Tree topology. The switch-marking execution overhead of FTreeMinRC for three large-scale Fat-Tree
topologies can be seen in Table 3. For two very large tangible networks, as one can see in Table 3, the execution overhead is 3ms
and 3.4ms respectively. This time can be spent before the migration starts or during the pre-copy phase of the live migration
while the VM connectivity is not yet suspended. Thus, the switch-marking algorithm adds a negligible overhead in the whole
migration process when compared to the total migration overhead. It is worth mentioning that the times presented in Table 3
represent a worst case scenario where a VM is migrated between the edges of the Fat-Tree, meaning that the highest possible
number of switches will have to be traversed and marked for reconfiguration. The network in the third line of Table 3 is not a
topology that somebody would choose with today’s standards, but it has been included as advancements in hardware and the
introduction of new lossless network interconnects with larger LID space will make efficient 4-level Fat-Trees a reality in the
near future. The intention here is to simulate such a topology in order to see how the execution of the algorithm performs when a
very large number of switches distributed in several levels of a Fat-Tree needs to be traversed. As one can see, even in a topology
with 6912 switches the switch-marking algorithm of FTreeMinRC executes in 79ms. Still, not a very sizable amount when
compared to the total migration overhead. In the rest of this section we present the simulations we ran to evaluate the routing
quality resulting from minimally reconfiguring the network with FTreeMinRC.
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Simulations
For the simulations we ran experiments for all the possible combinations of Topologies, Initial VM Distribution, Migration
Pattern and VM Population per Hypervisor shown in Table 4. In total, we ran 21 simulations per topology, for six different
topologies, with the largest of the simulations when using the 8-ary-3-full topology and having the VM population per hypervisor
set to 75% counting as many as 3072 VMs. The initial VM distribution is chosen to be either uniform or random. In the
uniform VM distribution, all the vSwitches start with an equal number of connected VMs, while VMs are distributed to the
vSwitches randomly in the random distribution. Once the initial topologies have been loaded using ibsim, OpenSM builds
the initial routing tables with the vSwitchFatTree routing algorithm. Consequently, we load these topologies and routes in the
vSwitchMigrationSim simulator. Then we perform VM migrations and: 1) Extract information about the number of switches that
have been reconfigured after every single migration; 2) Output minimally reconfigured LFTs every 10% of the total migrations
for each pattern running on each topology7 . Four migration patterns are used: random, consolidate, grouping, and to-uniform.
In the random migration pattern, 2 · num_nodes_in_topology random migrations are performed for each of the simulated
topologies. The random migration scenario is used to simulate a scenario where a network would be in a relatively random state
after several standalone optimizations without a global scope may have taken place in a data center. The consolidate migration
pattern packs all the VMs to the left side of the Fat-Tree and uses the least number of hosts possible that can accommodate
the number of booted VMs. Consolidation is a typical power saving scenario with a global data center scope. In the grouping
pattern, two randomly chosen VM groups are consolidated and isolated on neighboring hypervisors. The grouping pattern
simulates a case where two different tenants share fragmented resources and they need to be consolidated independently. Last,
to-uniform migration pattern achieves a uniform VM distribution on the vSwitches in the network, starting with a random initial
VM distribution. The intention of the to-uniform migration pattern is to simulate a scenario where the cloud provider tries to
improve VM performance by spreading out VMs evenly in the data center8 .
For each topology dump from our vSwitchMigrationSim simulator, we re-ran OpenSM with vSwitchFatTree to generate
fresh routing tables for the given snapshot (recall that every snapshot is every 10% of the total migrations for each scenario).
The quality of the routing tables from OpenSM and vSwitchMigrationSim, that performs minimum reconfiguration, are then
compared using the ORCS bisect communication pattern. The reason for comparing the routing quality from a routing algorithm
(vSwitchMigrationSim) and a reconfiguration algorithm (FTreeMinRC), is in order to study the impact of the latter after several
migrations have taken place in a subnet. The scope of FTreeMinRC is to reconfigure the network quickly and make live
migrations possible with a minimal number of switches reconfigured, thus, we hypothesize that after several migrations the
routing quality would be degraded. Note that we do not compare vSwitchFatTree with any other routing algorithm, as no other
7 Our choice to extract the minimally reconfigured LFTs every 10% of the total migrations is practical. We wanted to keep the number of ORCS simulations
(as explained in the next paragraph) in a sensible number so that all the simulations could complete within a few weeks. As can be seen from the simulation
results in Fig. 8 the 10% step is good enough to show the performance trends over time (percentage of total migrations) for the different simulation scenarios.
8 The migration patterns are used to show the efficiency of our reconfiguration methods and the vSwitchFatTree routing algorithm, and are not optimized to
perform the minimum number of migrations.
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routing algorithm exists yet that takes into account the nature of the vSwitches in the topology. Any such comparison would be
unfair and meaningless. The ORCS bisect pattern emulates effective bisection bandwidth, where nodes in a partition are split
into two equally sized halves. Each node in the first half sends a message to a node in the second half. To obtain statistically
significant results, all simulations were executed 10000 times with randomly chosen nodes in both partitions to eliminate the
affect of node selection in the bisect pattern of the ORCS simulator. As we obtained too many results and it is not possible to
present everything, the most representative sample is shown in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8(a) we present the average number of switches that were reconfigured for each of the Fat-Tree topologies in Table 4, for
each individual migration. We compare ItRC and FTreeMinRC. As expected, the topology-aware method, FTreeMinRC, performs
significantly better, and both the mean number of total switches reconfigured as well as the max number is lower. In addition,
FTreeMinRC prioritizes the updates of the switches containing active routes, meaning that the connectivity can be re-established
in a matter of single-digit milliseconds according to our empirical results shown in Fig. 7. This is less than the reported downtime
attributed to the stop-and-copy phase in a live migration for both IB (12) and the more mature Ethernet (7). For the rest of the
figures in Fig. 8 the achieved bisection bandwidth and routing quality is compared between FTreeMinRC and vSwitchFatTree. In
particular, in Fig. 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d), we present the random to grouping, random to uniform, and uniform to random migration
scenarios respectively, when 25% of the data center VM capacity is being utilized for each topology. In Fig. 8(e) and Fig. 8(f),
we present the random to consolidate and uniform to consolidate migration scenarios respectively, when 50% of the data center
VM capacity is being utilized for each topology. Last, in Fig. 8(g) and Fig. 8(h), we present the random to uniform and uniform
to random migration scenarios respectively, when 75% of the data center VM capacity is being utilized for each topology.
Firstly, a remark that applies to all Fig. 8(b)-(h) is that the bisection bandwidth becomes worse as the total VMs in the
data center increase from 25% to 50% and 75% of the maximum data center capacity. This is natural, and of course, when
more VMs exist there is higher contention for the available resources. One more global observation is that there is no case in
Fig. 8(b)-(h) where the routing resulted from FTreeMinRC delivers better performance when compared to the routing resulted
from vSwitchFatTree. In particular, in Fig. 8(c), Fig. 8(d), Fig. 8(g), and Fig. 8(h), when we migrate from a uniform to a random
distribution of VMs and vice versa, we see a clear relative degradation of the performance as the number of the migrations
progress and the network is reconfigured with FTreeMinRC. In some cases we can see almost 10% of relative performance
improvement when the network is re-balanced with vSwitchFatTree. This observation is aligned with our earlier hypothesis
that after several migrations and reconfigurations with FTreeMinRC the routing quality would be degraded. The reason why
vSwitchFatTree provides better performance, is because vSwitchFatTree re-balances the routes for all of the VMs. FTreeMinRC
only performs local reconfiguration without taking into account the rest of the network after each migration. The trade-off,
of course, is that vSwitchFatTree goes through the expensive path computation phase that FTreeMinRC aims to eliminate in
order to make live migrations feasible. Based on that observation, the general scheme that we suggest to utilize in virtualized
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Fig. 8: Simulation results (Higher values in all subfigures except (a) indicate better performance).
environments with vSwitches is to use FTreeMinRC for migrations (ItRC for topology agnostic reconfiguration), and from time
to time call a routing algorithm such as the vSwitchFatTree to optimize the current state of the network.
Probably the most interesting observation that can be made when one focuses in Fig. 8(b), Fig. 8(e), and Fig. 8(f), is that
whenever we have a consolidation scenario (including grouping, which is basically consolidation by taking into account different
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tenants), the resulting routing quality of vSwitchFatTree and FTreeMinRC produce equal results, or a very tiny difference in the
order of ∼1% exists. This can be explained because the initial routing, that has been provided by vSwitchFatTree, balances the
PF of the vSwitches as well. When FTreeMinRC reconfigures the network, it is using the routes of the PFs to route the migrated
VMs. As such, in consolidation scenarios where all of the VFs will be occupied in a hypervisor, and all neighboring hypervisors
will end up having the same number of VMs (If the hypervisors have similar capabilities with the same number of VFs), all
of the occupied hypervisors will have the same weight in the network. Since the vSwitches have already been balanced, the
resulting routing from FTreeMinRC and a re-balancing with vSwitchFatTree, will give almost the same routing as the one that
was calculated by vSwitchFatTree before the migrations started. This interesting finding indicates that in power saving scenarios
where VMs are consolidated, further routing optimizations might not be necessary once all of the migrations complete.
Some other general observations in our results include: 1) In the cases where we migrate from a random to a uniform
distribution the performance overall is improving. Again, this is expected since a uniform distribution will utilize the network
resources evenly (i.e. there will be no cases where VMs are overpacked in hypervisors, while parts of the data center are idle).
Exactly the opposite happens in the migration scenarios from uniform to random. 2) The results from the smallest topology
tested (4-ary-2-full) exhibit more fluctuations when compared to the rest of the results, and the results of the largest topology
(8-ary-3-full) are the most stable. This behavior is observed due to the number of nodes and VMs in each topology. When 25%
of the maximum VM capacity is used, the 4-ary-2-full topology only has 32 VMs. With such few VMs, even a small number of
migrations may be enough to alter the topology significantly in order to observe these fluctuations.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we revisited and complemented our proposed vSwitch SR-IOV architecture for lossless interconnection networks (33). We used IB to demonstrate our concept prototypes and suggested different options that can help to overcome the
scalability issues related to the layer-two LID space address limitations of IB. Routing strategies for vSwitch-based subnets
were discussed and a Fat-Tree routing algorithm was presented, vSwitchFatTree, that takes into account the shared connection
of VMs residing at the same hypervisor. Furthermore, we presented FTreeMinRC, a Fat-Tree topology-aware reconfiguration
algorithm for vSwitch-powered subnets. FTreeMinRC considers switch locations in the topology to identify and reconfigure
the minimum number of switches when a VM is migrating, resulting in reduced overhead when compared to our previously
proposed topology-agnostic reconfiguration algorithm, ItRC. Our results show that we are able to significantly reduce network
reconfiguration time by eliminating the path computation phase when VMs live migrate. Moreover, in certain scenarios where
VMs migrate within a leaf-switch in a Fat-Tree topology, the number of required reconfiguration management packets sent
to switches can be reduced down to a single one. Based on empirical measurements and simulations, we show that the total
execution time of a reconfiguration with our devised methods is not a limiting factor for live migrations anymore. Thus, live
migration can become a practical option from the subnet management perspective in virtualized environments that are based
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on lossless network technologies. We have also shown that depending on the migration scenario, it can be sufficient to rely
on minimum overhead reconfigurations with FTreeMinRC and not needed to re-balance the network traffic with a complete
performance-driven re-routing, as we observed only a marginal degradation in the routing quality.
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allocation problem and typically as a bin packing problem [6].
Maybe the most common resource allocation strategy is to
allocate VMs on PMs to achieve some level of utilization of
the PMs, see e.g. [7], [8], [9]. However it is not clear how
the level of utilization is related to the performance of the
VMs or the user experience for users using the VMs. E.g. if
the VMs are packed with the aim of a high utilization of the
PMs, the demand of the VMs may in some time periods go
above the capacity of the PMs resulting in a degradation of
the performance of the VMs and reduced user experience. In
other words, the processing of tasks gets delayed compared
to if the VMs were run on PMs with sufficient capacity.
Such a degradation of the performance, or delay, is a direct
measure of the user experience for users using the VMs. When
consolidating VMs this measure therefore should be included
as part of the methodology.
Waiting time and delay are common concepts in queuing
theory. However, queuing theory can not directly be applied to
resource consumption data, like CPU consumption. Queuing
models are based on knowing the probability distributions
of arrival times and sizes of tasks requested by the VMs.
These distributions are usually far from available in real-life
applications. The distributions can to some extent be estimated,
I. I NTRODUCTION
but this is challenging since we usually cannot observe arrival
The use of cloud computing is increasing at a tremendous times and sizes of the tasks [10], [11]. Often we cannot even
speed as a result of the use of virtual machines (VMs) observe the current resource utilization, but only the average
having exploded in recent years. More and more companies utilization in disjunct time intervals, say five minute intervals.
are centralizing their resources to data centers to ensure
In this paper we present a framework in which the concept
uninterrupted power, better security, greater opportunities and of delay can be applied even when we don’t know the
availability. The number of data centers increased by 56 per properties (i.e. distribution of arrival times, sizes of tasks)
cent worldwide from 2005 to 2010 [1], and more hardware of the underlying queuing process. As an example of the
is being installed to handle the rapidly increasing demand. usefulness of the presented framework, we apply it on real-life
Cloud computing now consumes more electricity every day performance traces to consolidate VMs on PMs such that we
than India [2], and Google alone consumes the same amount control the resulting amount of delay, or resource degradation,
of energy as Norway’s capital city [3], [4].
experienced by the VMs.
The need to make cloud environments more energy-efficient
In section II we explore the related work in the context of
is a major driver for data centers and cloud providers. The bin-packing based consolidation and queuing theory in cloud
idea is simple in principle: always align the number of running environments. In section III we present the dataset that we
physical machines (PMs) with the current demand. A lot of used for our trace-based simulations, followed by section IV
effort has been devoted to designing optimal solutions on how where we explore the concept of workload delay. In section V
to consolidate VMs on PMs, see e.g., [5] for a positive review. we perform the trace-based simulations as an example of how
The majority of the works consider the problem as a resource the concept of delay can be applied for VM consolidation.

Abstract—Virtual Machine (VM) consolidation in the cloud has
received significant research interest. A large body of approaches
for VM consolidation in data centers resort to variants of the
bin packing problem which tries to minimize the number of
deployed physical machines while meeting the Service-LevelAgreement (SLA) constraints. The most common strategy to
bin-pack VMs is to satisfy a level of utilization of the physical
machines. However, it is not clear how the level of utilization is
related to the performance of the VMs and the user experience
for users that use the VMs. After all, the way that the degraded
performance of long-running jobs, that are typical in cluster and
Big Data deployments, is manifested to the user in the form
of a workload that took longer than expected to be completed,
i.e. the workload is delayed. In this paper we introduce the
concept of workload delay as a Quality-of-Service (QoS) metric
that captures directly the resulting degradation that a cloud user
would experience in the case where the SLA is violated. We show
that the accumulation of workload delay is complex and can be
manifested very differently in workloads with minor differences
but otherwise identical in the long run. Our results, that are based
on real-life trace-based simulations, show that consolidating VMs
based on the level of utilization results in little control over the
resulting delay, a particularly significant drawback when running
jobs with deadline requirements, while we are able to control the
delay much better if we take into account our suggested metric
of the delay.
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First we perform a sample consolidation of VMs based on the
complete dataset, and we compare how the delay evolves if
one consolidates VMs based only on average utilization. Then
we perform the consolidation based on parts of our dataset,
and cross-validate the delay on the missing parts of the dataset
to show that it is possible to control the delay. We conclude
and point out directions for future work in section VI.

Paper VI

constraints. iPOEM tries to optimize two key parameters in
a data center, the max CPU usage (CPUhigh ) a PM should
tolerate before triggering a VM migration and the min CPU
usage (CPUlow ) for turning off a machine. The authors provide
two theoretical results that are the core of the iPOEM algorithm:
Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations can be reduced
by reducing CPUhigh , while the energy consumption can
be decreased if CPUlow is increased. Based on these two
II. R ELATED W ORK
intuitive observations, iPOEM performs a guided binary search
Different strategies have been suggested to consolidate VMs to achieve two conflicting objectives, namely, reducing power
and below we give a set of representative examples. The consumption while operating within the SLA constraints.
concepts of waiting time and delay are a central part of stanAlthough most of the consolidation approaches use variants
dard queuing theory, therefore we also include representative of deterministic bin packing algorithms, others use its stochastic
examples of how queuing theory has been applied in cloud counter-part version [21]. In the stochastic bin packing problem
computing.
a list of items is given, where each item is a random variable.
Moreover, an an overflow probability p is provided. The goal
A. Consolidation strategies in the cloud
is to pack the items into a minimum number of unit-bins of a
Lots of research has been revolved around mapping the given capacity such that the probability that the total size of
problem of VM consolidation to the bin packing problem the items in each bin exceeding 1 is at most p.
where PMs are assimilated to bins and VMs are assimilated
In order to take into account the dynamic nature of the
to items. Generally, the aim is to reduce the number of PMs resource consumption while still benefiting from the power of
needed to pack different VMs across various resources such bin packing heuristics, some attempts in the literature have
as CPU, memory, network I/O etc. Since bin packing is devised consolidation approaches that combine both ideas.
known to be an NP hard problem, therefore, several heuristics For example, in [12], the authors used time series prediction
have been applied when it comes to VM consolidation, techniques to predict the load, and then provided a probabilistic
including the well established First-Fit-Decreasing (FFD), Best- guarantee of satisfying the SLA constraints. Based on the
Fit-Decreasing (BFD) or variants of these algorithms [12], forecast, the first-fit bin packing heuristic is used with a
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. Other researchers have resorted to modified version where capacity is not a criteria, but the
novel bio-inspired solutions, and perform the bin packing with probability of exceeding the physical machine’s capacity is.
algorithms such as the Ant Colony Optimization [9], [18].
Other interesting consolidation techniques are based on deep
The complexity of the consolidation increases exponentially inspection of different workload characteristics. For example,
as more dimensions are taken into account, hence, some studies in [22], [23], the authors attempt to characterize the workload
reduce the problem to one dimensional bin packing by only and consolidate VMs with complementary resource usage over
considering the bottleneck resource. Similarly, Wood et al. [13] time. In [24], Wood et al. inspect memory pages and collocate
devised Sandpiper, a consolidation system that uses a simple VMs with high memory sharing potential in order to take
formula to combine dimensions associated to different resources advantage of the memory page sharing features of hypervisors
(CPU, memory and network) in one metric, called volume, in and increase memory density [25]. In [17], the authors include
order to quantify the load of VMs and PMs and deploy a classic the network communication in their decision making process,
one dimensional FFD bin packing algorithm. The higher the and consolidate VMs to minimize inter-host traffic.
utilization of a resource, the greater the volume. Sandpiper
aspires to eliminate hotspots via pro-active VM migrations, B. Applications of queuing theory in cloud computing
where profiling is used to anticipate the occurrence of the
Bouterse and Perros [26] developed a model for dynamically
overload. The consolidation is dynamic, i.e. whenever a hotspot provisioning servers that is motivated by the legacy blocking
is detected, VMs are migrating from the most overloaded PMs model of Erlang originally developed for circuit switched
to the least loaded.
telephony networks. Different approaches are used to predict
An example of another dynamic consolidation approach the arrival rates of the client requests for VMs and based
is presented in [19], Beloglazov et al. propose to detect host on these, an adequate number of servers to be provisioned
overload using Markov chain modeling. The authors show that a is determined to meet the target blocking probability using
necessary condition to improve the quality of VM consolidation Erlang’s formula. In [27], a double renting scheme that
is to maximize the mean time between migrations, and provide combines short term renting and long term renting is proposed
heuristics that trigger VM migrations while respecting this in order to maximize benefits while maintaining the QoS. The
condition. They define the quality of VM consolidation to be service system is modeled as an M/M/m + D queuing model.
inversely proportional to the mean number of active hosts over An optimal configuration for profit optimization is derived,
n time steps.
subject to guaranteeing the service quality of all requests. Many
In [20], the authors present iPOEM, a consolidation system optimization factors are considered for the profit optimization
that tries to reduce energy consumption without violating SLA problem which includes the market demand, the workload of
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a period of 13 days during June 9 2016, 10:25 AM to June
22 2016, 10:24 AM. The collected data include CPU (per
core) and memory utilization measurements per machine. Each
measurement represents the average CPU utilization for the
previous minute, and the current memory utilization.
In this work we focused only on the VMs and CPU data.
After cleaning up the data and filtering out hosts with missing
or corrupted data points, we ended up dealing with 405 VMs
totaling 1030 virtual CPU cores (vCores). The majority of
the VMs has only one or two vCores, while a few VMs have
four, eight or twelve vCores. In Fig. 1.(a) the average CPU
utilization of these 405 VMs is illustrated. In Fig. 1.(b) the
part of the dataset that is highlighted in Fig. 1.(a) has been
zoomed-in to reveal the average workload in more detail. As
it can be seen, the workload has a consistent sinusoidal-like
pattern throughout the dataset. After further investigation it
was determined that the configuration management system that
is running every five minutes to enforce the institution’s policy
is responsible for this pattern. Moreover, the median utilization
reveals that the majority of the VMs are mostly idle unless the
configuration management daemon is running, while the high
standard deviation shows that a few VMs are heavily utilized.
Fig. 1. Average utilization of the dataset we used for our experiments.

IV. T HE C ONCEPT OF W ORKLOAD D ELAY
requests, the service level agreement, the rental cost of servers,
the cost of energy consumption etc. Liu et al. [28] studies
the effect of cloud scheduling on service performance. Unlike
most legacy models, the service rate is not considered fixed
but rather depends on the schedule strategy. Each server is
modeled as an M/G/1 queuing system, while a semi-Markov
model is used to model the cloud computing center. In [29],
an open Jackson network is used to model a cloud platform
and used to provide SLA guarantees in terms of response time.
A sequential model composed of M/M/1 and M/M/m in
sequence was proposed to model the cloud platform. The work
is particularly useful for dimensioning the cloud as it is able
to determine the system bottleneck parameters that need to
be adjusted to guarantee the desired response time. The work
can be applied to enable dimensioning cloud platforms to host
different types of services (education, production, e-health,
etc.). In [30], a novel generic analytical model to model the
performance of a cloud data center is proposed that takes into
account many parameters as it is difficult to devise an exact
model due to complexity issues. Simulation results demonstrate
the accuracy of the model when it comes to many parameters
such as blocking probability and average number of tasks in
the system.
III. W ORKING DATASET
All the experiments and results that are following in this work
are based on a real-workload dataset that we obtained from the
University of Oslo (UiO). The dataset contains performance
traces from more than 1500 all-purpose Linux-based physical
and virtual machines (VMs), collected every one minute over

As described in the introduction, it is natural to take
into account degradation of user experience, or delay, when
allocating resources to virtual machines (VMs). In this section
we present a framework for delay that can be applied to real
life resource allocation problems. We describe the framework
with respect to CPU consumption, but it can equally be applied
to other resources like memory, network or disk I/O.
Suppose that we have M
virtual machines,
V M1 , V M2 , . . . , V MM , running on a physical machine
(PM) equipped with C CPU cores. We divide a day into T
equidistant time intervals of length ∆t and let t ∈ 1, 2, . . . , T
refer to time interval t. The VMs initiate tasks that require
CPU processing time of the PM. Let Sm (t) denote the tasks
initiated by V Mm during time interval t and let dm (t) denote
the total processing time needed to process these tasks. Below
we refer to dm (t) as the demand of V Mm at time interval
t. We define d(t) as the total processing time to process all
the tasksPinitiated in time interval t from all the VMs, i.e.
M
d(t) =
m=1 dm (t). If d(t) is above the total processing
capacity of the PM, i.e. d(t) > C∆t, the processing of the
tasks of the VMs will run slower compared to if the VMs
were run on a PM with a capacity above the demand d(t).
We say that the VMs get delayed. More precisely, let q(t)
be the total processing time of the tasks not being processed
in time interval t, and therefore are queued to the next
time step (gets delayed). The total processing time of the
tasks in queue can be computed recursively by the relation
q(t + 1) = max {q(t) + d(t + 1) − C∆t, 0}. A more detailed
description of the relation between capacity, demand and delay
is given below. Finally let Q(t) denote the total amount of
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queued tasks up to some time Te.
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Fig. 2. How workload requests get delayed.
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Case 3

In this section we will demonstrate how the concept of
delay can be engaged to directly control user experience when
consolidating VMs. We use the dataset presented in section III
to first bin-pack VMs based on the average utilization, and then

1
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Case 2

V. A PPLYING THE C ONCEPT OF D ELAY FOR
C ONSOLIDATION

2

1500

Case 1

Naturally we want Q(·) to be as small as possible.
In Fig. 2 we present an example of how the delay will
evolve over time in a given system (PM) with 12 CPU cores,
when a workload with a given Resource demand in percentage
must be served. The system in Fig. 2. has a max capacity of
C = 1200% since each CPU core can serve 100% worth of
workload, meaning that the Resource utilization, d(t), cannot
exceed the Max capacity at any time. Thus, whenever the
Resource demand exceeds the 1200% threshold (d(t) > C∆t),
workload requests are being queued and consequently delayed
as the tail of the queue grows (depicted as Delay added in
Fig. 2) while the system operates at max capacity. When the
Resource demand is below Max capacity and if we have queued
requests from before, the delay will be reduced (depicted as
Delay consumed in Fig. 2) and as a consequence the Resource
utilization will be higher than the Resource demand until all of
the queued requests have been served. Whenever delay is added
or delay is consumed, the Current delay that is experienced by
the newly appended workload will be affected, and the sum of
all Current delay values gives us the Total delay for the given
system in the given period of time as explained in equation 1.
The delay is a metric that is directly observable from a userexperience perspective, and the delay can change dramatically
and non-linearly with minor variations in otherwise identical
workloads as shown in Fig. 3. Consider Case 1 in Fig. 3
where there is a continuous resource demand of 100% in a
system with one CPU core and thus, max capacity 100%. In
such a case there will be zero delay from the user perspective.
However, if the resource demand had a spike of 150% in the
first minute (Case 2): in Fig. 3., all of the subsequent requests
would be delayed for a half minute, delivering a continuously
degraded user-experience and a very large total delay in the
long-run. If just the workload-profile is taken into account for
optimizing resources for different workloads, both Case 1 and
Case 2 would look identical in the long run. Nonetheless, the
user experience would be as expected in the first case while
it would be devastating in the second case, possibly violating
the SLA between a cloud provider that tries to consolidate
resources and a customer. In Fig. 3.(Case 3) one can also
observe a different workload that can give less total delay than
the one in Case 2, but still, there might be more occurrences
during the time series that a higher max delay than the max
delay in Case 2 is added, demonstrating that the delay can be
complex and measured in different ways.

3

15

t=1

2000

CPU utilization (percentage)

(1)

15

q(t)

CPU utilization (percentage)

4

Delay (in minutes)

Q(Te) =

Te
X

Total delay
(minutes)

Time (one measurement per minute)

Fig. 3. Different cases where the delay can be different on workload with
some similar characteristics.

based on the delay. We compare how the delay evolves against
the total average utilization in a bin (a bin is the equivalent of
a PM). First we apply the concept in the complete dataset in
sections V-A and V-B, and then we perform the consolidation
based on parts of our dataset, and cross-validate the delay on
the missing parts of the dataset in section V-C.
A. Bin-pack based on average utilization
We apply the packing based on the one dimension BestFit-Decreasing (BFD) [31] bin packing algorithm, and each
bin in our experiments equals to a hypervisor. The algorithm
first sorts the VMs in a decreasing order based on the average
utilization of each VM. Then the VMs are placed into bins
of a given max capacity in order, and if a bin is overflowing,
i.e. the total average utilization of the collocated VMs exceeds
the max capacity, then the next available bin is tested. If
all of the available bins overflow, the VM that caused the
overflow is placed in a newly added bin. The capacity of
each bin is defined by the number of physical cores that a
hypervisor would have. We run experiments for bins with
12, 16 and 32 cores with a max capacity of 1200%, 1600%
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When the bins have more cores, all the VMs get consolidated in fewer bins. For example, in the case where we
use 12 cores per bin and we fill the bins up to 100% we
need five bins, while when using 32 cores per bin we
need only two bins. Moreover, when the max capacity
bin filling threshold is less than 100% we use more bins
since the bins are not fully utilized. As in the case when
we use 12 cores per bin and we fill the bins up to 70%
we use seven bins instead of five bins for 100% filling.
The average total delay per bin is less for the cases where
max capacity bin filling threshold is less than 100%. In
particular for the case where the bin filling threshold is
100% the total delay is “exploding”. For example, for the
first bin in the case with 12 cores per bin we observe
4.32 · 106 seconds of total delay that is experienced by
the workload in a period of 13 days. That is on average
≈ 332000 minutes of total delay per day.
The last bin in all cases typically exhibits significantly
lower total delay. That is due to the last bin always
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and 3200% respectively. Since we expect that when operating
close to the max capacity of a hypervisor the total delay can
be quite big depending on the workload, we also perform
the bin packing as if the max capacity of each bin was
{70%, 80%, 90%, 100%} ∗ max capacity (essentially underprovisioning the hypervisors), but still calculate the total delay
based on the max capacity. The results of the bin packing
based on the average utilization are illustrated in Fig. 4, and a
few notes can be made:
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Fig. 4. Bin packing on the whole dataset based on average utilization.
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Fig. 5. Bin packing on the whole dataset based on the delay.

•

containing the remaining VMs that did not fit in previous
bins, and most of the times the last bin is less utilized.
For the same set of experiments in each facet of Fig. 4,
the variance of the total delay between bins is significant,
demonstrating the inability to control the delay efficiently.

B. Bin-pack based on delay
In section V-A we demonstrated the poor ability to control
delay when the average utilization metric for bin packing was
used. In Fig. 5 we perform a similar bin packing like the one
explained in section V-A, but we now use the delay concept
and try to control the delay by taking into account a maximum
accepted total delay per bin during the bin packing process.
For the case presented in Fig. 5 the maximum accepted delay
per bin is set to 1000 minutes. That is 1000/13 minutes per
day on average since our dataset contains data for 13 days
(refer to section III). When we bin pack based on the delay, if
the total delay when adding a VM in a bin exceeds the max
accepted delay per bin, the VM will be placed in another bin.
If no bin can meet the max accepted delay per bin requirement,
then the VM will be placed in a new bin. Note that if a VM
is the first VM to be placed in a bin and the max accepted
delay is already exceeded, the VM will still be put in and
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occupy the bin alone. In such a case there is not much we can
do to reduce the delay other than increasing the capacity of
the bins. Furthermore, although we consolidate based on the
max accepted delay we still use the max capacity bin filling
threshold parameter as one can see in the figure 5. In this case
the max capacity bin filling threshold is used as the capacity C
of the bins during the bin packing process in order to calculate
the delay as explained in section IV. Nevertheless, the final
delay once the bin packing is complete will be calculated based
on the actual max capacity of the bins. Packing with a lower
capacity C than the actual max capacity can be beneficial as
the extra capacity can be used as a buffer to avoid cases like
the one described in Fig. 3.(Case 2). If we had bin packed with
a maximum capacity of e.g. 90% in Fig. 3.(Case 2), the initial
spike would have been consumed quickly, and the total delay
would be kept low. The differences of bin packing based on
the total delay (Fig. 5) when compared to bin packing based
on the average utilization (Fig. 4) are mainly two:
• Fine control of the delay can be achieved. As shown in the
case where max capacity bin filling threshold = 100%, the
total delay for all bins is slightly below the max accepted
delay per bin - 1000 minutes.
• More bins are used when packing based on the delay. This
is an indication that the bins end up being less utilized.
So the important aspect that we study in the next section
(section V-C) is how much is the delay per bin with
respect to the average utilization when bin-packing VMs
with the two different methods; based on delay or average
utilization.
C. Evaluation of consolidation algorithms
In this section we cross validate the bin packing methods
described in sections V-A and V-B. The goal is to evaluate
in particular to what extent we are able to control the delay
when bin packing based on delay is applied in a partially
known dataset. We perform the cross validation by introducing
a training period in our dataset, and the validation, i.e. the
resulting bin packing, is applied to the rest of the dataset. The
training period is using 12 days out of the 13 shown in Fig. 1,
and validation is applied on the 13th test day. We run several
experiments for all possible combinations of 12 (training) +
1 (test) days. The results are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7,
where the metrics Average bin utilization and Total delay per
bin are plotted against each other.
1) Explaining the plots: In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 each point
represents a packed bin. The shape of each point shows how
many physical cores the selected bin has. The number of
physical cores determines the actual max bin capacity that the
given bin has, and consequently the basis to determine how
much the bin will be filled based on the max capacity bin filling
threshold parameter, when a bin overflows, and how much is
the delay as explained in sections V-A and V-B. The location
of each point in the x-dimension of the plots represent how
much the given bin has been utilized with respect to its max
capacity, while the location of each point in the y-dimension,
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which is plotted in log10 scale, represents how much is the
total delay for the given bin during the testing period (1-day
worth of delay). The contour lines are used to focus on and
expose the density of the points when the delay is greater than
zero minutes. Moreover, the two solid vertical lines show the
average and median bin filling for each test, while the two
dashed horizontal lines show the average and median bin delay
for each test.
In Fig. 6 the bin packing is happening based on the average
utilization and the experiments are executed for 12, 16 and
32 physical cores. We execute a set of experiments for max
capacity bin filling thresholds of 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%,
80%, 90% and 100% (recall section V-A). Table I presents
companion statistics for Fig. 6. In Fig. 7 the bin packing is
based on the delay and similarly to the case when we bin pack
based on average utilization, the experiments are executed for
12, 16 and 32 physical cores. However, when we bin pack
based on delay we have one more parameter, the max accepted
total delay, thus, we execute a set of experiments for all the
combinations of max capacity bin filling thresholds of 70%,
80%, 90% and 100% and max accepted total delay of 1, 10,
100 and 1000 minutes per day (recall section V-B). Table II
presents companion statistics for Fig. 7.
2) Interpreting the results: In an ideal case like the one
demonstrated in Fig. 3.(Case 1), one would want all of the bins
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 to be lying exactly on zero on the y-axis,
and exactly on 100% on the x-axis. That would mean that all
of the bins (hypervisors) are perfectly utilized, while there is
no delay. Unfortunately this is not the case in the real-world.
As illustrated in Fig. 6 when the bin packing is based on the
average utilization of the training dataset, the resulting packing
is able to deliver a similar utilization when applied on the test
day, but the delay of the workload is very unpredictable and
the max observed delay in certain bins can be devastating as
shown in numbers in Table I. When the bin packing algorithm
tries to consolidate with any bin filling threshold value over
80%, the average delay per bin is measured in thousands, and
certain bins exhibit total delays in the order of million minutes
as seen in the max total bin delay in bins column. Moreover,
a substantial amount of the total workload is experiencing
delay: more than 23% on average for the case where bin filling
threshold is 80% and more than 65% for the case where the
bin filling is 100%. Whenever the workload is experiencing
delay, the delay is on average 3.39 minutes and 25.51 minutes
respectively for the 80% and 100% bin filling threshold cases.
Even in the cases where the average utilization is dramatically
decreasing down to 30%, we still observe certain bins that
reach a total delay in the orders of thousands of minutes.
On the other hand, if one looks in Fig. 7 and Table II a
quick observation that can be made is that in all of the cases
the bin packing algorithm does not manage to pack the bins
close to the desired bin filling threshold. The average utilization
is around 30% less than the desired threshold. Nonetheless,
the average delay per bin is lying around the desired max
accepted total delay. In addition, when test-cases with similar
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Fig. 6. Bin packing on a partial dataset based on average utilization.
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Fig. 7. Bin packing on a partial dataset based on the delay.

characteristics are compared between Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the bin
packing based on delay overall performs better by providing
higher average utilization and less deviation from the max
accepted delay parameter. The max accepted delay parameter
could be used as a threshold for an SLA between the cloud
provider and its customers. For example, in the case where the

filling threshold is 70% in Table I, the average bin delay is
783.49 minutes and the average bin filling is 63.9%. In this
case the median bin delay is only 18.45, and there is a bin
with a max observed total delay of 46706.97 minutes, while
only 9.77% of the workload has been delayed on average
with an average of 2.02 minutes. These numbers demonstrate
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TABLE I
S TATISTICS FOR E XPERIMENTS IN F IG . 6
Bin filling
threshold
(pct)

Avg total
delay per
bin (mins)

Med total
delay per
bin (mins)

Max total
bin delay
in bins (mins)

Avg bin
filling (pct)

Med bin
filling (pct)

Max bin
filling (pct)

Avg workload
delayed
in bins (pct)

30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%

7.05
32.81
78.58
191.35
783.49
2265.91
8417.15
33891.16

0.00
0.00
0.06
3.58
18.45
140.32
1046.43
9798.13

1923.19
4332.07
5770.64
9044.37
46706.97
118346.79
178980.07
293550.53

29.20%
38.19%
46.10%
58.41%
63.90%
70.92%
82.74%
90.26%

29.67%
39.46%
49.27%
58.75%
68.75%
77.72%
87.99%
95.97%

65.50%
70.59%
80.21%
88.90%
99.80%
110.45%
119.21%
130.18%

0.14%
0.36%
0.94%
2.43%
9.77%
23.08%
48.37%
65.77%

Avg delay
experienced by
workload when
delay > 0 (mins)
0.06
0.24
0.48
1.01
2.02
3.39
8.24
25.51

TABLE II
S TATISTICS FOR E XPERIMENTS IN F IG . 7
Accepted
total
delay
(mins)
1

10

100

1000

Bin filling
threshold
(pct)

Avg total
delay per
bin (mins)

Med total
delay per
bin (mins)

Max total
bin delay
in bins (mins)

Avg bin
filling (pct)

Med bin
filling (pct)

Max bin
filling (pct)

Avg workload
delayed
in bins (pct)

70%
80%
90%
100%
70%
80%
90%
100%
70%
80%
90%
100%
70%
80%
90%
100%

0.06
0.15
1.14
8.34
0.22
0.65
1.97
28.84
1.13
2.04
8.86
118.82
5.14
19.89
88.04
783.87

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.01
2.67
0.00
0.02
2.09
31.02
0.03
1.02
6.37
306.67

21.91
21.35
290.55
776.45
23.43
69.21
94.91
1242.55
81.32
47.34
393.87
3103.94
248.11
942.61
2732.73
11596.53

27.52%
31.64%
36.98%
43.46%
34.33%
39.59%
43.46%
54.93%
41.37%
43.61%
55.16%
58.94%
47.28%
54.23%
59.76%
69.40%

28.92%
33.07%
37.96%
45.62%
37.02%
42.73%
49.19%
59.91%
45.38%
50.77%
59.09%
68.71%
52.46%
60.16%
69.50%
81.50%

54.50%
63.45%
66.86%
81.41%
58.13%
62.44%
72.84%
83.69%
64.47%
68.97%
77.69%
87.80%
67.47%
73.98%
83.62%
98.31%

0.01%
0.03%
0.09%
0.48%
0.06%
0.12%
0.34%
1.83%
0.20%
0.48%
1.73%
12.07%
1.28%
4.67%
9.74%
27.39%

Avg delay
experienced by
workload when
delay > 0 (mins)
0.01
0.02
0.06
0.16
0.05
0.09
0.13
0.31
0.11
0.13
0.21
0.51
0.14
0.21
0.42
1.69

huge performance deviations between bins. This case can be delay in the first case is 7.05 minutes, while it is only 0.15
compared with the case from Table II where the max accepted minutes, i.e. 9 seconds, in the second case. Additionally, in
delay is 1000 minutes and the filling threshold is 100%. In the first case we have a bin that exhibits a max total delay of
this case the bin packing based on delay provided virtually 1923 minutes, while in the second case there is no bin that
the same average delay per bin, 783.87 minutes instead of faces more than 21.35 minutes of total delay. This is a good
783.49 minutes, but the median bin delay is much closer to indication that it is possible to control the delay in a sense that
the average, 306.67 minutes, and the max observed delay in a the concept of delay could be used as a QoS metric for SLAs.
bin is ∼4 times less, 11596.53 minutes, than in the case when
VI. C LOSING R EMARKS
the bin packing happened based on the average utilization.
Also, the average utilization of the bins is higher at 69.4%,
In this paper we introduced the concept of delay that can be
while the average delay when the delay is greater than zero used as a user-perceptible QoS metric to validate performance
is 1.69 minutes instead of 2.02 minutes. More workload has in computing systems. Further, we demonstrated how the
experienced delays on average, 27.39% instead of 9.77%, but concept of delay can be applied to a VM consolidation scenario
in the case where a provider would choose to accept 1000 in clouds with long-running jobs, that are typical in cluster and
minutes of delay per day this outcome would be desirable, Big Data deployments. Our results showed that a simple bin
because as the numbers show the delay would be more evenly packing based on the delay metric, can deliver more predictable
distributed and there would not be extreme outliers for some performance when compared to a simple bin packing based
of the bins.
on average utilization.
The current work is the groundwork to formulate and
We pick another example where the matching characteristic
between the two different methods for consolidation is the demonstrate the concept of delay, and we identify areas for
average bin filling. The case where the bin filling threshold consideration and future work:
is 30% in Table I, provides on average bins that are 29.2%
utilized. This case can be compared with the case from Table II
where the accepted total delay is 1 minute, and the bin filling
threshold 80%. In this case the bins are utilized on average
slightly more, at 31.64%. Notwithstanding, the average bin

•

CPU data has only been considered and in the future we
will look into other demands like Memory, I/O operations,
network communication, latency. Tenant information in
multi-tenant environments should also be taken into
account when consolidating.
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•

•

In our example bin-packing method that was used for
demonstrating the concept of delay, we incorporated a
simple BFD algorithm based on the average utilization
of each VM. We expect that if more advanced workload
characterization methods are to be used [32], [33], [34],
[35], higher consolidation can be achieved for the same
amount of total delay per hypervisor.
The delay is a metric that can be affected non-linearly by
several factors, and we identify as the two most important
ones the type of the workload (CPU-, memory-, I/O-,
network-intensive etc) and the underlying hardware. The
same workload may look different if running on different
hardware, and particularly in virtualized environments
the same workload may look different even if running
on the same hardware but sharing over-provisioned resources [36], [37]. The dataset that we used (section III)
for our experiments doesn’t seem to suffer from overprovisioning issues as on average the VMs were lightly
utilized.
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List of Acronyms
AWS Amazon Web Services.
BFD Best Fit Decreasing.
BXI Bull eXascale Interconnect.
CA Conceptual Analysis.
CA/M Conceptual Analysis/Mathematical.
CPU Central Processing Unit.
CS Computer Science.
CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures.
ERAC Efficient and Robust Architecture for the big data Cloud.
FFD First Fit Decreasing.
FIFO First-In-First-Out.
FM Fabric Manager.
GID Global Identifier.
GUID Global Unique Identifier.
HCA Host Channel Adapter.
HCAs Host Channel Adapters.
HFI Host Fabric Interface.
HoLB Head-of-Line Blocking.
HPC High Performance Computing.
IaaS Infrastructure as a Service.
IB InfiniBand.
ibsim Infiniband Fabric Simulator.
IBTA InfiniBand™ Trade Association.
IDC International Data Corporation.
IoT Internet of Things.
IOV Input/Output Virtualization.
IT Information Technology.
LFTs Linear Forwarding Tables.
LID Local Identifier.
LIDs Local Identifiers.
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MAD Management Datagram.
MAPE Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute.
MPI Message Passing Interface.
MTU Maximum Transmission Unit.
OFED™ OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution.
ORCS Oblivious Routing Congestion Simulator.
OS Operating System.
OSs Operating Systems.
PaaS Platform as a Service.
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect.
PF Physical Function.
PFC Priority-based Flow Control.
PMs Physical Machines.
QoS Quality of Service.
RDS Reliable Datagram Socket.
RQ Research Question.
SA Subnet Administration.
SaaS Software as a Service.
SAN Storage Area Network.
SLA Service Level Agreement.
SLAs Service Level Agreements.
SM Subnet Manager.
SMPs Subnet Management Packets.
SR-IOV Single-Root IOV.
TCP Transmission Control Protocol.
VF Virtual Function.
VFs Virtual Functions.
VLs Virtual Layers.
VM Virtual Machine.
VMM Virtual Machine Monitor.
VMs Virtual Machines.
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